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About this Report 

As Coloradans increase their interest in investing in non-au/()motive transportation 
solutions, decision-makers and practitioners need /()ofs /() measures the performance, 
and costs and benefits of various modes of transportation in terms common /() aU 
modes. 

T he economic efficiency and effectiveness frameworks and tools proposed in this 
report are for use in analyzing various modes of passenger transport in corridor 
applications during the early planning stages. The frameworks proposed are focused 
around "core" areas (i.e., agency cost, user cost, mobility, safety, and air quality) in 

terms of measures of effectiveness and economic efficiency (i.e., net social benefit). 

The methodologies proposed can be used for additional purposes including the use of 
specific measures of effectiveness for analyzing a particular community goal, the source of 
default values and algorithms to standardize the comparison of various actions, and the 
prioritization of projects (including single mode projects). 

The methodologies have been developed to support the regional planning process conducted 
by a Transportation Planning Region (TPR). The methodologies utilize user input data 
consistent with that available through the Colorado Department of Transportation's (COOT) 
GIS tools. 

The development and final product of the methodologies has been overseen by a study panel 
comprised of TPRs, metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) and transit officials, as well 
as staff and management representatives from COOT. The study panel strongly suggested 
that the TPRs and MPOs start using the methodologies as a way to begin standardizing the 
examination of potential results of proposed actions (i.e., in terms of agency cost, user cost, 
mobility, safety, and air quality, and economic efficiency). However, the use is not mandated 
and deviations are expected given that certain community goals must be consider in the 
decision-making process which are not reflected in the "core" areas. 
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Executive Summary 

Background 
The Common PetfOf111ance Meastms (CPM) research products provide a way for transportation decision
makers and practitioners to trade off the performance and costs and benefits of various modes of 
passenger transportation. The CPM process 
employs two frameworks-economic efficiency 
analysis (EEA) and measures of effectiveness 
(MOEs)--to assess and pnonl1Ze various 

Primary Research Products 

transportation actions. The intended point of D Framework developed around five "core" 
categories of cost and perfonnance (ie., 
agency cost, user cost, mobility, safety, and 
air quality) 

application is long range planning at the sketch 
planning level for corridor analysis where various 
modes of transportation might address a mobility 
problem. However, the tools and methodologies 
can also be used to help prioritize projects within a 
single mode of transportation or to compare the 
results of specific MOEs. 

The research focused its efforts on passenger 
transport by way of highways (SOV, HOT, and 
HOV), transit, nUl and bicycles with the intention of 
being able to make consistent (Le., apples to apples) 
comparisons across these modes. The EEA and 
MOEs frameworks are organized into five core 
areas (agtf/9 ros~ IIser CDd, safety, mobility, and air qllality) 
and consider factors such as capital costs, operating 
and maintenance expenses, users out-of-pocket 
costs, travel time, fatal crash risks, and air quality 
implications. Since this approach is intended to be 
widely applied, only commonly used measurement 
areas were chosen. Local practitioners may want to 
independently consider additional performance 
measures that address other local concerns and 
goals. 

1 

D Manual and spreadsheet worksheets for a 
practitioner to use to analyze a project or 
modal alternatives within a project 

D Simplified methodology for determining 
travel demand 

D Tools for examining the MOEs and 
Economic Efficiency elements 

D Summary sheets recapping the results of 
the MOE and NSB analysis 

D Methodologies for examining the sensitivity 
of the results and for prioritizing the 
MOEs 

D Reference and Site Specific Tables which 
capture the major assumptions, values, or 
directives by subject area 



The CPM products are especially useful for rural and small urban ttansportation planning regions. 
They are not intended to supplant the more sophisticated tools used in the large MPO areas, although 
consistent measurement in the core areas is desirable from a statewide perspective. 

MOEandEEAF~~ 

The CPM research developed two different means of analyzing information - economic efficiency 
analysis and measures of effectiveness. These two conceptual frameworks are complementary in 
many areas, yet they answer different questions. They often use the same data and build upon each 
other's measures. While the MOEs can be completed independently of the economic efficiency 
approach, EEA requires the completion of many of the MOE steps. The EEA results present 
information in a monetized, comprehensive, bottom line fashion. The effectiveness analysis hones in 
on particular elements that support commonly accepted goals. The effectiveness framework uses 
measures that mayor may not be expressed in monetary terms and it does not calculate a monetary 
bottom line. 

These frameworks are not an examination of the full social costs of transportation except that certain 
externalities are addressed in the areas of user costs, safety and air quality. 

Economic Efficiency Analysis 

The concept of economic efficiency is a way of measuring if the people in a region would be in 
general better off by undertaking a particular transportation investment. Efficiency is interested in 
finding opportunities to change the way 
resources are utilized so that the lives of most 
people in a community would be improved if 
the investment were made. 

Efficiency is only interested in, and therefore 
only measures, what might significantly change 
as a result of an investment. It aggregates all 
elements considered into a single, 
comprehensive, monetized answer. Efficiency 
compares the projected change in the monetary 
value of specific MOEs to a future scenario 
where no investment were made to determine 
the investment's costs and benefits in terms of 
lief sotia/ benefit (NSB). A positive NSB indicates a 
wise investment-m terms of economic 
efficiency-while a negative NSB would indicate 
that the investment should not be made since 

The economic efficiency approach utilized in 
this research monetizes those things that 
matter most to many of us: 

• The loss of lives due to crashes; 

• The value of our time; 

• The return on our investment, now and 
in the future; 

• Our out-of-pocket expenses; and, 

• The health related consequences due to 
the polluted air we breath. 

costs exceed the benefits. EEA may also indicate the relative ranking of certain investments, that is, 
which one has the greatest net benefit, which has the next best net benefit, etc. 

The economic efficiency measure is information that decision-makers can use, but it does not mean 
that a project should be built if the NSB is positive notwithstanding other information. It may 
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happen that a project will show positive benefits in some categories and negative in others. For 
example, user benefits may be positive because average speed increases with the project but safety 
benefits may be negative because there are more fatalities at the higher speed Overall positive 
benefits would still be considered to be a wise investment if one is interested in the nel dfoct that 
economic efficiency brings to the decision-maker. 

The efficiency tool considers the costs and benefits in each year of the planning timeline. It calculates 
the NSB and then brings the figures to a present value. The methodology proposed here also 
compares actions as if they were in place in petpef1lity to correct for the comparison of unequal asset 
lifetimes and to measure the continuing performance and costs and benefits of an investment once it 
is made. 

Measures Of Elrectiveness Approach 

The MOE framework first asks the user to determine what goals, standards, and/or benchmarks are 
of most importance. An effective investment action is one that supports the achievement of a 
specified goal or goals, so that the investment 
achieves the intended results. 

As a result of the research, it was determined that 
Colorado decision-makers typically assess 
projects in terms of their agtnD' ros~ IIser rost, st#ty, 
mobility, and environmental implications. Therefore, 
these five "core" measu.:retnent areas have been 
established as the MOE categories for application 
with this research. 

The MOE approach is concerned with how well 
something is done and does not necessarily imply 
a maximization approach. Rather, the MOE 
approach looks to fulfill designated expectations. 
The effectiveness framework allows the 
measurement of how certain choices meet 
specific goals that reflect certain community 
objectives. 

The measures of effectiveness are arranged 
into five core categories commonly found to 
be of interest to most decision-makers: 

• 

• 

Agency Cost - capital costs, maintenance 
and operating costs, administrative costs 

User Cost - out-of-pocket expenses 

• Mobility changes in travel 
characteristics, (t.e., amount of travel, 
speeds, and travel time) 

• Safety - number of crashes, and number 
of fatalities 

• Air quality - amount of emissions due to 
a proposed action 

For example, one community has a mobility problem along with a goal to improve air quality because 
it is a non-attainment area. The community considers making an investment in alternative modes 
before considering traditional highway widening. From a community-wide efficiency standpoint, an 
investment in a Travel Demand Management (IDM) strategy that mainly impacts large employers 
provides fewer mobility benefits than widening a long stretch of the interstate. However, the 
community chooses to implement the TDM strategy in spite of its lower overall efficiency rating 
because it helps to achieve its air quality goals. 

Decision-makers can place more emphasis on one or several components of perfonnance in order to 
show progress in solving a particular problem. Safety is often a highly visible concern for both 
decision-makers and the general public. The effectiveness framework allows safety implications of 
certain investment choices to be considered without monetizing the costs/benefits of accidents. 
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MOEs could look at trends in accidents or place more importance on accidents that impact certain 
locations. 

The MOE framework results will most often be shown through the use of a matrix. The goals are set 
out along one axis. The performance measures along another. A score may be developed which 
allows for numeric calculations and/or weighting of the scores. MOE can also use a more qualitative 
means with descriptive measures. Scores may also indicate a trend (i.e., decreasing pounds of 
pollution) without attaching actual numbers to the score. 

Application of Methodology and Tools 

pract/tlonet's Guidebook 

Chapter One of this guidebook more fully defines the frameworks, the core areas and key definitions. 
Chapter Two provides the process steps a practitioner would need to follow to perfonn an MOE or 
EEA analysis that may, for example, help a Regional Planning Commissioner take a policy-level 
action. It contains a User Input Table that the practitioner would complete to begin either the MOE 
or EEA analysis along with suggestions for data sources. Chapter 'I1u:ee contains detailed steps for 
developing the manual worksheets for an MOE analysis, along with copies of the worksheets. Chapter 
Four is comparable to Chapter'I1u:ee excepting that it details the EEA process and contains the EEA 
worksheets. Chapter Five discusses the evaluation of results and contains a process for evaluating the 
MOEs. It also makes recommendations for conducting sensitivity analyses. Rif"mzce Tables and Site 
Specific Tables that capture the major assumptions, values and directives by subject area are provided in 
Appendix One. Finally, Appendix Two shows a bibliography that includes some of the technical 
references produced along with this research. 

Although the tools produced by this research can be accessed, for both the MOE and EEA 
calculations, via manual worksheets or automated spreadsheets, the use of the spreadsheets is 
recommended given the savings in data input, flexibility, and speed of processing. Files containing an 
electronic version of the spreadsheets as well as templates for the manual worksheets are provided in 
the pocket of this manual. 

SUmmarizing MOE and EEA Results 

For the MOE approach, Fonns K-2 and M are the final summary fonns that will be used to compare 
the different corridor scenarios considered. These fonns tabulate corridor MOEs by analysis period 
and per year respectively for the Baseline, No-build, and Alternative scenarios. Fonn K-2 consists 
only of mobility measures per analysis period whereas Fonn M includes annual measures for all five 
core areas. 

For the economic efficiency analysis, Fonn EE-2 (Net Social Benefits Table) is used to collect and 
display the time profile of benefits and costs for a project. Examples of fonns M and EE-2 are next 
provided. 
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FORM M r Table for CorrIdor Annual MOEs (All Both 
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Prioritizing Using Measures of EIrectIveness 

The comparison of alternatives or projects with MOEs is a matter of looking at each MOE side·by
side to see which alternative has the better MOE. Most methods to prioritize (rank) alternatives with 
MOEs involve some formula to weight and aggregate the MOEs so that conflicting MOEs are 
reduced to a net result in a single measure. A method that uses weights for selected MOEs to 
produce and overall index is presented in Chapter Five. It is a type of objective, ordinal index with 
properties that make it useful and understandable to decision-makers. The analyst can initially select 
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the weights used and refine them to meet the preferences of the decision-makers. For every 
alternative or project being considered an index value is determined Based on this index value, 
projects can be :ranked from better to worse. 

The MOE index is defined by I = Mf'Mf'M;' ..... M:' 

where, I = MOE Index 
M. = Measure n 
a. = exponent 

The recommended measures for evaluation are: 

o Mobili!J: M. 
o Safe!J: M, 

= Average Speed for all modes considered 
= 1 /Number of highway fatalities 

o .Air Quali!J : M .. = l/Tons of Pollutant 
o Agenry Cost: M« = l/Agencycost 

The inverse of the last three measures is taken to indicate that increasing values of the measures are 
preferred, as explained in Chapter Five. Properties of this index such as the rate of substitution 
between measures and the index elasticity are also discussed in Chapter Five. 

Prioritizing Using Economic EfRcIency 

Comparing alternatives or projects using EEA must take into account the filet that there may be assets 
of different useful lifetimes and construction periods. For example, additional lanes on a highway 
may have a useful life of 30 years, whereas a light rail line along the same corridor may have a useful 
life of 50 years. Their NSB cannot be direcdy compared because the expenditure for the rail 
alternative produces transportation services for a longer number of years. Comparison can be made 
by assuming each mode would be kept in service in perpetuity by reconstruction whenever necessary 
in the future. Then the economic efficiency measure is the perpetui!J value of each project This is 
easily calculated from the NSB for each project and can be included on the NSB worksheet. The 
Perpetuity NSB provides a correct economic efficiency ranking of alternatives for decision-makers to 
use in their deliberations, if projects of unequal asset lifetimes are being compared. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The purpose of sensitivity analysis is to determine 
the level of confidence in the analysis results. 
Given the inherent uncertainty in the estimates 
upon which the MOE and EEA are developed, 
analyses of sensitivities for the different variables 
used should be conducted This would give a 
better understanding of the effects of increased or 

Since the analysis follows from assumed 
changes in population and travel demand, it 
is recommended that the MOE and EE 
analysis be performed with at least two levels 
of population and demand assumptions 

lowered values for the variables used in the evaluation. The general idea is to determine how large a 
change in the variable would have to be to change the results suggested by the analysis. If the size of 
the change in a given variable is so large that the value for the variable is thought to be extremely 
unlikely, that would suggests consistent analysis results. A more complete explanation on sensitivity 
analysis is given in Chapter Five and Appendix Two. 
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Background to Measuring 
Performance for Project Specific 

Purposes 

Purpose of the Research 

Chapter 

The pwpose of the Colorado research project ''Developing Common Perfonnance Measures to 
Evaluate Transportation System Investments Across Modal Lines" was to establish a framework and 
develop simple tools that allow a consistent means of making economic and perfonnance 
comparisons across passenger modes of transportation within a corridor project. 

The Common Perfonnance Measures (CPM) research products analyze information by applying an 
economic efficienc;y analysis and/or the measures of effectiveness approach. Different modes 
operating in a corridor environment can be accommodated in a manner that allows transportation 
practitioners and decision-makers to compare different modal solutions. CPM results are used to 
compare a wide variety of altematives including measures for highways, transit, rail, pedestrians, and 
bicycles. These results are categorized by core areas including: <!gWc;y cost user cos!, safety, mobility. 
and air qpality. These core areas consider a variety of measures, that can be used under a broad 
variety of settings, such as travel time, operating and maintenance expenses, users out-of-pocket 
expenses, accident risk, and other. Local practitioners may want to consider additional perfonnance 
measures, which address other local concerns. 

The analysis methodology produced by the CPM research is especially useful for rural and small urban 
transportation planning regions. It is not intended to supplant the more sophisticated methods used 
to analyze projects in large Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) areas. An example case that 
shows the use of the simplified ana1ysis tools developed by the CPM research is presented in 
Appendix Two. This approach can be used to evaluate individual corridor projects throughout the 
region or to compare a number of alternatives within a corridor. 

The tools developed are intended to be used at the sketch-planning level Although economic 
efficiency analyses and analyses hased on MOBs could be applied at the project design level, that was 
not the charge of this research effort. The proposed calculations apply core measures to produce 
results that help transportation practitioners see the relative value of making a particular corridor 
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transportation investment. These tools are very helpful because they use a consistent means of 
comparing a variety of multi-modal projects. 

Frameworks 
The CPM research has developed two different means of analyzing information--economic efficiency 
analysis and measures of effectiveness. These two conceptual frameworks are complementary in 
many areas, yet they answer different questions. They often use the same data and build upon each 
other's measures. However, the use of one does not supercede the use of the other. The results of 
the efficiency analysis present information in monetary terms. The effectiveness analysis hones in on 
particular elements that support goals commonly cited by many Colorado communities. 

Economic Efficiency Analysis (EEA) 

The concept of economic efficiency is a way of measuring if the people in a region are in general 
better off by undertaking a particular transportation investment. Efficiency is interested in finding 
opportunities to change the way resources are utilized so that the lives of most people in a community 
would be improved compared to the status quo while at the same rime no one would be worse off 
because of the investment. 

The term community is included in the efficiency definition. At the sketch-planning level the CPM 
economic efficiency framework does not recommend what community should encompass. From the 
regional planning perspective, it could be the whole region or it could be only that portion which is 
directly impacted by the proposed project. Analysis of the same project can be done from the 
perspective of different communities and reach different conclusions. Suppose there were two 
counties and three towns whose residents would be affected by the proposed project. There could be 
three different efficiency analyses for the towns. It is conceivable that while the project might allow 
people in the first town to be better off, the people in the second and third towns might be worse ofE 
What helps one community may negatively impact a neighboring community. Given the conflicting 
information, transportation decision-makers must make the choice. 

EEA offers a single, comprehensive answer in tenns of net social benefits (NSB). This framework 
calculates in monetary terms the significant costs and benefits of an investment and detennines a 
bottom line net social benefit. A positive NSB indicates a wise investment while a negative NSB 
shows that the costs exceed the benefits. EEA may also indicate the relative ranking of certain 
alternative investments, that is, which one has the greatest net benefit, which has the next best net 
benefit, etc. 

A benefit is defined as the maximum amount a person is willing to pay to get the desired objective. A 
cost is equal to the minimum amount a person is willing to accept as compensation for being worse 
off. 

The starting point for efficiency is to develop a baseline. The baseline case measures what happens if 
no new investments are undertaken. Then, cases are built for the suggested investment(s). Because 
economic efficiency measures the changes from the baseline, one must next determine benefits and 
costs that represent the changes the proposed investment will bring compared to the baseline. OnlY 
when tbm an changes fom the baseline are costs or bendits inclNded in the calculation of NSB. When the benefits 
minus the costs are greater than zero, the investment is efficient. If the benefits minus the costs are 
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less than zero the investment is inefficient and should not be pursued based upon the efficiency 
results. 

The efficiency tool considers the costs and benefits in each year of the planning timeline. It calculates 
the net social benefit and then brings the figures to a present value. If the NSB number is positive, it 
indicates the investment will make the community better off. If the figure is negative, the investment 
over the period will make people in the community won;e off. The efficiency tool allows the costs 
and benefits of the investment to be calcu1ated in perpetuity, which allows altematives with different 
investment cycles to be fairly compared. 

Measu.- <If Effe.:tiveness (MOEs) 

The MOE framework fitst asks the user to determine what goals, standanls, and/or benchmatks are 
of most importance. An effective investment action is one that supports the achievement of a 
specified goal or goals so that an investment achieves intended results. 

The MOE approach is concerned with how well something is done. MOEs are not always looking 
for "biggest" or the "most." Rather MOEs look to fulfill designated expectations. The effectiveness 
framework allows the measurement of how certain choices meet specific goals that reflect certain 
community objectives. For example, one community chooses a goal to improve air quality because 
the community is in a non-attainment area and desires to make investments in altemative modes. 
From a community-wide efficiency standpoint, investment in a Transportation Demand Management 
(IDM) strategy that mainly impacts large employen; provides fewer mobility benefits than widening a 
long stretch of the inten;tate. However, the community, as a non-attainment area, could not fitst 
implement the widening project without violating federal air quality standanls. Therefore, the 
community may choose to implement the TDM strategy in spite of its lower overall efficiency rating 
because its offers greatet air quality gains. 

Some goals may contradict other goals. MOEs allow for the independent consideration of the goals 
or objectives. Effectiveness presents the community designated important facton; for review but does 
not combine the facton; with each other. Safety goals may be reviewed separately from air quality 
goals and one may be given a higher level of importance than the other. 

The effectiveness framework is useful when performance related to particular markets or segments of 
the community need to be tracked. For example, if the economy is shrinking, sacrifices may be 
required of the community, but the decision-makers may wish to hold certain individuals or groups 
(e.g., children, disabled) hannless. MOEs can determine which alternatives support the goals and 
ensure the designated market segments are not harmed. 

MOEs can answer questions that are outside the realm of efficiency. Since economic efficiency 
compares changes between a baseline and a proposed alternative in terms of costs and benefits, it 
typically calculates the values in monetaty terms. The effectiveness framework uses measures that 
mayor may not be expressed in monetaty terms and it does not calculate a monetaty bottom line. 

Decision-makers can place more emphasis on one or several components of performance in order to 
show progress in solving a particular problem. Safety is often a highly visible concern for both 
decision-makers and the general public. The effectiveness framework allows safety implications of 
certain investment choices to be considered without reducing to monetaty terms the costs/benefits of 
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accidents. MOEs could look at trends in accidents or place more importance on reducing accidents 
that impact certain locations. 

The MOE framework results will most often be shown through the use of a matrix. The goals are set 
out along one axis and the performance measures along another. A score may be developed which 
allows for numeric calculations and/or weighting of the scores. MOEs can also use a more qualitative 
means with descriptive measures. Scores may also indicate a trend (Le., decreasing pounds of 
pollution) without attaching actual numbers to the score. 

Core Measurement Areas 
The field of transportation planning and investment often uses conceptual categorizations that can 
best be described as overlapping rather than discrete groupings. The CPM research has organized its 
efforts by separating the performance measures into five core areas of interest-Agency Cost, User 
Cost, Mobility, Safety and Environment. The parameters of each of the areas follow. 

AGENCY COST refers to all of the capital, maintenance and operating expenses incurred by agencies 
responsible for constructing and maintaining transportation facilities. The facilities would include not 
only the primary facility that is used by the traveling public but also major auxiliary facilities. Capital 
costs cover the construction and/or purchase of the physical infrastructure and/or asset. It includes 
design, engineering, ROW and start-up expenses for program implementation. These costs are 
incurred infrequently yet involve significant levels of investment. Capital also covers major expenses 
that extend the life of the facility into perpetuity, such as reconstrucrion of a roadway surface or 
overhaul of a locomotive engine. Maintenance costs include the expenses to keep the physical 
structure/asset at the prescribed industry condition standard over the design life of the project. These 
are recurring costs, such as salary and materials for filling potholes. Operating costs involve the 
ongoing expenses to keep the facility/service functioning. They include service delivery costs such as 
the salaries of transit drivers and ticket salespersons. Agency cost also includes the agency's total 
administrative costs that are often expressed as a percentage of the total costs. 

USER COST refers to the total expenses incurred by all individuals impacted by the transportation 
system. This item includes fixed and variable costs. The former covers such items as 
ownership/depreciation, insurance and registration. Variable costs are tied to the trip making such as 
gasoline, parking, tolls, or bus fares. 

MOBILITY refers to the elements of travel that are concemed with the actual movement of people, 
goods and information. Mobility elements can include travel time and delay, speed, number of 
persons moved, capacity limits of the facilities and the length of travel. Other measures involved 
include volume to capacity ratio, passenger miles traveled per hour and vehicle occupancy. For 
efficiency analysis the major component is often the value of the travelers' time. 

SAFETY refers to elements that measure the incidence of injury, fatality and risk. Safety performance 
measures consist on raw numbers of accidents and fatalities. The measures might also be expressed in 
monetary tenus indicating the amount a community is willing to pay to reduce the risk of one fatality. 

AIR QUALITY refers to quality of life elements concerned with pollution. The major air quality 
component considered is the amount of pollutants emitted by vehicles. 
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Definitions 
Unfortunately, there is no standard definition for • nwnber of the teans used in this research, 
including alternatives, facilities and modes. For instance, modes and alternatives may be used 
synonymously in one article while these same terms have very different meanings in other contexts. 

For the pruposes of the CPM research, these tenns will have the following narrow definitions. 

ALTERNATIVE refers to a transportation investment choice that is viewed as a single unit. An 
alternative can be comprised of a single mode or multiple modes and it may also include 
transportation demand strategies such as signal timing improvements or incident management. 

ANALYSIS YEARS refers to the years for which data is generated in the evaluation effort. These years 
usually include the long range p1anuing time frame, for example 20 years in the future with values also 
calculated for the intennediate points of five, ten and fifteen years. 

ANNUAL VALUE (see Financial DefoUlioN secJiqn at the "'" 0/ these Dtjinitibns) 

AVERAGE SPEED is the speed (distance passed per unit of time) at which vehicles or a person 
travels. For transit vehicles, it includes dwell times at stops or stations, acceleration, and 
deceleration. 

BASE YEAR refers to the most recent past year for which input data is available. For example, it may 
be 1990 for census data. 

CRASH is a traffic crash or accident that involves a single road vehicle (overturns), or it may involve a 
vehicle in a collision (e.g., between a vehicle and one or more vehicles, a pedestrian, an animal, or a 
fixed object). Vehicles can be motorized vehicles or bicycles, and the accident may involve an injury 
to a person (fatal, serious, or slight) or damage only to property. 

DECISI~AICING YEAR refers to the year to which future values are discounted to get their present 
value. It is usually the year in which the analyst conducts the evaluation. 

DISCOUNT RATE refers to the amount to which future values are adjusted to obtain the present value. 
It is recommended that the u.s. Office of Management and Budget rate of3.6% be used. 

EFFECTIVENESS refers to taking actions that support the achievement of predefined goals. 

EFFICIENCY refers to allocating the resources available to a community in a fashion such that it is 
impossible to increase the well being of at least one person in the community without decreasing the 
well being of some other person or persons in the community. 

EMISSIONS (In T_ of PoI...-) is the "level of air pollution contributed by the transportation system 
in the corridor under study. 

PACIUTY refers to the physical structures or equipment that are necessary for the movement of people 
or goods. A facility could be a roadway or the rail tracks. The term facility also refers to capital 
equipment items needed to complete the travel demands, thus it could include vehicles (mcluding 
personal autos), other rolling stock, parking lots and other necessary buildings locations. 

FATALITY refers to an occurrence which involves a person who dies as a result of an injury sustained 
in a crash or accident (at the place or within a few days). 
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FATALITY RISK refers to the dollar amount that people are willing to pay to reduce the risk of an auto 
fatality. 

MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE) is a quantitative measure to detennine how well an activity, task, 
or category of function is being perfonned Examples of MOEs are; average speed, VMT, PMT, for 
mobility and, number of crashes and fatalities for safety. 

HIGH OCCUPANCY TOLL (HOT) LANE refers to a facility that allows the use of HOV lanes by vehicles 
with bdow the minimum number of occupants when they pay a fee or toll 

MODE refers to the means employed to move people or goods from an origin to a destination. The 
most common surface transportation modes are driving personal autos, trucking, riding public transit 
or rail, bicycling and walking. 

MODE SPLIT refers to the percentage of trips being taken on each mode when more than one mode is 
being used 

NET SOCIAL BENEFITS TABLE contains three tenns which require clatification with respect to the 
definitions of benefits and costs. The Present V row is the sum of the present value of yearly figures 
in the column above. It is the present value of User Benefits, the present value of Air Quality 
Benefits, etc. as these terms are defined AnnuaIV is the annual equivalent of the present value in the 
row above over the lifetime of the project. PetpetuityV is the petpetuity value of the benefits or costs 
in the column above as this term is defined 

N().BUILD refers to the future planning scenario that considers no changes or improvements to the 
baseline conditions. 

PASSENGER-MILES-TRAVELED (PMT) refers to the total miles traveled by all passengers in a given area 
or conidor using any travd mode during a specified time period For transit, it is calculated as the 
total number of passengers canied by a transit system multiplied by the number of miles they travel. 
For passenger cats, it is calculated as the product 6f the VMT times the average occupancy per car. 

PERIODIC USER COST refers to the traveler's annual expenditures on goods and services needed to 
access the transportation system. These expenditures are mainly associated with automobile 
ownership and include purchase, insurance, repairs/parts/tires, ~tration/licensing and taxes. The 
expenditures do not depend directly on the number of miles travded. 

PERPETUITY VALUE (see Financial Dejinitions section at the end 0/ these DejiniJions) 

PRESENT VALUE (see Financial Dejinitions section at the end 0/ these Definitions) 

TRAVEL TIME refers to the time duration of a nip from the point of origin to the final 
destination. Usually includes waiting and walking time at transfer points and trip ends. In the 
CPM worksheets, travd time is calculated by dividing the segment or corridor length by the 
average speed of travd. 

TRIP is a one-way movement of a person or vehicle between two points for a specific putpose. 
In the CPM worksheets, every trip considered is assumed to go from the beginning to the end of 
a segment. 

VALUE OF TIME refers to the dollar amount applied to people's time. It is recommended that 
one-half the gross wage rate (Colorado or local) be used as default. 
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VARIABLE USER COST refers to the traveler's dollar expenditures which change depending on the 
number of miles traveled each period, the value of the time spent traveling, and the value of 
fatality risk for each mile traveled. Dollar expenditures ineluded are those due to gasoline, 
transit fares, parking, and tolls. Depending on the trip and the corridor, not all categories of 
expenditures may be incurred. If this MOE goes up from one year to another, it means that the 
transportation system being studied is more expensive for travelers to use, per mile traveled, in 
terms of other things they could do with their income and wealth. 

VEHICLE-HOURS·TRAVELED (VHTJ refers to total hours traveled by all vehieles in a given area or all 
transit-vehicle hours operated during a specified time period. It is calculated as the number of 
vehicles multiplied by the average travel time per trip during the time period considered. 

VEHICLE-MILES-TRAVELED (VMT) refers to the total miles traveled by all vehicles in a given area or 
all transit vehicle-miles operated for a specified time period. It is calculated as the number of 
vehicles multiplied by the length traveled in a given corridor or analysis area, during the time 
period considered. To estimate VMT in the worksheets it is assumed that every trip considered 
travels the entire segment length. 

Rnanclal DefInitions 

PRESENT VALUE is the value of a future dollar amount discounted to the decision-making year 
using an interest rate. The interest rate used is often called the discount rate. 

Present value can be thought of as how much a future amount is worth to you today, when you 
are trying to make a decision. For example, for two investment options: $10,000 today which 
grows to $50,000 in year 10 and a $10,000 investment today which grows to $75,000 in year 15. 
At a 10% discount rate, the present value of $50,000 is $19,277, whereas the present value of the 
$75,000 return is $17,954. The latter investment has the higher present value for a 10% rate. 

ANNUAL VALUE is the annual equivalent of the present value of a column of figures defined over the 
same period of years as the present value and using the same discount rate. Annual value is a concept 
best defined by illustration. Suppose a project gives benefits in each of 10 future years and the dollar 
amount of the benefits is different in each year. The present value of each future benefit first needs to 
be calculated, and then the 10 present values are added together. The sum total is called the present 
value of the project. Now suppose the benefit amount in each of the 10 future years is replaced by an 
equal amount. If that number gives the identical present value, it is called the annual value of the 
project. An annual value is a figure which, in a uniform series of future amounts, is equivalent to the 
present value. It is used to compare projects of different useful lifetimes, or the perpetuity value of a 
project. 

PERPETUITY VALUE is a present value that assumes the expenditure pattern of benefits and costs 
of a project is replicated forever. The idea is that once the transportation infrastructure of a 
project is in place, it is maintained, operated, and reconstructed to keep it in service forever. It is 
useful to compare alternative projects that have different lifetimes. such as adding highway lanes 
to a corridor with a 30-year lifetime to a commuter railroad along the same corridor that has a 
50-year lifetime. The perpetuity value is calculated by dividing the annual value by the discount 
rate. 

CONSUMER SURPLUS is the difference between what users are willing to pay to use a transportation 
system and what they actually pay for using it. 
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DuIInltlon. by Core Area 

MOEs EEA 
Agency Cost 

Total Capital Costs Capital construction and/or Present Value Capital cost as defined under 
purchase cost for an Capital Cost MOE except that the value 
alternative valued for the of capital costs today 
decision making year (present value) equals the 

value of expected future 
costs, discounted back to the 
present at the appropriate 
interest rate 

Perpetuity Value Same as Present Value 
Capital Cost Capital Cost excepting that 

the expenditure pattern of 
costs and benefits is assumed 
to be replicated forever. 
Needed to compare 
alternatives that have 
different lifetimes. 

Total M&O Costs The cost of ongoing Present Value See present value discussion, 
expenditures to keep the M&OCost only applied to M&O costs. 
capital asset or service in 
working order. Includes 
Service Delivery Costs for 
the costs that transit 
operations (bus and rail) 
incur that could be compared 
to the out of pocket cost 
incurred by SOY users. 

Perpetuity Value See perpetuity value 
M&OCost discussion, only applied to 

M&O costs. 
Service Delivery Total M&O costs for transit Present Value The costs that transit 
Cost modes attributed to offering Service Delivery operation (bus and rail) incur 

passenger service. Main Cost that could be compared to 
components are wages for the out-of-pocket costs 
workers and vehicle fuels. incurred by SOY users. 

Perpetuity Value See perpetuity value 
Service Delivery discussion, only applied to 
Cost service delivery costs 

User Cost 
Variable User Cost User costs which change Vatiable User Cost User costs which change 

depending upon the amount depending upon the amount 
of travel done (e.g., fuc~ of travel done (e.g., fu~ 

. tolls, and farcs). ..... . , tolls, and fares). 

Periodic User Cost User costs which occur on a Periodic User Cost User costs which occur on a 
recurring basis but not recurring basis but not 
direcdy related to the amount dirccdy related to the amount 
of travel (e.g., vehicle of travel (e.g., vehicle 
purchase, insurance, purchasc, insurance, 
maintenance. etc.). maintenance. etc.). 
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MOEs I EEA 
Mobility 

Passenger Trips Vehicle trips times vehicle Passenger Trips Vehicle trips times vehicle 
occupancy, or non-vehicle occupancy, or non-vehicle 
trips. trips. 

Average Trip Tmvel Sununation of the products Average Trip T DVel Summation of the products 
Time of P~lT time. mvel time for Time of PMT times travel time for 

all segmeolS for both all segmeolS for both 
direction. divided by total directions divided by total 
PMT. PMT. 

Vehicle Hours Total number of vehicle trips 
Traveled including all modes 

multiplied by the avenge 
mvel time per trip. 

Passenger Miles Total number of miles 
Traveled mveled by passengers using 

motorized or non-motorized 
modes. 

Present Value User The value of travelers' saving 
BenefilS in travel time and increase in 

consumer swplus* excepting 
that the value of the .avings 
and increase today (the 
present value) is the value of 
espected future savings and 
increase discounted to 
present at the appropriate 
interest rate. 

Perpetuity Value Same as present value User 
User Benefits Benefits except that the user 

benefits are assumed to be 
replicated forever. 

Capacity Utilization Ratio of the number of 
passenger trips using 
motorized modes over the 
total number of seats 
awilable per direction 

Maximum Maximum theoretical 
Theoretical number of passengers that 
Capacity can pass a section of a 

tnlnsportation facility per 
unit of time under ideal 
conditions. 

Safety 

i Fatalities 
Number of deaths occurring Fatalities Fatality frequency per 
in a transportation system esposure per unit of time 
due to vehicle crashes or where exposure is derived 
incidents per Wlit of time. from aruma! VMT per mode 

f 
Calculated by multiplying the by the fatality rate for the 
fatality rate per unilS of travel respective mode 
by the esposure for each of 
the modes. 

C",sbes Number of mffic crashes or 
accidents that occur in a 
transportation system. 
Estimated as the frequency 
per exposure (in unilS of 
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travel)per unit of time. 
Present VaIue People's annual willingness 
Safety Benefits to pay to reduce risk of 

fatality associated with travel, 
except that the value of the 
willingness to pay today (the 
present value) is the value of 
expected future costs 
discounted back to the 
present at the appropriate 
interest rate 

Perpetuity Value Same as present value of 
Safety Benefit safety benefits except that the 

willingness to pay is assumed 
to be replicated forever 

, MOEs ERA 
Air Quality 

! Emissions Total amount of pollutants in Emissions Tons Total amount of pollutants in 
I tons per year. Equal annual tons per year. Equal annual I 
I 

~IT times the emissions VMT times the emissions 
rate per VMT. rate per VMT. 

Present Value Nt The value of human health 
Quality Benefit damages avoided per ug/ m' 

per person, except that the 
value of the avoidance today 
(the present value) is the 
value of expected futwe 
costs discounted back to the 
present at the appropriate 
interest rate. 

Perpetuity Value Nt Human health damages 
Quality Benefit avoided per ug/ m' per 

person, except that the 
avoidance is assumed to be 
replicated forever 

Net Social Benefit 
Present Value Net Total Value of the agency 
Social Benefit cost, user costs, air quality. 

and safety values, where the 
value of the net benefit (or 
cost) today (the present 
value) is the value of 
expected future costs 
discounted back to the 
present at the appropriate 
interest ratc. 

Perpetuity Value T ota! Value of all measures, 
Net Social Benefit except that total benefit or 

cost is assumed to be 
replicated forever 
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Modes of Passenger Travel 
To meet the needs of end users, the CPM resean:h team decided to concentrate on a limited number 
of modes. Selection criteria were applied to the numerous modes cited in the litetature in otder to 
limit the CPM modes. The following criteria were used: 

(1) A mode is currendy used or is a readily accepted means of passenger travel in Colorado, or 
(2) A mode can have significant impact on planning and project selection processes. 

While other modes may be reasonable and would add to the overall picture of the costs and benefits 
of the transportation system, these modes have lilde or no impact on the types of decisions this 
resean:h attempts to enhance. For instance, the CPM research is only concerned with passenger 
ground transportation; therefore, trucks, frcight rail and air transportation are not included. Modes 
that do not currendy operate in Colorado may be added at a future date. 

The Common Perfonnance Measures resean:h will initially limit the modal choices to Single 
Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) travel, High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) and High Occupancy Toll (H01) 
travel, Bus Transit, Light Rail Transit, Commuter Rail, and Bicycle. Travel Demand Management 
(!TIM) is an important component, although stricdy speaking, it is not a true mode. A Pedestrian 
mode is also included although it is expected that it will mainly be involved as a sub component used 
in the travel time calculations. Definitions of these CPM modes follow: 

SINGLI! OCCUPANCY VEHICLI! (SOY) TRAWL refers to personal travel in a private vehicle and the 
vehicle occupancy average is calculated to be one person. 

HIGH OCCUPANCY VEHICLE (HOy) TRAWL refers to personal travel in carpools and vanpools. The 
impact of this mode involves alternatives that include use of high occupancy vehicle lanes. 

HIGH OCCUPANCY TOLL (HOT) TRAWL refelS to personal travel in SOY s that travel in existing HOV 
lanes by paying a fee or toll 

BUS TRANSIT refers to travel in a professionally operated rubber tired on-road transit vehicle. The size 
of the vehicle can range from a five passenger van to a 60 passenger articulated coach. 

LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT refers to travel in a rail vehicle, which depends on an overhead catenary power 
system and runs on railroad tracks. The tracks may be located either in a separated rail right of way or 
within existing roadways. 

COMMU11!R RAIL refers to travel in passenger rail vehicles running on tracks that meet national railroad 
system standards and links oudying portions of a region to business activity centers. 

BICYCLE refers to travel on a non-motorized, self-propelled two or three wheeled vehicle. This mode 
is included because certain transportation funding decisions such as building shoulders to 
accommodate bicycle riders safely or allocating enhancements funds for bicycle projects are a 
common part of Colorado's transportation system choices. 

PEDESTRIAN is the final mode that needs to be factored into calculations. This mode, which refelS to 
travel accomplished by walking, should be considered because a portion of most trips may be 
completed using the pedestrian mode in combination with other modes listed above. For example, a 
person may walk from a business to a bus stop and then ride the bus to a park and ride lot where the 
person drives home in a private car. To accurately account for costs, the walking time is often priced 
differendy from the riding and driving time. 
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TRANSPORTAnON OEMAND MANAGEMENT (TOM) is an element that is relevant to the research tasks, 
but does not easily fit into the analytic framework IDM can be broadly defined as a number of 
strategic actions that can be undertaken to solve particular transportation problems. IDM often 
includes supporting changes in individual behavior where the desired result is a change in modal 
share. For example, one IDM strategy might include raising patking fees to encourage use of transit, 
bicycles or walking and discourage the use of SOVs. IDM can also encompass use of new 
technologies often referred to as Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). An ITS. example is 
providing real-time travel information for a number of modes. IDM can also be directly tied to one 
mode such as administrative and operating support for ridesharing programs. The relevancy ofIDM 
measures to the success of modal choices is clear. What remains unclear is how the multi-faceted 
nature ofIDM measures can be generically accounted for by this research. 
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Chapter 

Developing and Analyzing a 
Project 

Projects and Problems 
The most common types of problems that are amenable to analysis are congestion, safety, and air 
quality. 

CJ Congestion of all forms from stop-and-go traffic on freeways to long queues on main 
streets. Projects that increase highway capacity (additional SOY, HOY, or HOT lanes) 
are traditional solutions to congestion problems. New or improved transit systems (Bus, 
LRT, CR1) and non-motorized modes (bike paths, pedestrian paths) can also be 
solutions to congestion problems. 

CJ High numbers of accidents and/or fatalities. Projects that change highway geometry or 
intersection configuration can be solutions to safety problems. 

CJ Environmental problems such as the need to lower vehicle emissions to meet air quality 
requirements. New or improved transit systems and non-motorized modes can help with 
air quality problems. 

Analysis Hierarchy 

The methodology explained here can be used at several levels of decision making: 

CJ At the top level, proposed projects of various actions can be compared to one another in 
terms of net social benefit. 

CJ The next level down, individual corridors or projects can be analyzed independently of, or 
compared to, other corridors or projects. 

CJ In the third level, various solutions to a mobility problem within a corridor or project can 
be compared. 

Most of the discussion in this chapter is focused on the third level. The higher levels are not covered 
in this discussion. 
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Project Analysis 

The process to analyze a project is carried out with the aid of the worksheets described below, which 
are available in spreadsheet fonn. A disk with a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file is contained in the 
back pocket of this report. The MOE and EEA worksheets and detailed instructions are available in 
Chapters lbree and Four, respectively. The E/lrJIHa/ion Process Decision Tree (Figure 21) on the 
fonowing page illustrates the various components to an EEA or MOE analysis. 

Choosing a Framework 

The analyst must decide which framework(s)-economic efficiency and/or measures of effectiveness
by which to examine the project. It is highly recommended that both the MOE and EEA 
approaches be applied to a project. In fact, one can not conduct an EEA analysis without having 
completed the MOE analysis first. 

MOl! AnalysIs Process Steps 

To begin the analysis of a project, one must conceptualize the alternatives to be examined, collect 
baseline data pertinent to those alternatives and the chosen framework(s), and aggregate the corridor 
into logical segments. 

A u ..... Input Table is provided to organize needed baseline data by framework and alternative type. A 
description of this table and a copy of the table are provided later in this chapter. Suggestions for 
aggregating the corridor segments are also described in this chapter, as are sources for retrieving 
baseline data. _ ....... _ and site specific tables are provided in the appendix. 

The process steps for conducting an MOE analysis include the fonowing steps: 

1. Complete the User Input Table by describing the corridor and alternatives to be analyzed, 
and gather baseline data for the chosen framework. 

2. Define the corridor segments. 

3. Calculate baseline year MOEs for each segment. The baseline year is a recent year for 
which data needed for the MOEs (e.g., traffic volwnes or population counts) are 
available. 

4. Calculate MOEs for future years for each segment. Each year for which MOEs are 
calculated is called an analysis year. The number of analysis years depends on the useful 
life of the project, the methodology being employed, and the planning horizon being used 
in the TPR plan. If onfy the MOE approach is to be applied, one future year is sufficient 
(e.g., year 2020). However, if the EEA approach is applied, then at least two future years 
need to be considered to perfonn the MOE and EEA calculations. Intervals between 
analysis years must be no longer than 10 years (e.g., years 2010 and 2020). 
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Identification and Description of Corridor to Analyze 

1 
Existing conditions in terms of MOE's (Mobility, Safety, and Air 

Quality) for Base Case 

1 
~ ~ 

Modeling Approach: 
- Simplified spreadsheet technique. Data Collection: 
- Network-based analysis of area 
surrounding the corridor. - Expected growth. 
- Analysis period selected. .. Defauft or site·specific parameters 

I 
~ 

Description of Attematives and Scenarios to be Evaluated: 
( No-build, Transit, andlor Additional highway capacity ) 

1 
Model output 

( Resutts In terms of MOE's for all atternatives considered) 

~ 
~ ~ 

Ranking of Altematlves based Ranking of Altematives based 
on Economic Elflclency on Performance Measures 

Analysis 

Net Social Benefit for Measures of Elf. for 
Alternative 1 Alternative 1 

Net Social Benefit for J Measures of elf. for 
Attemative .. . Attemative ... 

N et Social Benefit for Measures of elf. for 
Attemative n r Atternative n -

Figure 2.1. Evaluation Process Decision Tree. 
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5. Calculate the No-Build scenario for each analysis year and segment selected under step 
four in order to examine the conditions if the project were not built. One pass through 
the No-Build wo.rksheets is needed for each analysis year. 

6. Develop the Project or Alternative ("Build") scenarios for each segment with 
assumptions about travel patterns as if the project were in place for each of the analysis 
years. One pass through the Alternative wo.rksheets is needed for each analysis year. 

At this point in the process, MOEs will have been calculated for the baseline, build and no-build 
scenarios for each segment and analysis year. The analyst can sununarize the results onto the 
summary sheets and begin to make comparisons between the scenarios (see Chapter Five), or the 
analyst can move onto the development of the EEA. 

EEA Process steps 

After completing the MOE analysis, the analyst would complete the economic efficiency wo.rksheets 
to calculate NSB for the project. One pass through these wo.rksheets is needed for each analysis year 
for user, safety, and air quality benefits. Remember that EEA may require the analysis of more than 
one future year (e.g., years 2010 and 2020). Agency cost and NSB worksheets are used only once 
because they summarize for all analysis years. In the case of an analysis with two or more altematives, 
the process must be repeated for each alternative. 

User Inputs and Project Description Checklist 
The purpose of the User Input Table is to provide a convenient place for the analyst to record 
information that is needed to complete the wo.rksheets and tables for the effectiveness and efficiency 
analysis. Before a proposed project can be analyzed, a complete description of the corridor or project 
is needed to determine the conditions under which the analysis will be done. User input falls within 
the following categories: 

o Analysis Infonnation (e.g., cw:rent and future years, analysis period, etc.) 

o General Project Information (e.g., project description, description of alternatives, etc.) 

o Project Infonnation for MOE Analysis (e.g., capacity rates, occupancy rates, volumes, 
mode splits, cost information, etc.) 

o Project Infonnation for EEA Analysis (e.g., value of time, price elasticity per mode, etc.) 

Form VI provides a checklist of most input data required to analyze a project or corridor. It consists 
of three tables containing general and mode specific infonnation at the corridor and segment levels. 
Some data items are included in the MOE forms instead of Form UI (e.g., capital, operating, and 
maintenance costs). 
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FORM UI: USER INPUT AND PROJECT/AL TERNATIVE DESCRIPTION CH~CKLJST 

Project Location I Name: 

A. Analysis Information 

Analysis Time Analysis Analysis Baseline Year Decision Analysis Year Analysis Year Analysis Year Analysis Year 
Period Congested Congested Making Year (1) - Start (2) - Project (3) (4) 

Periods / Day Days/Year Construction Opening 

B. General Project Information D. Project Information for EEA Analysis 

Project Description 
Capital cost I lane 
or track lmile 

ROW Cost / mile as 
a % of Capital cost 

Future Alternatives Annual M&O costs 
Proposed 

Length of Corridor Interest rate used for 

(in miles) discounting 

U sefullife of Assct 

C. Project Information for MOE Analysis Yalue of Time in 
dollars per hour 

Number of Corridor Fare per trip in Bus LRT CRT 
Segments dollars.(for transit 

Analysis Period trips SOY HOY HOT LRT CRT 
modes only) 

asa%ofAADT Price elasticity (for SOY BOY BOT Bus LRT CRT 
motorized modes 
only) 



--

Form UI (cont'd) 

E. Project Information for MOE Analysis* - Mode Specific 

SOY HOY HOT BUS LRT CRT BIKE PED 
I 

Occupancy rate per passenger car NA NA NA NA NA 

Alpha value for highway trayel- NA NA NA NA NA 
time function 

Beta value for highway travel-time NA NA NA NA NA 
function 

Capacity per train car I bus (seats) NA NA NA NA NA 
under alternative . 

Number of trains I buses per NA NA NA NA NA 
analysis period under alternative 

Average speed in miles per hour NA NA NA 

Expected % growth in trips, from 
baseline to last analysis year 

% of passenger trips to switch to 
new mode in the analysis year 

% of highway capacity reduction 
during construction period 

Additional expected % grow in 
trips due to improved alternative 

Emissions rate per VMT NA NA 

• All MOE inputs are required to do the Economic Efficiency Analysis 

--- -- -



Form UI (cont'd) 

F. Segment Specific Information by Mode for MOE Analysis* 

SOY HOV HOT BITS I.JlT CRT BIKR PEn 

Crash rate per VMT NA NA 

Fatality rate per VMT NA NA 

Number of baseline NA NA NA NA NA 
lanes per direction 
Number of lanes I 
tracks I paths to be 
added by alternative 
Capacity per lane in NA NA NA NA NA 
vehicles per hour. 
Highway free-flow NA NA NA NA NA 
speed 
Number of buses NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
under alternative 
Number of cars per NA NA NA NA NA NA 
train under alternative 
Segment Length, in 
miles 
Trips by A·B 
direction for baseline 
year B·A 

*Repeat this form for every segment in the corridor 

. 



DtrIinition of Corridor Segments 

Most of the highway data contained Ul the 
CDOT GIS database is organized by relatively 
short links (about one mile or less). Given that 
Study cotridors are usually longer than a few 
miles, aggregation of the links into longer 
segments is needed in most cases in order to 
obtain MOEs or to perform EEA using 
worksheets. Groups of highway segments can be 
aggregated according to the following conditions: 

Aggrt;gate Corridor Segments by; 

o Lanes 
o Functional Class 
o Speed 
o Volume 
o Congestion Level 
o Length of Existing Transit Mode 

o Lanes. Similar number of lanes (i.e., consecutive segments with the same number of lanes 
can be grouped to form one segment). 

o Functional Classification. Similar functional classification (Le., consecutive segments with 
the same functional classification can form one segment). 

o speed. Similar speed limits. 

o Volume. Similar volume or congestion levels (i.e., consecutive segments with approximately 
the same volume or congestion level can form one segment). 

o Length. Length of existing travel modes ~.e., in rural or suburban areas segment groups 
based on number of lanes, functional classification, etc., can be split if there are major stops 
for transit lines within these segments). If different transit modes are considered these should 
have the same length, with stops at the end of each segment. 

Since each cotridor segment requires one pass through the set of worksheets, attention should be paid 
to define segments of appropriate length so as to avoid having an unnecessary large (more than five) 
number of segments to analyze. When the number of conidor segments obtained by applying the 
previous conditions is greater than five aggregation into longer segments can be accomplished by the 
following rules: 

o For cases in which a segment was split based on speed limits, for two or more adjacent 
segments with speed limits within 5 to 10 mph difference, take the average of the speeds and 
make only one segment 

o For cases in which a segment was split based on functional classification, for two or more 
adjacent segments with speed limits within 0 to 10 mph difference, disregard the difference in 
functional classification and make only one segment. 

o For cases in which a segment was split based on volume of trips, for two or more adjacent 
segments with speed limits within 0 to 10 mph difference, take the average of the volumes 
and make only one segment. 

ObtaIning Data for Worksheets 

Different options for obtaining the input data to estimate MOBs for the scenarios analyzed consist of 
1l-<IDg: (1) default values, (2) site specific data, (3) existing local data (i.e., county data, transit agency 
data), and (4) data from CDar's GIS planning database. Some data items available at CDOT are 
shown in the next table. 
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Data fi:om CDOT's GIS planning database 

Highways 

Beginning Post MjJe (BEG_RP) 
End Post MjJe (END.JU') 
Segment Length (SEG_LFNGIH) 
Average annual Daily Traffic (AADT, AADT20) 
VMT-based fatal crash rate (FAT_RATE) 
Functional Classification (FUNCCLASS) 
Number of lanes (IHRV_LANES) 
Speed limit (SPEEDLIM) 

puhlic Transit 

Genetal data about ttansit agencies by county or TPR 
Service Type (ie., resort, demand response, fixed route, elderly/disabled) 
Service Area 
Operating Characteristics 
Capital, Administration, and Operating Costs 

Refenonce Tables 
A series of reference tables give default values and infonnation regarding many of the variables used 
in filling out the worksheets. Also, since in some locations or cases, analysts may wish to use values 
that more closely reflect conditionS in the area of the project, some of the reference tables include 
guidelines to estimate site speci.6.c data. These tables can be found in Appendix One. 

TableR! 
TableRZ 
TableR3 
TableR4 
TableRS 
TableR6 
TableR7 
TableRB 
TableR9 
TableR!O 
TableR!! 
TableR!2 
TableR13 
TableR!4 
TableR!5 
TableR!6 
TableR!7 
TableR!8 

Reference TabJes 

Crash and Fatality Rates 
Capital Costs 
Economic Indicators 
Elasticities 
Emissions by Mode 
Emissions by County 
Transit Fares 
Maintenance and Operating Costs 
Current and Future Travel Volumes by Mode 
Maintenance and Operating Component Elements 
Highway Travel Time Relationships 
VscrCosts 
Value of Time 
Average Travel Speed for Transit 
Capacity 
Average Percentage of Daily Trips per Hour 
Maximum Theoretical Capacity for Highway and Transit Modes 
Bike and Pedestrians Benefits 
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Chapter 

Analyzing a Project Using MOEs 

Automated Spreadsheet or Manual Worksheets 
Two options are available to obtain the MOEs required to perfonn the simplified corridor plarullng 
analysis; manual forms or automated spreadsheets. 

Manual Worksheets Version 

Printouts of template worksheets from the ''Manual MOEs" spreadsheet file included in the attached 
floppy disk can be used to perfonn all calculations by hand. Because of the extensive data input 
requirements, manual worksheets are not recommended for corridor analyses involving more than 
three segments. 

Spreadsheet Version 

An Excel spreadsheet program containing template worksheets by segment is provided to calculate 
Agency Cost, User Cost, Mobility, Safety, and Air Quality MOBs. The use of the spreadsheet 
program is recommended over the manual worksheets given the savings in data input, flexibility, and 
speed of the process. 

The user enters segment data for the baseline case and the different altematives as explained in 
Chapter Two. Each worksheet is repeated five times (for up to five different segments) in the 
spreadsheet provided. Once the required data is entered in the colored cells of the different 
spreadsheet pages, the remaining cells in these pages are automatically filled Agency Cost, User Cost, 
Mobility, Safety, and Environmental MOBs for the baseline and analysis years are calculated and 
tabulated in the corresponding summaty worksheets by segment and by direction. Summary 
worksheets that condense all segment summaries for analysis period and year are then produced to 
report corridor MOEs. 

When there is more than one analysis year one spreadsheet file is completed up to Worksheet C and 
then copies are produced for each of the aualysis years considered For example an Excel spreadsheet 
for a particular alternative can be named ProjectName-AlternativeNumber.xls and if the analysis years 
are 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020, four copies (one for each analysis year) can be made with names such 
as ProjectName-AlternativeNumber-2005.xls, ProjectName-AltemativeNumber-2010.xls, etc. 
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When more than five segments are needed to represent the analysis canidor, worksheet templates can 
be added at each of the spreadsheet pages. All segment worksheets in the different pages of the 
spreadsheet are placed at the same separation from each other (every 18 colwnns). That is, all 
worksheets for segment 1, segment 2, etc., begin at the same colwnn. Segment 1 worksheets begin at 
colwnn B, segment 2 worksheets begin at colwnn T, segment 3 worksheets begin at column AL (18 
calwnns after column 1), etc. This separation should be maintained when copying additional 
segment worksheets (after the fifth) in order for the formula cells to be correct For example, all 
worksheets for segment 6 can be produced by copying the worksheet for segment five and placing 
this copy in column CN (18 columns after the beginning of segment worksheet 5, in column BV). 
For segment 7, the worksheet copied should be placed in colwnn DF (18 colwnns from column CN), 
etc. 

Sequence of MOE Worksheets 

Figure 3.1 shows a flow-chart of the sequence in which the worksheets are processed. The Agency 
Cost, User Cost, Mobility, Safety, and Environmental MOBs are obtained by sequentially filling the 
worksheets labeled A through M. Worksheets A through C are filled for each segment in the 
conidor, whereas Worksheets D through I need to be filled for each segment and for each analysis 
year. Only one set of Worksheets ]-1 through M is filled for each analysis year considered. 

Figure 3.1 also describes the purpose behind the first and second letters of the worksheet labels. For 
example, the second letters of the worksheet label (i.e., a, b, c, d, e, and f in Worksheets B-a, B-b, etc.) 
refer to worksheets relevant to passenger cars, Bus, LRT, CRT, Bike, and Pedestrian travel modes 
respectively. The numbers 1 and 2 on the labels (i.e., 1, and 2 in B-al, and B-a2) refer to parts 1 and 2 
of the worksheet. Worksheets B-a1, B-a2, E-al, E-a2, H-al, and H-a2 are used to estimate MOEs for 
passenger vehicles using different highway lanes (SOV, HOV, or H01). Forms for SOY, HOV, and 
HOT are venically arranged in the automated spreadsheet. On the other hand, when manual forms 
are used, a different worksheet is needed for each of the lane types. That is, one, two, or three sets of 
Form B-a, E-a, and H-a are used to calculate passenger car MOEs when one, two or three highway 
lane types exist in a particular alternative. 

Description of Worksheets 
Description of each of the manual worksheets fonows. Manual foans can be found in the ''Manual 
MOEs" spreadsheet file in the attached floppy disk. 

fORM A: Baseline Conditions CorrIdar Data 

Form A contains data on baseline corridor conditions and the number of nips by available mode 
for each direction for each segment. These base data consist of: 

c-idar _. A label identifying the corridor analyzed. This label is common to all MOE 
forms. 

B_line y ..... The baseline year is the most recent year for which data are available. This entry is 
common to Forms A through D and also Forms K-l, K-2, and M. 
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Repeat n times, 
n= number of 
segments 

Repeat n times, for x years 
n= number of segments 
x= number of future years 
analyzed 

Repeat x times 

FORMA 

Corridor Description and Baseline Data 

FORMS B-a! to B-S 
MOEs for Segment 4# D Under Baseline 
Conditions 

FORMe 
Summary Table for 

Baseline Corridor Travel Conditions 

FORMD 
Expected Corridor Travel Conditions under 

No-Build Sccnario for Se~ment II D 

FORMS E-al to E-S 
MOEs for Segment # n under the 

NO-BUILD Conditions for existinl! modes 

FORMF 
Summary Tablo for MOEs for 
No-Build Travel Conditions 

FORMS G-l and G-2 
Expected Travel Conditions under an 
Alternative Scenario for Se~ment # D 

FORMS H-al to H-S 
MOEs for Segment 4# D for existing modes 

under the Alternative considered 

FORM I 
Summary of Segmcnt Travel Conditions 

under the Alternative Scenario 

FORMS J-l, J-2, K-l, and K-2 
Corridor Agency Cost, M&O Cost under the 

Alternative Scenario, and Summary of 
analysis period Corridor MOEs 

FORMLBndM 
Corridor User Costs and Summary of 

Corridor annual MOEs 

Figure 3.L Sequence of MOE Worksheets 
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Typical Naming Convention for 
FOnDS B, E, and H: 

Mobility MOEs in Forms X-al to 
X-s 

FORM X-a ---for Pa1Stnger Cars 
FORM X-b ---for Bus 
FORM X-c -----for Light Rail 
FORM X-d -----for Commuter Rail 
FORM X-e -----for Bicycle 
FORM X-f ----for Pedestrian 

FORM X-aland X-a2 ... for 
passenger cars, part 1 and 2 

FORM X-AQ ----Air Quality MOE. 
for all modes 
FORM X-S ---Safety MOEs for a1l 

. m~es 



Number of Hours for _lysis PerIod. The length of the analysis period will range from 1 to 24 hours. 
The analysis period chosen will detennine the units for some of the baseline data and also, the units in 
which the MOEs will be calculated. Since congestion is an important factor in the calculation of user 
costs, mobility, and emissions, analyzing the peak hours is generally preferred instead of all 24 hours. 
Twenty-four hours analyses do not account for the changing intensity of travel and therefore, 
congestion is generally not well represented. 

Analysis PerIod~. This entry is a label which describes the analysis period. For example, it might 
be 24 hours or a two-hour peak period (i.e., 4:30 to 6:30 PM). 

Number of Corridor Segm .. ta to be _Iyzed. The number of segments in which the corridor is divided. 
The manual version recommends no more than three and the electronic version is configured for up 
to five segments. 

_I.,. TnrveI Conditions for AvailabIe~. A tabulation of the number of trips using each of the 
existing travel modes. Directional trip counts per analysis period by all existing modes must be 
available or estimated for the baseline year. The numbers of trips are entered per direction of travel 
for each of the corridor segments in the table of Form A. The volumes for SOY, HOV, and HOT 
should be given in passenger vehicles, whereas for the transit (LRT, CRT, and Bus) and non
motorized modes, volumes are entered in passengers trips. 

FORMS h thrDugh a.s: Baseline ConcIiti_ F ...... 

Forms B-a through B-S descrihe the baseline MOEs for each of the existing travel modes one 
segment at a time. Once the corridor and number of segments are defined, the required baseline 
MOEs for each segment are calculated for each existing travel mode. For each corridor segment 
and each travel mode considered, measures of speed, travel time, hours traveled, miles traveled, 
crashes, fatalities, and emission of pollutants are calculated 

FORM _1: 

Entry 1 - Length of Segment. In miles (not lane miles). This entry is common to all mode
specific forms. 

Entry 2 - Type of La..... Entry 2 indicates the lane type of the highway segment. In the 
automated spreadsheet, forms for three different lane types are vertically aligned beginning with 
the SOY and following with the HOV and HOT. When manual forms are used, one set of 
Forms B-a is needed for each highway lane type examined for a particular scenario. 

Entrle.3 and 4 - Number of Lan .. (per segment, by direction). 

Entry 5 - C ..... clty per Lane .... r Hour. Capacity in number of vehicles per hour per lane. Ranges 
of capacity values for typical conditions are suggested but the user is referred to the Highway 
Capacity Manual for a more accurate estimation of capacity involving uninterrupted and 
interrupted £low facilities (See Reference Table Rl5). 

Entrle. 6 and 7 - Vehicle capacity per Direction. Ohtained as the product of the number of lanes 
per direction times the capacity per lane per hour times the number of hour for the analysis 
period. 

Entry 8 - Free-llow Speed. Vehicle speed under very light traffic conditions. Free-£Iow speed is 
calculated here as the posted speed limit plus five (m miles per hour). 

Entry II - Free-flow Tra.,.1 TIme. Travel time under very light traffic conditions obtained by 
dividing the length of the segment over the F ree-£low speed. 
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Entries 10 .nd 11 - Paramet ... for the Travel Tim. Function. The parameters alpha and beta are 
used to calculate the highway segment travel time by direction for the scenario considered based 
on the level of congestion (See Reference Table Rll). 

entries 12 .ncl13 - Voluma-to-Clopoocity Ratio. The volume-to-capacity ratio can be though of as a 
measure of capacity utilization in terms of passenger cars. Alternatively, if the average 
occupancy and average maximum occupancy in persons per passenger car is used, a measure of 
capacity utilization in terms of people moved can be obtained. 

Entrlas 14 .nd 15 - Segment Travel Time (per direction). Highway segment travel time (in hours) 
is a function of the Free-flow travel time, the alpha and beta parameters, and the level of 
congestion represented by the V Ie ratio (See Reference Table Rll). 

Entry 18 - Vehicle Occu~ncy. The average number of persons using a passenger car during the 
analysis period. The national average occupancy for all kinds of trips is close to 1.5 persons per 
vehicle, whereas for trips to work is about 1.1 persons per vehicle. Average occupancy for HOV 
lanes can be taken as 2.5 persons per vehicle. 

FORM B-.2: 

Entrle. 1 _ 2 - Average S~ per DirecUon. Obtained by dividing the segment length over the 
segment travel time (In miles per hour). 

entries 3 .nd 4 - Vehicla-Hou .. Traveled per Direction. Obtained as the product of the volume 
per analysis period times the segment travel time. 

Entrie. 5 end 8 - Vehicle-Mil .. Traveled per Direction. Equals the product of the length of the 
segment times the number of trips for the analysis period. 

Ent .... 7 _ B - P •••• _-MII .. TraveIM per Direction. Obtained by dividing VMT over the 
average vehicle occupancy for the period analyzed. 

Entry 9 - Tot.1 Segment VMT both Direction.. Obtained by adding cells 5 and 6. 

Entry 10 - Annual VMT. Obtained by dividing total VMT by the percentage of the AADT 
represented by the volume of trips during the analysis period and by multiplying by 365 (days 
per year). The total analysis period volume as a percentage of AADT may be obtained from 
available counts for the corridor analyzed by dividing the analysis period volume over the total 
daily volume. If counts for the period analyzed are not available, national average hourly 
percentages can be used (See Table R16). 

FORMS B-b. B-c. and Bod (Tran.lt Modes): 

Entry 2 - Number of T ...... 1t Vehicle. (Buses, or LRT/CRT cars). Per direction per analysis period (See 
Table R15). 

Entry 3 - Capacity per Transit Vehicle (Bus, LRT, or CRT). Number of seats per transit vehicle (bus 
or train car), (See Table R15). 

Entry 4 - Average Transit Vehlcl. Speed (BUS, LRT, or CRT). In miles per hour (See Table R14). 

Entry 5 - Transit Vehicle Capacity (BUS, LRT, or CRT). Total number of transit vehicle seats per 
analysis period per direction. 

Entry 8 - Transit Vehicle Travel Time (Bu., LRT, or CRT). The travel time for transit vehicles is 
assumed fixed (does not vary with the volume of trips), and is obtained by dividing the length of 
the segment over the specified average speed for the transit mode. 
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Entries 7 and 8 - Capacity Utilization per Direction. Ratio of the numbet: of passenger trips using 
transit (per direction) over the total number of seats available per direction. 

Entry 9 - Averase Occupancy per Transit V.hicle (BUS, LRT, or CRT). Ratio of the total volume of 
trips using transit over the total number of transit vehicles (both directions). 

Entry 10 - Trans" V.hicle Hours Traveled per Dlr~ (Bus, LRT, or CRT). Equals the product of 
the number of transit vehicles pet: direction times the travel time pet: transit vehicle. 

Entry 11 - Transit V.hicl. Miles Traveled per Direction. Equals the product of the number of 
transit vehicles pet: direction times the segment length. 

Entry 12 - P ...... ng.r Miles Traveled per Direction. Obtained as the product of the transit vehicles 
miles traveled times the average numbe1: of passengers per transit vehicle. 

Entry 13 - Total Segment VMT both Directions. Obtained by multiplying cell 11 by 2 (two 
directions). . 

Entry 14 - Annual VMT. Obtained multiplying total VMT by 365 (days per year) and dividing by 
the percentage of the AADT represented by the volume of trips during the analysis period. The 
total analysis period volume as a pet:centage of AADT may be obtained from available counts 
for the corridor analyzed by dividing the analysis period volume over the total daily volume. If 
counts for the pe1:iod analyzed are not available, national average hourly percentages can be used 
(See Table Rl6). Note that an annual amount may be different if se1:vice runs less than 365 days 
per year. 

FORMS ... and B-1 (Bike and P'd •• trian): 

The calculation of MOEs for the Bike and Pedestrian modes is similar to the transit cases, 
except that no capacity calculation is included. 

Entry 2 - Averag. (Bike or Pedestrian) Speed. In miles per hour. For pedestrians the average 
speed varies from 150 to 260 feet/min (1.7 to 2.9 rni/hr) as shown in Table 13-3 of the 1994 
HeM. 

Entry 3 - Travel Time (Bike or Ped.strlan). Ratio of the segment length ovet: the average Bike or 
Pedestrian speed in hours. 

Entrlea 4 end 5 - Hours Treveled per Direction (Bike or Pedes_n). Equals the product of the 
number of bikes or pedestrians per direction times the travel time. 

Entrl •• 6 and 7 - Mile. Traveled per Direction (Bike or Pedestrian). Equals the product of the 
numbet: of bikes or pedestrians per direction times the segment length. 

Entry 8 - Totel (Bike or Pede.trian) Hours Traveled. Summation of (bike or pedestrian) hours 
traveled for the two directions. 

Entry 9 - Total Segment VMT both Directions. Obtained by adding cells 6 and 7. 

Entry 10 - Annual VMT. Obtained dividing total VMT by the percentage of the AADT 
represented by the volume of trips during the analysis period and by multiplying 365 (days per 
year). The total analysis pe1:iod volume as a pet:centage of AADT may be obtained from 
a\'ailable counts for the corridor analyzed by dividing the analysis period volume ovet: the total 
daily volume. If counts for the pe1:iod analyzed are not available, national average hourly 
pet:centages can be used (See Table R16). 
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fORMS B-AQ; Air Qualily MOE. 

~ntrle. 1 to 8 - Em .... ions per Mode In Ton. of Pollutants per Year. Obtained multiplying the 
annual VMT for each of the modes (PMT for bike and pedestrian) by the emissions rate for the 
respective mode, and dividing by the number of grams per ton (See Reference Table RS). 

fORMS B-S; Safety MOEs 

~ntrles 1 to 8 - Number of Cra.he. per Mode per Year. Obtained multiplying the annual VMT for 
each of the modes by the crash rate for the respective mode (See Reference Table Rl). 
~ntrl •• 9 to 16 - Number of fatalltle. par Mode per Year. Obtained multiplying the annual VMT 
for each of the modes by the fatality rate for the respective mode. 

FORM c: SummalyofBaseline MOEsforeach s.g.....t 

Form e is a summary table for all MOEs calculated for the baseline scenario for all existing 
travel modes. The cells in this worksheet are £iIIed from Forms A and B-a through B-f by 
entering the values of the MOEs indicated. Most MOEs in this Summary Form are entered by 
direction of travel and by analysis period (i.e., Total trips, Travel time, VHT, VMT, Average 
speed, Average V Ie ratio, and PMl). Other MOEs such as Emissions, Number of crashes, and 
Fatalities are entered per year by segment (both directions). 

FORM D: Expected Percentage Increase In TrIps 

User input should be entered in Form D to indicate the expected percentage growth in the 
number of trips. Expected growth forecasts from agencies such as MPOs, DOT, and others are 
preferred whenever available. If growth factors for the area affecting the corridor and modes 
analyzed are not obtained from agencies, the user can apply trend extrapolation or use 
judgement to determine a reasonable estimate of the expected growth. The magnitude of the 
expected increase in the number of trips is very important, since this will determine congestion 
levels and will impact the process of alternative selection. Thus, care should be taken when 
adopting these growth rates to ensure realistic values. Growth percentages for the existing 
modes are used to estimate the future number of trips as shown in Form D. 

Analysis Year. The analysis year indicates the horizon year (usually matching the 20th year 
planning horizon) where the proposed alternatives will be compared against the No-Build 
scenario. The analysis year also incorporates intermediate years when calculation of benefits and 
costs are required (e.g., every fifth or tenth years). This entry is common to Forms D through 
M. 

I!ntry 1 to 8 - Expected percentage growth In the number of trips for each of the existing mod ... 

The expected percentage growth in trips to occur between the baseline and analysis year for each 
of the existing modes of travel, and for each segment. 

I!ntrles 9 to 24 - Analysis volume per tnovel mode per direction. Volume of expected trips per 
travel mode obtained by adding the number of baseline trips plus the expected increase in trips 
for each of the travel modes. 

FORMS E-a through E-8: MOEs undertha No-Build Scenario 

Forms E-a through E-S describe the No-build scenario MOEs for each of the existing travel 
modes for each segment. The format of Forms E-a-E-S is similar to the format for Forms B-a 
through B-S. 
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FORM F: Summmy of No-Build conditions 

Form F is a summary table for all MOEs calculated for the No-Build scenario and follow a 
format similar to the summary Form C for the baseline scenario. The cells in this Form are 
filled from Forms D and E-a through E-S by entering the values of the MOEs indicated. 

FORMS G-1 and 602: Expectad Change in Trips by Mode due to a New or ..... uved Mode 

User input is also required to indicate the expected change (lllcrease/ decrease) in the number of 
trips to occur if a new mode or an alternative were to be implemented. These data are entered 
in Forms G-l and G-2. The alternative considered is indicated at the top of the Form, and then, 
the total passenger trips by all modes during the No-Build scenario is calculated. The user is 
then requested to enter the percentage of passenger trips that will likely switch to the new or 
improved mode and then, this percentage is used to calculate the number of trips by direction 
using the new mode. After this, the expected increase/decrease in trips to occur once the 
proposed alternative is in place is entered for each of the existing travel modes beginning with 
highway modes in Form G-1. The rest of the input for all other modes is entered in Form G-2. 
Finally, with these relative expected changes, the number of trips under the proposed scenario 
for all travel modes involved is calculated. 

For example, assuming only two modes for the future No-Build conditions (200 trips use Bus 
and 2000 use SOV), if an LRT system is proposed for the analysis scenario year, the expected 
percentage of the total passenger trips to switch to the new LRT mode may be estimated to be 
12 percent. That is, the total passenger trips for the No-Build scenario is 2600, which equals 200 
plus 2000*1.2 (assuming occupancy to be 1.2 persons per vehicle). 12 percent of this total will 
be 312 trips switching to the LRT mode. The user then, has to indicate how many of these 312 
trips will be taken from the highway and how many will be taken from bus. For example, we 
can assume that 216 passenger trips will be removed from the highway and 96 from bus. 216 
passenger trips are equivalent to (216/1.2) 180 vehicle trips and therefore, the number of 
highway trips for this alternative scenario will be 1820 (2000 minus 180), whereas for bus it will 
be 104 (200 minus 96). 

FOnn 0-1; I!x"",,_ Tr.", Condition. for AH ....... tlD Scen.rio ,Part 1) 

EntrIes 1 to 6 - Num ..... of p ...... ger trips by direct*> using hlghwll)' lanes. Obtained by 
multiplying the number of vehicle trip for SOV, HOT, or HOT modes by the occupancy per 
vehicle. 

Entrl •• 7 to 22 - Number of pa .. _ger trips for the No-Build scenario. Per direction per mode. 

Entries 23 and 24 - Total nurn ..... of __ trips by dlrec:tlon. Obtained by adding up the 
number of passenger trips by each mode (entries 7 to 22). 

Entries 25 end 26 - Percentage of total pas'.nger trips • __ to switch to the _ moda. The 
user should enter the proportion of the total number of passenger trips that are likely to move 
from other existing modes to the new or improved mode. Judgement of the analyst is required 
to determine this percentage when a formal modal split study is not performed to estimate a 
more accurate proportion of trips using the proposed mode. 

Entries 27 and 25 - Num ..... of trips using the new moda by direction. Obtained multiplying the 
total passenger trips per direction by the percentages entered in entries 25 and 26. 

Entrie. 29 to 34 - C_g8 In the number of pa ... nger trips using highway ......... due to the 

alternetlve considered. The user should enter the expected change (increase/decrease) in the 
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number of trips likely to occur if the proposed mode is implemented. To indicate a decrease in 
the number of trips a minus sign should be used. The expected change in the number of trips, 
when a new mode is considered, can be obtained for example through stated preference surveys 
or (for a first approximation) using judgement. 

Entries 35 to 40 - Change in the number of highway vehicle trips due to the alternative considered. 

Obtained multiplying cell 29 to 34 by the occupancy rate per vehicle. A minus sign should be 
used to indicate a decrease in trips per mode. 

fORM G-2: ~pected Travel Conditions for Alternative Scenario (Part 21 

Entries 1 to 8 - Change In tha number of passenger trips using highway modes dUa to the alternative 

considered. From entries 29 to 34 in Form G-1. 

I!ntries 7 to 18 - Expected Incr.asaldecrease in trips due to the alternatlvB considered for _ch 

existing travel mode other than cars. The expected change in the number of trips by existing mode 
to occur because of the implementation of a new mode or because of the improvement of an 
existing travel mode. 

Entries 17 to 32 - future travel conditions for existing modes per direction. Volume of expected 
trips per travel mode obtained by adding the number of No-Build trips plus the expected 
increase/decrease in the number of trips for each of the travel modes. In these entries, vehicle 
trips are used for highway travel and passenger trips for all other modes. 

FORMS H ... through H-SI MOEs under an Alternative Scenarlo 

Forms H-a through H-S describe, one segment at a time, the expected MOEs for each of the 
existing modes under the future alternative considered. The format of Forms H-a through H-S 
is similar to the format for Forms B-a through B-S and E-a through E-S. The MOEs under an 
alternative scenario are calculated as described for Forms B-a through B-S. 

FORM I: Summary tJiI segment MOEs under an aItematIv& scenario 

Form I is a summary table for all MOEs calculated for the case when an alternative is 
implemented in the analysis year. The cells in this Form are filled from Forms G-2 and H-a 
through H-S by entering the values of the MOEs indicated. This Form follows a format similar 
to Forms C and F. 

FORM J-1 to J-2: capital and M&O Costs for the Alternative ScenarIo 

Forms]-1 and J-2 include capital and M&O costs for the proposed alternative. In Form]-1 (capital 
costs) the Number of Components/Equipment 1 only applies to transit modes and indicate the 
number of buses or train cars, whereas the Number of Components/Equipment 2 (only for CR1) 
indicate the number of locomotives needed In Form J-2, the Administration/Ovethead for all 
modes is taken as 10%. 

fORM .1-1: Corridor capite! Costs 
Ths worksheet will be filled out for each alternative to be analyzed. The user will first calculate 
the entire capital construction and/or purchase costs for the Alternative. The total amount can 
then be divided by the number of years over which the construction or purchase will be 
implemented to determine annual expenditures. 
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The entries are broken down by the eight modes. Because an alternative may involve more than 
one mode, entries can be under as many modes as needed with the Alternative Total showing 
the full amount. 

CorrIdor ~Ih. This indicates the number of miles of the corridor analyzed. It is calculated by 
summing all the segment lengths affected by the alternative. It does not mean lane miles. 

Nu_ of Additional LanesIT .. c.... Indicates the number of new highway lanes or the number of 
rail tracks for the alternative considered. This entry will not apply to bus service because it is 
assumed that bus service will run on existing roadway infrastructure. If dedicated busways are 
contemplated, that portion of the capital expenditures should be calculated under the HOV 
heading. 

Unit Cost ..... LanefTrack. This entry refers to generic figures that are multiplied by the two 
preceding entries. Reference Table R2 offers the user a sampling of default values used in other 
studies. The user may also insert local figures if they are available. For instance, the addition of 
a general-purpose lane in each direction on an eight-mile corridor means multiplying 8 miles by 
2 lanes (one in each direction). The resulting figure is then multiplied by the unit cost per lane 
mile to determine a construction cost estimate. 

Number of COmpo .... tsII!qui~ 1 _d 2. These entries are necessary for elements that are not 
included in a construction cost estimates. For instance the purchase of buses or rail cars would 
be calculated using this entry. Another example might be tolling equipment. Each entry should 
only include the quantity of similar pieces of equipment. It may be necessary to calculate this 
entry sevetal times when the alternative includes several different types of equipment. 

Unit Coat ..... ComponentlEqulpm_1 _ 2. The user is once again referred to Table R2 for 
suggested default values. The unit of measure is most often per a single component or piece of 
equipment. 

Subtobll. The value of this entry equals the sum of the construction costs plus the 
Component/Equipment costs. 

Preliminary Engineering %. This allows the addition of a preset percentage of costs to cover 
expenses related to early design and engineering components. The suggested amount is 17% 
which is calculated by COOT's Office of Financial Management and Budget (OFMB) using a 
three year average for COOT projects. 

Construction I!!ngineerlng %. This allows the addition of a preset percentage of costs to cover 
expenses related to construction engineering management and oversight. The suggested amount 
is 11.7% which is an amount calculated by COOT's Accounting Office using a combination of 
9% of construction costs plus 30% of the 9% to cover indirect costs. 

ROw%. This allows for the addition of a preset percentage of costs to cover the acquisition of 
land for right of way. The suggested amount is 7% which is an OFMB three year average. 

Total Capital Cost (per mod.). The user adds the construction engineering, the preliminary 
engineering and ROW percentage amounts to the subtotal to determine a total cost for each 
mode. 

Alternative Capital TobIl. This entry adds together the different modal totals to show the amount 
that the capital and equipment purchases for the Alternative as a whole will cost. This total is 
calculated in millions of dollars. 

Number of Y.ars to ConatructiPurchase. This refers to the implementation schedule, if known. 
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An ..... 1 Construction/Purchase Costa. TIlls is the total amount for the alternative divided by the 
number of years to construct to come up with a simplified annual amount. 

Total I!quipment Coat at end of Conatructlon. TIlls entry shows the product of the number of 
components/equipment times the unit cost for these components/equipment and also includes 
a 10% for overhead expenses. 

FORM .,1-2: Corridor Malntenanc, & Op.Faltlon Cost, 

TIlls worksheet gives the user the opportunity to include ongoing expenditures that are 
necessary to keep the capital asset or service in working order. It includes an item called Service 
Delivery Costs, which is meant to express the costs that transit operations (bus and rail) incur 
that could be compared to the out of pocket costs incurred by users of the single occupancy 
vehicles. Because of the difficulty in obtaining truly comparable data, the worksheet expresses 
these costs as a percentage of the total operating and maintenance costs. 

CorrIdor Length. TIlls indicates the number of miles of the corridor analyzed as defined in Fonn 
J-1. 
Nu_r of Additional LaneslTracks. Same as described in FonnJ-l . 

M&O Unit Cost per ~neITrack. TIlls entry refers to generic M&O figures that are multiplied by 
the two preceding entties. Reference Table R8 offers the user a sampling of default values used 
in other studies. 

Subtotal. TIlls entry reflects the basic maintenance and operating costs of the alternative. It is 
calculated by adding all the corridor segment lengths together and then multiplying the lengths 
times the number lanes/tracks times the unit cost. In the case of transit, the length of the 
corridor is multiplied by the number of vehicles traveling in each direction times the unit cost 
number. 

AdmlniatrailonlOYertl_ %. TIlls entry represents a percentage added on to all projects to 
account for the costs associated with general administration and overhead. The suggested 
percentage is 10%. 

Total (per mode). The user adds rhe Administration/Overhead percentage to the ongoing costs 
to produce a total M&O cost. 

Alternative M&O Total (Annual). Summation of all annual M&O totals for all modes. 

Service D .. livery Component %. The percentage of the Total M&O costs that can be attributed to 
offering passenger service and would be limited to the transit modes. The major components 
would be expenses for service delivery workers (i.e., wages and benefits for drivers, dispatchers, 
toll/fare collectors) and vehicle fuels. The suggested percentages for different types of transit 
are included in Reference Table RIO. 

FORMS K-1 and K-2: s..m.n.y of Contdor MobIIty Conditions for B sel" .. , No b·eIId, and AItematIve 
ScenarIos 

Fonns K-l and K-2 show mobility measures per analysis period by each direction (K-l) and 
both directions combined (K-2). These fonns tabulate mobility MOEs for the Baseline, No
build, and Alternative scenarios. MOEs considered include: Number of passenger ttips, 
Corridor travel time, Total VMT, Total VHT, Total PMT, Weighted mean speed, Capacity 
utilization, and Maximum theoretical capacity. Data to estimate averages and totals for all these 
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measures are obtained from Fonns C, F, and I, except for Maximum theoretical capacity by 
mode. For this measure, values are obtained from Table R17. 

'ORMS K·1: (CorrIdor Mobility MOE. for each Direction) 

Average Number of ........... gar Trips per Direction. An average number of corridor passenger trips is 
estimated by adding up the product, for each segment, of the number of trips per segment times the 
length of the segment. This summation is then divided by the total length of the corridor according 
to the following equation: 

~ #of Pass. Tripsi * Lengthi /~Lengthi 

Where # of Pass. Tripsi and Length, are the number of passenger trips and length of segment i 
(for i = 1 to n). 

When vehicle trips are used, the result is multiplied by the average vehicle occupancy to obtain 
passenger trips. 

CorrIdor Travel Time. The corridor travel time per direction is just the summation of the travel times 
for each of the segments in the corridor. That is, for the Baseline conditions, the travel times reported 
in Form C for each of the segments are added together. For the No-Build case, we add the travel 
times in Form F, and for the Alternative scenario, the travel times in Form I. 

Yuhlcle Hours Traveled, Yuhlcla Mil. Traveled, _ Passenger MI .... Traveled. These are calculated is a 
similar fashion as the Travel Time. 

W.lghted Mean Speed. The weighted mean speed for each of the modes for each direction is 
calculated as follows: 

'LSpeedi * Lengthi/'LLengthi 
• • 

Where Speedi and Lengthi are the speed and length of segment i (for i = 1 to n). 

W-'llhted _ ~ utHlzation. This is estimated in simiIar fitshion as the Weighted Mean Speed 
by replacing the Speed by V /C ratio or Capacity Utilization. For highway-vehicle modes capacity 
utilization is interpreted as the ratio of volume to highway capacity, whereas for transit modes the 
capacity consKIered refers to the transit vehicles. 

Maximum Theoretical capacity. Maximum capacity in passengers per hour per lane/track under ideal 
conditions. See Reference Table R17. 

FORMS K·2: (CorrIdor Mobility MOE. for _h Dlntc:tlons) 

T_I Number of ........... gar Trips _ DI.-.ctlons. Summation of average number of passenger trips per 
direction from Form K-1. 

Comdor A __ Trawl Time per Direction. Weighted average of travel time by direction by number of 
passenger trips per direction, calculated as follows: 

'LITimei*#of Pass. TriPsi/I.#of Pass. Tripsi 
" . 

Where ITimei and # of Pass. Tripsi are the travel time and number of passenger trips for segment 

i (for i = 1 to n). 
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Total Vehicle Hours TJa.eIed, Total V ... 1cIe M_ Traveled, _ Total Pas. ,_ lilies n.v.Jed. These 
totals are calculated by adding up both direction of ttavel from Fonn K-t . 

_U,1ad _ Speed _ A..-- c.p.city _ The weighted mean speed for each both 
directions and average capacity utilization are calculated in a fashion simi1ar to the calculation of 
coo::idor average travel time above. Replace Travel TlIne for Speed and for Capacity utilization 
respectively. 

Welghlad Mean Speed ·for all Mod __ DI_lons. Weighted average of mean speed times PM! for all 
modes both directions, calculated as follows: 

~Speed, * PMT, /~PMT, 

Where Speed, and PMT, are the average mean speed and total passenger-miles ttaveled for mode i 

(for i= t to n). 

FORM L: Annual User Costs 

These costs are intended to identify the annual out of pocket expenses for users of the transportation 
system In order to estimate the number of annual VMT or annual number of trips, the analysis 
period totals are multiplied by 250 (weekdays in a year) and by 2 (two peak-periods in a day). Thus, 
only annual VMT or trips under congested conditions are considered. Some costs are only 
attributable to certain modes. 

Auto Gasoline. Annual component of variable costs due to gasoline consumption. It is 
calculated by multiplying a gasoline cost per VMT times the total number of annual vehicle
miles-traveled under the different scenarios evaluated. A default value of $.0625 per VMT is 
recommended in Table RB. 

Auto Parking Cost. The user estimates the number of vehicle trips when patking fees are 
expected to be charged and multiply that number times an average patking fee cost to calculate 
the annual parking cost. 

Auto Tolls. 1ms element reflects expenses charged to use certain roadway facilities. The number 
of annual trips likely to use a toll facility is multiplied by the average toll charged to determine 
the annual cost. 

Trenslt Fa.... The user estimates the annual number of trips that will be taken on transit and 
multiplies that number times the average fare to produce a total cost. 

Variable Costs. The expenses which change depending on the amount of travel done annually. 
1ms line is the sum of the four previous items by mode. 

Capital Cost of Purchase. 1ms item refers to the vehicle purchase expenses incurred by users of 
the ttansportation system. It is mainly the purchase of a car for personal use, although it could 
also be bikes or other motorized vehicles used for commuter type travel. Table R2 offers 
default values that can be linked to VMT. 

Insurance Cost. Refers to insurance cost for travelers using autos. A default rate per VMT is 
recommended in Table RB. 

Maintenance Cost. 1ms item refers to expenses incurred to keep a personal vehicle in wotking 
order. See Table RB for a default value linked to VMT. 
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ReglstrationfTaxes. This item accounts for the annualized value that individuals must pay to 
operate a personal vehicle. See Table R8 for a default value linked to VMT. 

Periodic Costs. These items refer to expenses incurred by users of the transportation system 
which occur on a recurring basis but are not direcdy related to the amount of travel. This line is 
the sum of the four previous items per mode. 

Total Annual User Costs. This line is the sum, for all the modes, of V mabIe and Periodic costs. 

FORM M: Summary Table for Corridor Annual MOEs 

Form M summarizes all MOBs by mode and total through all modes in an annual basis. Measures for 
Mobility,.Air Quality, Safety, and User Costs are tabulated for the Baseline, No-Build, and Alternative 
scenarios. Measures for Capital Costs are only given for the Alternative scenario. 

Annual Number of ~r TrIps. Total number of passenger trips per year. Obtained by converting 
total analysis period trips (from K-2) to all day trips and multiplying by 365 days. 

Annual Number of Pa .... nger Peak-bour Trips. Total number of passenger peak-period trips per year. 
Obtained by converting total analysis trips (from K-2) to total daily peak-period trips and multiplying 
by the number of weekdays in a year. A recommended number for weekdays in a year is 250. If the 
analysis period consists of the moming or afternoon peak periods, then the analysis period can be 
multiplied by 2 to obtain the number of congested trips in a regular weekday. 

Annual Vehicle Mlles ~. For SOY, HOV, and HOT these are obtained - for the Baseline 
scenario- by adding up entries (10) in Form B-a2 for each of the segments; for the No-Build scenario, 
by adding up entries (10) in Form E-a2 for each of the segments; and for the Altemative scenario, by 
adding up entries (10) in Form H-a2 for each of the segments. 

For Bus, LRT, and CRT, annual VMT are obtained by adding up enlly (14) for each of the segments 
in Forms B-b, B-c, and B-<l, respectively for the Baseline scenario. Forms E-b, E-c, and E-d for the 
No-build scenario, and Forms H-b, H-c, and H-d for the Alternative scenario. 

For Bike, annual miles traveled are obtained by adding up enlly (10) for each segment in Forms B-e 
for the Baseline scenario. Forms E-e for the No-build scenario, and Forms H-e for the Altemative 
seenano. 

Annual ~ Vehicle Miles Travaled. For all the modes and scenarios, these are obtained by 
multiplying the total VMT in Form K-2 by 250 days 2 analysis (peak) periods. 

Ann",,1 Passenger Mil .. Traveled. For SOY, HOV, and HOT these are obtained -for the Baseline 
scenario- by adding up entries ("1) and (8) in Form B-a2 for each of the segments, this total is then 
divided by the percentage of AADT accounted for during the analysis period and the result is 
multiplied by 365 (days per year). For Bus, LRT, and CRT, entries (12) in Forms B-b, B-c, and B-d 
are processed as described above. 

For the No-build scenario this calculation involves entries ("1) and (8) in Form E-a2 and entries (12) in 
Forms E-b, E-c, and E-d For the Altemative scenario it involves entries ("1) and (8) in Form H-a2 
and entries (12) in Forms H-b, H-c, and H-d 

For Bike and Pedestrian, annual miles traveled are obtained by adding up entries (10) for each of the 
segments in Forms B-e and B-f, respectively, for the Baseline scenario. Forms E-e and E-f for the 
No-build scenario, and Forms H-e and H-f for the Alternative scenario. 

Annual Congested ....... nger Mil .. Trawled. For all the modes and scenarios, these are obtained by 
multiplying the total PMT in Form K-2 by 250 days 2 analysis (peak) periods. 
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Annual Emissions. This is obtruned -for the Baseline scenario- by adding up, for each segment, the 
total emissions reported in Fonn C. For the No-build scenario, by adding up the total emissions in 
Fonn F (for each segment). And, for the Alternative scenario, by adding up the total emissions 
reported in Fonns I. 

Annual Number of Crashes and Fatalities. Number of annual crashes and fatalities are obtruned -for the 
Baseline scenario- by adding up, for each segment, the total crashes and fatalities reported in Fonns C. 
For the No-build scenario, by adding up the total crashes and fatalities reported in Fonns F. And, for 
the Alternative scenario, by adding up the totals reported in Fonns I. 

Annual Variable and Periodic User Costs. These totals are given in millions of dollars and are obtruned 
from Fonn L and divided over one million. 

Altemative Capital Total. This reflects the total project cost in millions of dollars instead of an 
annual figure. Obtained from FonnJ-l. 

Alternative Annual M&O Total. Summation, in millions of dollars, of all annual M&O per mode. 
Obtained from Fonn J -2 and dividing over one million. 

Service Delivery Component. Amount of the Total M&O costs that can be attributed to offering 
passenger seJ:V1ce. Only applies to transit modes. Obtained from Fonn J -2 and dividing over 
one million. 
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Analyzing a Project Using 

Economic Analysis 

Sequence of Efficiency Analysis Worksheets 

Chapter 

The economic efficiency base unit of analysis is the project/alternative. In general the project or 
alternative corresponds with the corridor used in the MOE analysis. If only one segment of a 
multi segment corridor is to be analyzed by EEA, it is necessary to redo the MOE and EEA 
worksheets, treating the analysis as a one-segment corridor. Special attention must be paid to 
downsizing agency costs to one segment if the project started out as construction on a corridor 
with several segments. 

Some project/alternatives may be conceived with more than one new mode. An example is the 
addition of new lanes along a highway corridor and construction of a parallel bike path or a 
parallel rail line. The EEA looks at each new mode as if it were a separate project and ignores 
the minor interdependencies that may exist between the new or expanded modes. A complete 
worksheet analysis is done for each new or expanded mode assuming that the other new mode is 
not in place. 

Flow of Worksheet Use for Economic Efficiency Analysis 

Complete these forms once for each analysis year. 

(Usually 2 or 3 analysis years will be used, so the forms must be filled out 2 or 3 times and the 
MOE forms for each analysis year must be available. Form BB may require more than one 

Form BBl Part 1 and BBl Part 2, according to the modes in the alternative considered.) 

Form AA Air Quality Benefits 
Forms BB User Benefits 
Form CC Safety Benefits 
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Complete these forms once for each project/alternative. 

(Form DD does not depend on other EEA forms. Form EE requires Forms AA, BB, and 
CC for each analysis year and Form DD. Form DD needs to be completed for each new 

mode in the alternative considered. Form FF requires completion of all other forms.) 

Form DD Capital, Operating, and Maintenance Costs 
Forms EE Summaty of Net Social Benefits 

General Description of EEA Worksheets 
Forms AA-EE in the guidebook are copies of the electronic spreadsheets. The forms are best 
filled using spreadsheet software, however, they can be filled out by hand by following the 
instructions below and the instructions on the forms. Shaded cdls indicate cells that are 
automatically filled in (if using electronic spreadsheets) or where calculations are needed (if using 
manual forms). Cdls without shading indicate cdls that require data input from the analyst. A 
general description of each of the EEA forms follows. 

FORM AA: Air Quality Benefits 

The purpose of this worksheet is to calculate the air quality benefit of the proposed project for 
use in the Net Social Benefits economic efficiency calculations. The general approach is to 
determine the change in air pollution concentration as a result of the project, and multiply it by 
the dollar value of human health damages reduced or increased per unit of concentration 
change-osee the technical paper on air quality referenced in Appendix Three for further 
explanation. This worksheet must be completed once for each of the analysis years that have 
been selected for the project. Unlike the other types of benefits that directly accrue only to 
travelers, air quality benefits accrue to all people who live in the area effected by pollution 
emissions from the transportation system, whether they are travding or not. In order to 
calculate air quality benefits it is necessary to know the resident population of the area and the 
area effected by emissions changes caused by the project. In most locations in the state except 
for the MFOs, the most detailed level available for area effected by emissions is the county. 
This is the basis of the population data provided in Reference Table R6. It is important to use 
the most up-to-date estimates and forecasts for county population in place of the figures 
provided in Table R6. 

A1 - Analysis Year and Declslon-Maklng Y •• r. These are the year chosen for analysis and the year 
chosen for present-value calculations, respectively. These entries are common to most EEA 
forms. 

A2 - Total Emissions under the No-Build and Alternative. Total emissions including all modes, in 
tons of pollutants, if the project is not built and under the proposed alternative, respectively. 

A3 - Total VMT for all mode. for No-Build and Alternative scenarios. Annual vehicle miles traveled 
by all modes under the no-build case and if the project is built, respectively. These totals are 
obtained from MOE Form M. 
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A4 - Total PMT for all modes for No-Build and Alternative scenarios. Annual passenger miles 
traveled by all modes under the no-build case and if the project is built, respectively. These 
totals are obtained from MOE Form M. 

AS - Air Quality MOEs under the No-Bulld and Alternative scenarios. Total emissions in tons of 
pollutants per VMT and per PMT for the No-Build and Alternative scenarios 

AS - Name of county where project Is .n.IYHld and ratio of concentration of pollutants to eml •• lons 

for the county. See Table R6. 

A7 - Change in annual emission. due to the Alternative. Calculated subtracting Cell 2 from Cell 1. 

AS - Change in annual concentration of emissions due to the Alternative. Calculated as the product 
of Cell 8 times Cell 9. 

A9 - Value of human health damage. per person per day. A default value of $0.1052 per ug/m3 
per person per day, in 1992 dollars, is recommended here. See the technical paper Air Pollution 
Benefits, Costs, and MOEs Estimates for source. 

At 0 - Human health dam_s value updatsd to declslon-maldng year. This is calculated by 
multiplying entry 11 times entry 12 (Consumer Price Index for the decision-making year from 
Table R3) and dividing the result by the default CPI. 

Att - Population of county or countle.lmpectsd by emissions. See Table R6. 

At2 - Annual Air Quality benefits due to the Alternatl". considered. Calculated as the product of 
Cells 1 0, 13, and 14 times 365 days per year. 

FORMS BB1, BB2, BB3, BB-S, and BS: User Benefits 

The purpose of these worksheets is to calculate the user benefit to travelers resulting from the 
proposed project for use in the Net Social Benefits economic efficiency calculations. The user 
benefit is composed of travel-time savings and consumer surplus changes. Both of these are 
calculated using the travelers' demand curve for trips and the price of trips. The worksheets 
estimate the prices and demand curves, and determine changes to them to calculate user benefits 
- See the technical paper on transportation benefits (reference 2 in Appendix Three) for further 
explanation. The worksheets must be completed once for each of the analysis years that have 
been selected for the project. A new mode project uses only Form BB 1 and a capacity 
increasing project uses only Form BB2. A project that includes both, one or more new modes 
and one or more capacity increases, uses both forms. Projects that improve intersection 
geometry, and/or safety use the capacity increase form (Form BB2). A new mode bicycle or 
pedestrian project uses Form BB3. 

FORM BBt (Part t I: Benefits of New Mode 

B2 - Elasticity. The mode-specific price elasticity for the new mode. 

B3 - Annual Passenger Trips. The number of peak-period passenger trips per year for new 
mode. Obtained from Form M. 

84 - % of Dally Trips During the Analysis Period. Percentage of daily new mode trips that occur 
during the analysis period. Obtained from Form K-2. 

115 - Travel Time per Trip. Average travel time per peak-period trip for the new mode 
considered. Obtained from Form K-Z. 
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B6 - F.,. or Toll per Trip. Enter average fare per trip for new transit mode considered or average 
toll if new mode consist of toll lanes. Enter zero is no fare or tolls. 

B7 - Value of Time. Enter value of time in dollars per hour from Form VI. 

B8 - Consumer Surplus. Multiply Cell 5 times Cell 3. Add Cell 4 to the product. Divide this 
result by CellI. Multiply this result by entry 2 and then multiply by -0.5. 

FORM •• , (Part 2): New Mod,', Impact on other existing Mod •• 

When a corridor has more than one existing mode, Form BBl, Part 2 is completed for each 
existing mode separately and the total benefit of each existing mode from B20 is added together 
and the sum total placed in Form BB. 

Speed Limit Check. If the average speed of travel with the existing mode is greater than the speed 
limit on the corridor under consideration, then the new mode will not improve the level of 
service in the corridor. In this case the new mode is considered to have no user benefit effect 
on the existing mode, so it is only necessary to skip to B20 and enter a zero. Compare the 
corridor speed limit from Form VI to the weighted mean speed under the No-Build case in 
Form K-2. The no-build case represents travel conditions as they will exist, in each analysis year, 
if the project is not built. If the weighted mean speed is less than the posted speed limit, 
proceed to step B 1 O. 

B13 - ~1.atl"lty. The mode-specific elasticity for the existing mode . 

• ,4 - Number of Annual Cong.,ted Passenger Trips for existing Mod. und.r the No-Build Scenario. 

The number of annual trips per congested periods for existing mode if the new mode is not 
built. Obtained from Form M. 

B15 - Tra .... Time per Trip under _ No-Build Scenario. Obtained from Form K-2. 

B18 - PrI"e per Trip for Existing Mode under the No-Build C •• e. Obtained multiplying the value of 
time by the average time per trip (BlS). 

B17 - Slope of the Trip Demand Curve. Obtained dividing entry B16 over B14 and dividing the 
result over entry B13. 

B18 - Number of Annual Con_ted Passenger Trips for Existing _ WIder _ Alternative Scenario. 
The number of annual trips per congested periods for existing mode under the Alternative 

proposed. 

Speed Limit Check. If the weighted average speed with the new mode built is greater than the 
speed limit, use Part 3 below to calculate values for B20 and B21. 

B20 - Trawl TI .... per Trip under _ A1ternatlv. ken.rio. Obtained from Form I. 

B21 - Prlee per Trip for Exlstlnll Mode under the Alternative kenario. Obtained multiplying the 
value of time by the average time per trip (B20). 

B22 - Intercept of the Trip Demand Curve with the New Mode build. Subtract B 17 from B21 and 
multiple the result by B 18. 

B23 - Total Benefit for the Exlstlnll _. under _ Alternative kenarlo. Vse the following 
formula. {[(B22-B21)*B18]-[(B22-B16)*(B16-B22)/B17J}*O.S and place this result in Form BB
s. 
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FORM BB1 (Part 31: Speed Limit Constrained Wo ..... h_t 

B20 - Travel Time per Trip for Existing Mode .t the Speed Limit. Divide the length of the corridor 
over the weighted average speed given in this fonn. 

B21 - Price per Trip at the Sp_ Limit. Multiply B20 by the value of time given in Fonn BB 1 
.&ttl. 

FORM •• 2 (Part 1): User 'eneflt for Projects that Increa.e Hiahway Capacltv 

Sp_d Limit Check. If the average speed of travel under the No-Build case is greater than the 
speed limit on the corridor under consideration, then implementing the alternative considered 
will not improve the level of service in the corridor. In this case the new mode is considered to 
have no user benefit effect on the existing mode, so it is only necessary to skip to B216 and 
enter a zero. Compare the corridor speed limit from Fonn VI to the weighted mean speed for 
the No-Build case in Fonn F. The no-build case represents travel conditions as they will exist, 
in each analysis year, if the project is not built. If the weighted mean speed is less than the 
posted speed limit, proceed to step B202. 

B208 - Number of SOV Annual Conge.ted Trips under the No-Build Scenario. From Fonn F. 

B207 - T...,., Time per SOV Trip under the No-Bulld ca_. From Fonn F. 

B208 - Value of Time. From Fonn VI. 

B209 - Price per Trip for I!xlstlng Mode under No-BUild Condition.. Multiply the value of time by 
the average time per trip (B207 times B208). 

Speed Limit Check. If the average speed of travel under the Alternative scenario is greater than 
the speed limit, then calculate the values for B211 and B212 with the Speed Limit Constrained 
Worksheet below. 

B211 - Traval Time per SOV Trip with Increa.ed capacity Build. From Form I. 

B212 - Price per Trip for Existing Mode with Additional Highway Capacity. Multiply B208 times 
B211. 

B213 - Number of Annual Peak-perlod SOV Trips with Inc .... ed ca .... clty Build. From Fonn I. 

B214 - B_hI of Travel Time SaYIng.. Calculate the dollar value of travel time savings, for 
travelers if the capacity is increased, according to the following fonnula: [B209-B212]*B206. 

B215 - Additional Consumer Surplus Benefit. Calculate the additional benefits for new travelers if 
the increased capacity is built according to the following fonnula. [[B209-B212]*[B213-
B206]]*O.5. The result should be a positive number. 

B218 - Total User Benef"rhI due to AddItIonal Highway capacity. Sum B214 and B215. Place this 
total in Fonn BB-S. 

FORM BB2 (Part 21: Speed Limit Constrained Wo ..... h .. t 

B211 - Travel Time per Highway Trip at the Speed Limit under the A1tematlva Scenario. Divide the 
length of the corridor over the corridor average speed limit. 

B212 - Price per Trlp.t the s...,.d Limit under the A1temative Seenaria. Multiply B211 by the value 
of travel time (B208). 

FORM .831 User Benefits for RKNatlonal Bike!Ped Trtps 
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8302 - Numb« of Recreationallllk •• nd/or P __ lri8n Annual Trips. Number of Bike and/or 
Pedestrian trips are not the same as the ones reported in Form M. See Table R18. 

8303 - _tsperTripforlllk.endPed •• trI ..... SeeTableR18. 

8304 - _t Value Updeted to DecI.I_eklng Ye.r. See Table R3 for Consumer Price Indexes. 

8305 - Annual U.er Benefit. for 81k •• nd P.d •• trl.ns. Multiply the values in B302 times B304 for 
Bike and Pedestrian respectively. Place these results in Form BB. 

'ORMS BB-S: Summation of U,.r •• neflt. for an ,eaments for proleet. with new mod •• or highway 
expan.lon 

The purpose of tllls table is to add consumer surplus benefits calculated on Forms BB 1 and BB2 
for each segment and direction of travel and total them for transfer to summary Form BB. 
Benefits calculated for each alternative for each direction of travel and each corridor segment are 
entered in these forms. These benefits are copied from B8 in Form BB1 (partl), B23 in Form 
BBl (part 2), or B216 in Form BB2, according to the type of benefit evaluated. The total 
benefits are then transferred to Form BB. 

rORN ." User BenefIt. Summary Table 

The purpose of this table is to accumulate consumer surplus benefits calculated on Forms BB1, 
BB2, and BB3 and total them for transfer to the Net Social Benefits Table. Benefits calculated 
for new and existing modes as well as benefits due to additional highway capacity and 
recreational non-motorized trips, are tabulated in this form. The table must be completed once 
for each of the analysis years that have been selected for the project. 

I!ntrl •• 1 to 3 - Benefits due to Trips Using N_ Modes. Benefits calculated for each of the new 
modes considered are entered here. 

I!ntrles 4 to I - Benefits of Trips Using I!xlstlng _. Benefits calculated for each of the existing 
modes are entered here. 

I!ntry 7 - Benefits _ to Additional HlghWIIY c.p.clty. Savings in Travel Time due to increases in 
highway capacity are entered in tllls entry. Entries 1 to 7 are copied from total benefits 
calculated in entries (11) in Forms BB-S. 

I!ntry 8 .nd 9 - Benefits due R.creatlon.1 Blk.lP.d •• trian Trips. Benefits due to recreational non
motorized trips are entered in entries 8 and 9. These benefits are copied from entries B305 if a 
Form BB3 is used. 

I!ntry 10 - Totsl User Benefits due to the Alt.m.tlve Considered. Total benefits (in dollars) 
obtained by adding up entries 1 to 9. This total (in millions of dollars) is copied to the Net 
Social Benefits Table into the User Benefits column and the row corresponding to the analysis 
year shown in Form BB. Since Form BB is completed for each analysis year identified for the 
project, there will be an entry in the User Benefits column of form EE Part 2 for each analysis 
year chosen. 

FORM cc= Safety Benefits 

The purpose of this wotksheet is to calculate the safety benefit of the proposed project for use in the Net 
Social Benefits economic efficiency calculations. The basic approach is to determine the change in the 
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number of fatalities caused by the project and multiply the change by the fatality risk value. The 
worksheet must be completed once for each of the analysis years that have been selected for the project. 

C2 - Total Number of Fatalities under the No-Build and Alternative Scenarios. Total number of 
fatalities per year from Form M. 

C3 - Change in Fatalitie. due to the Alternative. Subtract the number of fatalities under the 
Alternative scenario from the No-Build case. 

C4 - Fatality Risk Default Value. The default value for fatality risk is $4,200,000, in 1998 dollars. 
See the technical paper Safety Benefit-Cost Estimates for sources. 

C5 - Updated Fatality Risk Value. Obtained by multiplying C4 times the ratio of the decision
making year CPI over the default (1998) CPI. Use Table R3 to obtain decision-making year and 
default CPIs. 

C6 - Annual Safety Benefits of the Alternative. Multiply the change in annual fatalities (C3) by the 
updated fatality risk value (C5). Transfer this total (m millions of dollars) into the Safety Benefits 
column of Form EE Part 2 and the row corresponding to the analysis year shown in Form Cc. 
Since Form CC is completed for each analysis year identified for the project, there will be an 
entry in the Safety Benefits column of Form EE Part 2 for each analysis year chosen after Form 
CC is completed for all the analysis years. 

FORM DD (Part 1); Capital, Operating, and Maintenance Costs 

The purpose of this worksheet is to calculate the agency cost of the proposed project for use in 
the Net Social Benefits economic efficiency calculations. Proposed expenditures on 
construction and operation of the project are entered in Form DD Part 2. The worksheet is 
completed only once but expenditures are entered for every year of the project's construction 
period and useful lifetime. Projects with more than one new mode are treated separately for 
purposes of the efficiency analysis. Thus the capital, operating, and maintenance costs entered 
on Form DD Part 2 are always for one new mode or an improvement of an existing mode. 

Forms J-1 and J-2 give Capital and Ooo\{ costs based on Tables R2 and R8. However, there are 
three approaches to generating the capital and O&M costs. Thefust approach is preferred. The 
second approach is next best and the third approach is used if the other two are not possible. 
(1) The best approach is actual, local, estimates of the capital and O&M costs and expenditure 
schedule of the project by engineers, even if they are sketch design level estimates. (2) Next best 
consists of estimates based on information in Reference Tables R2 and R8 because these tables 
are based on experience in Colorado. (3) Finally, estimates using averages of national data, taken 
from the Handbook on Characteristics of Urban Transportation Systems (CUTS), may be used. 
Often the analyst will be forced to use information from all three sources to generate a complete 
estimate of capital and O&M costs for a project. For example, a construction expenditure 
schedule estimate may be available from the regional CDOT office, but the other two sources 
will be needed to estimate the O&M schedule over the useful life of the project. 

D1 - Characteristics of Project. Since projects are classified by these characteristics and costs are 
given in unit figures such as $/mile, the entries are needed to calculate costs for the project. 
11,ese entries are found in Form UI. 

D2 - Useful Life of Project. 11lis is the number of years the infrastructure being considered for 
construction will be serviceable until replacement in needed, assuming regular maintenance is 
performed. Useful Life, Construction Start Date, and Opening Date are given in Form UI. 
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Start and opening dates are determined by those advocating the project and by the construction 
or purchase schedule suggested by the design engineers or planners. Otherwise assume 
construction starts in the decision-making year. The difference between these dates is the 
construction period. 

D3 - Project Capital and MAO Co.ta. These entries are copied from Forms J-1 and J-2, which 
give costs for a project by mode. Since Forms DD are only for one new mode, if the project has 
more than one new mode, be careful to take only data for the mode considered from Forms J-1 
and J-2. Form J-1 gives total capital cost. It is necessary to convert this to an annual 
expenditure schedule for Form DDt. If a specific construction expenditure schedule is not 
available from local engineers or planners, it is acceptable to divide the total capital cost by the 
number of years in the construction period and use the result as the annual capital cost over the 
construction period. Since M&O costs are given in Form J-2 as annual costs, it is only necessary 
to use that number for each year of the projects useful life. 

lIS - Con_lion Cost ~te Index for -.. .nd Decision Y...... These indexes are found in 
TableR3. 

Updated values for Capital and M&O costs for the Decision-Year from Form DD Part 2 are 
transferred to Form EE Part 2. 

rORM DD (P.rt 2): Capital .nd MAO ScbHul. 

D.te. This column indicates the actual years for the project schedule. The date for Year 0 is the 
decision-making year for the project. 

a .... Y •• r Caplt.1 Costs. This column contains the construction cost expenditures for each year 
of the construction period. Place a zero in years with no construction expenditures. 

_ .... n-Y •• r Cepital Costs. This column contains a formula which uses the decision year and 
base year CCCIs from Form DD :&tt..l to update capital costs to decision-making year dollars. 
The formula is the figure in the' base year column multiplied by the decision year CCCI and the 
result divided by the Base year CCCI. 

MAO Costs. The maintenance and operating cost expenditures for each year of the useful life of 
the project. Place a zero in the years of the construction period. 

Tran.lt •• rvlce Delivery Co.t.. This column contains the operation costs which are classified as 
Service Delivery Components on Form ]-2. Place a zero in the years of the construction period. 

Tot.IIIa ... Year MAO Costs. This column is the sum of the values in the M&O and Transit 
Service Delivery columns by year. 

D.clslon·Y_r MAO Costs. This column contains a formula which uses the decision year and base 
year CCCIs from Form DD ~ to update M&O costs to decision-making year dollars. The 
formula is the figure in the base year column multiplied by the decision year CCCI and the result 
divided by the Base year CCCI. 

FORM EE (Part 1): Net Social Benefit Worksheet 

The purpose of this worksheet is to guide the analyst in filling in the Net Social Benefits Table, 
Form EE Part 2 and complete the calculations for the economic efficiency analysis. The 
benefits and costs in the table are the changes caused by the project and indicate the difference 
between the no-build case and the alternative case. The worksheet is completed only once for 
each project/alternative since it includes all modes and all analysis years. Instructions for 
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interpretation and use of the infonnation in the NSB Table are given in Chapter 5. Definitions 
of Present Value, Annual Value, and Perpetuity Value are given in the Definitions Section of 
Chapter 1. 

Discount Rate. Enter the interest rate for discounting. See Table R3 for discussion and values. 

Annuallzatlon Period. Use the Construction Start Date and Useful Life values from Fonn DD 
Part 1 to calculate the annualization period. This is used to calculate the annual value on Fonn 
EE Part 2 and is obtained as the difference between the Last Year of Useful Life and the 
Construction Start Date. 

FORM EE (Part 21: Net Social Benefit Table 

The Net Social Benefits Table is used to collect and display the time profile of benefits and costs 
for a project. More importantly, it automatically calculates net social benefits using the time 
profiles. Net social benefit is the measure used to judge the economic efficiency of a project. 

The Net Social Benefits Table includes benefits and costs values for each analysis year filled in 
from Fonns L and AA through DD-2. Also, the date column should be filled in with the 
calendar years covering the analysis with year zero as the decision-making year. The 
construction start year may not be the same as the decision-making year. It may be 1,2,3 or so 
years in the future. Values in the three benefit columns and the three cost columns between 
decision-making and construction start years should all be zero. 

Linear interpolation is used to generate benefit and cost values for the non-analysis years in the 
Net Social Benefits Table. This is done by calculating a linear increment by first taking the 
difference in benefits/ costs between analysis years. This difference is then divided over the 
number of years between analysis years. Say user benefits in the first analysis year, 2000, are $90 
million and in the next analysis year, 2010, are $190 million. The first step to approximate user 
benefits in 2001, 2002, ... , and 2010, is to obtain the number of years between these two analysis 
years, 10. Next, the difference between $190 and $90 million is calculated, which is $100 
million. This amount is then divided over the number of years between analyses (1 0 years) and 
this gives a linear annual increment of $1 0 million. Thus the value of user benefits for the year 
2000 is $90 million, for the year 2001 is $90 plus $10 million or $100 million, for year 2002 is 
equal to $110 million, etc. If the next analysis year is 2020, the process is repeated to fill in the 
values of benefits/costs between the years 2010 and 2020. 

Once the values of benefits/costs for the years between analyses are calculated, copy them into 
the respective column in Fonn EE Part 2. After these steps are completed there should be 
values in the benefits/ costs columns for every year from the decision-making year to end of the 
useful life. 

Since benefits do not occur until the project is constructed, but there might be an analysis year 
before the project opening date, make sure all values in the benefits column are zero until the 
opening year of the project. (For staged projects, please consult with CDOT for appropriate 
methodology.) Also, if the asset's life extends beyond the last analysis year, which will often be 
the case, assume equilibrium in benefits and use the last analysis year value to fill in the rest of 
the years. 
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Net SocIal _t Column. Values for each row of this column are automatically calculated as the 
summation of air quality, safety, and user benefits minus the summation of capital, user, and 
M&O costs, year by year. So, the year 10 row indicate b=efits in year 10 minus costs in year 10. 

Present Value of Net Social Benefit. Col....... Each cell in this column is the present value of the 

NSB figure in the cell to its left. The NSB is divided by (1 + r Y' , where r is the discount rate 
entered in Fonn EE Part 1, and yr is the value in the year column from the same row that the 

NSB figure is from. 

P .. _nt Value Row. The bottom three rows of the table are calculated automatically using the 
values in the column above each cell in the rows. The cell in the present value row under the 
Present Value NSB column is the sum of all the values in all the cells in that column. Likewise, 
each cell in the row is the sum of the present values of the entries in the column above it. For 
example, the cell under the User Benefits column is the sum of the present value of the user 
benefits. However, unlike the case of NSBs, the other cells are not simple summations because 
the columns above are curr=t values, not present values. The fonnula used in these cells 
automatically converts the current values to pres=t values and does the summation. If an 
analyst needs to calculate the sum of present values by hand, she must first convert each cell to 

present value by dividing by (I + r Y' as explained above, and then adding the results together. 
Notice that the cell in the Present Value row under the Net Social Benefits column, 
automatically converts the column above to present values and sums them. Thus, it should b;' 
the same value as the cell to its right which is under the Present Value of NSB column. 

Annual Value Row. The cells in this row have a fonnula that automatically calculates the annual 
series value which is the equivalent of the present value in the cell above. The present value in 

the cell above is multiplied by t(l + r, IKI + r ,-' H to calculate the annual value, where n is the 
annualization period (given in Fonn EE Part 1) and r is the discount rate. The annual value 
will be much smaller than the present value from which it is calculated. If each value in the 
column above the present value row cell is replaced by the annual value figure, the sum of the 
present values of the column will be identical to that calculated from the original figures . For 
this reason the annual value is said to be equival=t to the present value. 

Perpetuity Value Row. The cells in this row are the perpetuity value series of the figures in the 
column above, not including the figures in the Present or Annual Value rows. The perpetuity 
value is calculated by dividing the annual value in the cell above by r (the discount rate). The 
same discount rate must be used throughout the Table. 
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Analyzing and Comparing 

Results 

Using Efficiency Analysis 

Chapter 

The goal of economic efficiency analysis (EEA) is to identify the transportation investment projects 
and policies that will result in the general increase in the well-being of people in the community. It is 
also fair to say that efficiency analysis seeks to find those transportation projects and policies that will 
be associated with utilizing a community's resources to produce the most highly valued goods and 
services. On the surface, such aspirations may be easy to accept as being things everyone would 
desire, but it is important to understand exactly what EEA does and does not say. 

The bottom line with respect to EEA is the comparison of the benefits enjoyed because of the project 
against the costs ineutted in order to have the project. This comparison is commonly known as 
benefit-cost analysis. Benefits should be thought of as measuring the amount of money people in the 
community would be willing to pay to obtain the good things resulting from the transportation 
project or policy. Costs are best thought of as "opportunity costs", or the value which is given up 
because resources are used for the project rather than in other productive ways in the community. In 
general, any project or policy can be expected to lead to some people in the community being better 
off and some people in the community being worse off. The benefit calculated for EEA represents 
how much money the people who are better off are willing to pay to have the project, while the cost 
represents how much money the people who are worse off would accept in compensation for their 
losses because of the project. 

EEA is presented in terms of whether NSB is >0 or <0, where 

NSB = Benefit - Cost. 

When NSB > 0, then the amount those who benefit from the project are willing to pay to have the 
project is large enough to more than compensate those who are worse off for their loss. This means 
that the project can result in the general increase in well-being of the people in the community. When 
NSB < 0, then those who benefit from the project would not be willing to fully compensate those 
who lose because of the project. In this case the project cannot result in the general increase in the 
well-being of the people in the community and building the project would lead to using community's 
resources in less valued uses than they are at present.' 

t It can be assumed that in genernl any EEA evaluation of a project will be considered in terms of Present Value ofNSB. 
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It is important to recognize that the estimation of benefits and costs relies on the values of each 
(adult) member of the community. EEA does not attempt to say something is good or worthwhile 
independendy of the preferences of those living in the community. If someone in a community 
values something, then that something is also given that value by EEA. As such, EEA is based upon 
an effort to devdop estimates of the choices people would make in the community if a project were 
built. 

Note also that EEA is devdoped by comparing the estimated effects of a project with the situation 
expected to occur in the community if the transportation system does not change, which is referred to 
as the No-Build situation. EEA does not estimate the benefits and costs of making no changes and 
the benefits and costs of constructing a specific transportation project. Rather, it estimates the 
benefits and the costs associated with the way in which the project in question changes things from 
the No-Build situation. 

Finally note that EEA is completely consistent with the MOE analysis recommended here. Actually, 
EEA is ''built upon" specific measures of a project's impact which are developed as MOEs. The 
economic values of benefits and costs are attached to differences in the values of specific MOEs in 
the N 0-Build situation, versus the situation with the project in place. Essentially, EEA is one way to 
use the MOEs to compare projects. The second way of using the MOE information is suggested 
later in this chapter under Prioritiifng UsingMOEs. 

What economic Information Means and Doesn't Mean 

Since the goal of efficiency analysis is to identify the transportation investment projects and policies 
that will result in a general increase in the well-being of the people in the community, the first way in 
which to interpret the EEA information is that it distinguishes between two types of projects. One 
type of project is estimated to be able to result in the general increase in well-being and the other type 
of project is not. Based on EEA, any project for which NSB < 0 would be undesirable and could not 
be recommended After all, such projects are estimated to have costs that are greater than the amount 
of money people in the community, who benefit from the project, would be willing to pay for the 
project themselves. So at the first level, EEA could be used to recommend projects that should not 
be chosen for investment. 2 

Of course, many proposed projects will have NSB > o. EEA does not recommend that every project 
with positive net social benefits should be built. At this level of project analysis EEA simply identifies 
projects which are acceptable because they offer the opportunity for the general increase in the well
being of the people in the community. 

There are at least two reasons why EEA does not recommend that a project should be chosen just 
because the estimated NSB > O. One is that there may be other ways in which the resources used in 
the project under consideration could be used to produce even greater increases in community well
being than this project. From a practical point of view, it is never possible to develop an estimate of 
NSB for every conceivable way in which a community's pattern of resource uses might be changed. 
The second reason is that EEA only estimates that the project beneficiaries can more than 
compensate those who are worse off because of the project for their loses. EEA itself cannot insure 
that the political process by which transportation investments and policies are chosen will also choose 

2Note that this statement is not meant to say that efficiency analysis should be the only way in which to evalu2te projects. Rather it is 
memt to say that if you want to use EEA then any project for which NSB < 0 would not be a project that you would want to recommend. 
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to accomplish full compensation. In general there will be project winners and 1= and as such EEA 
is nothing more than an estimate of which projects will be associated with using community resoun:es 
in more valuable ways rather than in less valuable ways. Therefore, if one is interested in projects that 
offer the opportunity for the general increase in well-being of people in the community, EEA 
infonnation can be used to distinguish projects that are acceptable (NSB > 0) from those projects that 
are W1acceptable (NSB < 0). 

Prtorttlzlng Using El6dency Analysis 

At another level of analysis it may be of interest to rank alternative projects. There are two ways to 
rank projects consistent with the framework of EEA. First, as explained above EEA is used to 
distinguish between acceptable projects or those with NSB > 0, and those projects that are 
lU1acceptable (those with NSB < 0). Any project with NSB > 0 is worthwhile as far as EEA is 
concemed. As such, as long as one is ranking projects with positive NSB, any criteria for ranking and 
choosing between these projects is consistent with EEA. For example, one might rank different 
projects with NSB > 0 by using MOEs as described below. As far as EEA is concerned it is 
acceptable to rank projects with NSB > 0 with other criteria, even non-economic criteria. 

Also, one might rank projects with NSB > 0 based on which project provided the greatest value for 
NSB. However, care must be taken with this approach to ranking. In general different projects will 
have different useful lifetimes. In order to make a "fair" comparison between such projects using 
EEA it is necessary to develop a comparison over the same complete time horizon for each project. 
Given the different effective lifetimes this involves computing the Perpetuity Value of the benefits 
and costs over time.' Essentially the Perpetuity Value is the present value of benefits and costs of a 
project assuming that project will be constructed, operated, then reconstructed in exactly the same 
way at the end of the projects effective life, and then replicated in this way indefinitely into the future. 
Therefore, if one wants to use the NSB concept to rank alternative projects this should be done using 
the Perpetuity Value which is calculated on the worksheet for Net Social Benefits. Using EEA in this 
way, one would rank projects from most desirable to least desirable based on which projects had the 
largest Perpetuity Value. 

Analyzing and Compartng Results using Sensitivity Analysis 

The pmpose of sensitivity analysis is to answer the following question: How much confidence can be 
attached to the results of either the MOE and/or economic efficiency analyses? By its nature, 
transportation planning for the statewide transportation plan is necessarily done at the level of "sketch 
planning", the goal of which is to develop an acceptable ''ballpark'' W1derstanding of the effects and 
costs of alternative transportation investments and policies. Many transportation investments will 
have expected lifetimes that are decades in length, and the statewide plan itself is looking at a 
minimum of two decades into the future. The very nature of planning to inform the process of 
making investment choices today over such lengthy time horizons is one for which there will always 
be overwhelming W1certainty. It is not possible to "test" the success of estimation methods that are 
utilized today, W1less of course we are willing to wait through the relevant decades before making 
transportation investment choices. 

Even though it is not possible to resolve the inherent W1certainty in the estimates upon which the 
MOE and EEA are developed, it is possible to assess the degree to which one can be confident in the 

3perpetuity Value is calculated in Form EE Part 2 --Net Social Benefits Table. 
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conclusions suggested by the analyses. This is done by examining the "sensitivity" of the results to 
changes in different variables and/or different assumptions. The general idea is to detennine how 
Luge a change in the variable would have to be to change the results suggested by the analysis. If the 
size of the change in a given variable is so Luge that the value fOJ: the variable is thought to be 
extremely unlikely, then that suggests one can be relatively confident in the results of the analysis. 
Note the imprecision in this description. There is no "crystal ball" to use in seeing the future and no 
real way to be absolutely certain in the results. Consequently, the confidence or lack of confidence in 
the results will remain largely a matter of individual judgement and evaluation. However, the 
sensitivity analysis recommended here can provide a sound basis for developing this individual 
confidence or lack of confidence in the implications of either the MOE or EEA. 

Background to Sensitivity Analysis 

There are two key types of assumptions, in 
developing the MOE and EEA, which should be 
subject to sensitivity analysis in general. 

First, the MOE and EEA for every single 

Some CrItIcal Values 10 Assess In 
Sensitivity Analysis 

1. Population Projections (Growth 
Assumptions) 

transportation project or policy will be developed 2. Travel Demand resulting from growth 
based upon the projected growth in population 
and/or transportation demand over the planning 3. 
period. Because all of the analysis follows from 
the assumed change in population and/or 

assumptions 
Mode Split for Non-SOV modes with 
original population forecasts 

transportation demand, it is recommended that all calculations for MOE and EEA be developed with 
a minimum of two different assumptions for population change. 

There are at least a couple of ways to choose these two assumed population and transportation 
demand changes: 

o One approach would be to use the information in the CDOT GIS files on the projected 
20 year value for AADT as one assumption. The accompanying assumed change in 
population could then come from an "officiaf' source for population projections, e.g. 
Colorado Department of Local Affirirs or a local planning agency. 

o A second approach would be to use one of the "official" estimates (e.g. the 20 year 
AADT value in the CDOT GIS files) as the base case assumption, and then to assume a 
change in population and transportation demand that was either 25% smaller or larger 
than the base case. 

Whether to assume a Luger or smaller change in population should be chosen in order to illustrate 
how robust the base case MOE and EEA results are. For example, if it is thought that the "official" 
estimate is like.ly to be optimistic in assuming more growth than might occur, then assuming a 25% 
smaller increase in population and transportation demand over the planning period would allow one 
to conclude that certain proposed projects would still be desirable with much less growth, or that 
certain projects can perhaps only be desirable if population growth is quite vigorous. Either way, the 
point is not to pursue the "right" population and transportation demand estimate, but rather to 
develop an understanding of which projects seem worthwhile even if future population cannot be 
known with certainty or if there is not common agreement on the best assumption. 

Second, proposed projects that involve a new transportation mode will require an assumption about 
"mode split," ie. the proportion of people traveling by esisting modes that switch to the new mode. 
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Because past experience with many different modes of transportation is insufficient to provide an 
empirical basis for projecting mode split for Colorado circumstances, it has been reco=ended that 
the mode split be assumed to be some reasonable level (see Reference Table R9), and that a second 
assumed mode split be utilized to judge the sensitivity of this assumption. This mode split 
assumption will establish the base case analysis of the proposed project. 

The sensitivity analysis would then develop a second set of MOE and/or EEA impacts based upon 
another assumed value for mode split. This second mode split value would be determined based 
upon the results of the MOE and EEA analysis in the base case. If the project analysis suggests it is 
desirable then the mode split in the second case should be reduced, and if the analysis suggests the 
project is not desirable then the mode split should be increased in value. 

Once again the point is to assess how much difference the assumed mode split makes in the 
assessment of the proposed new mode project. It will not be possible to resolve the uncertainty in the 
projected mode split, but the exact value of the mode split that results may not be required if the 
second assumed mode split value does not change the implications of the MOE and/or EEA 
analysis. 

SensitIvIty Analysis for EEA 

In addition to examining changes in 
population, transportation demand and 
mode splits, it will probably also be 
desirable to assess the sensitivity of other 
aspects of the efficiency analysis. 

The size of any particular aspect of the 
entire benefit-cost analysis need not be the 
subject of intense debate in general since the 
results of the EEA are developed by 
comparison of all the benefits and costs 
considered together. 

For example, one might look at the 
estimated benefit (or cost) of a project 
associated with changes in air pollution and 
think that the estimated change in pollution 
was likely to be too large. However, if a 
smaller, "more reasonable" change in 
pollution were examined it might be the 

Project Recommendations According to 
Economic Efficiency 

1) Good Bet - Projects which meet NSB > 0 
even after looking at sensitivity are good bets 
based on EEA. 

2) Poor Project - Projects with a NSB < 0 largely 
due to very large values for fatality risk or for 
value of time, or for population increases, etc. 
should not be chosen based on EEA. 

3) Reexamine Critical Values - When the NSB 
of projects change from >0 to < 0 or vice versa 
due to a small change in some benefit or cost, 
EEA would not reco=end such a project 
unless more confidence could be developed in 
the EEA critical value(s). 

case that the sign of net benefits was unchanged. Therefore, debating the precise size of the air 
pollution benefit (or cost) estimate would add little additional understanding with respect to the 
desirability of the project based on the EEA. 

The key question is: How much larger or how much smaller would a benefit or cost have to be in 
order for the sign of the project's Present Value to change? The answer to this question can be 
determined by compating the present value of the benefit or cost item in question, with the present 
value of the entire project in order to calculate how much this one item would have to change in size 
in order for the present value of the project to change sign. If the change is too large to be 
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imaginable, then one can be pretty confident in the results of the EEA analysis. If the change is not 
very large at all, then it might be worthwhile to tty to develop more precise estimates of the value in 
question or it might simply be concluded that confidence in the EEA of the proposed project is 
lacking. 

It is recommended that for each project a calculation be made of the percentage change, in each of 
the following items, that would be necessary to change the sign of the present value of the project 
user benefits, air pollution benefits or costs, fatality risk benefit or cost, agency capital cost and agency 
M&O cost. If the percentage change in anyone of these items of benefit or cost is too large to be 
credible, then one can be confident of that specific estimate for the EEA. However, if this is not the 
case for every one of these items in the EEA calculations, then either more worlt should be done to 
try to develop an estimate that is generally acceptable, or it should be concluded that one does not 
have sufficient confidence in the information provided by the EEA for this particular project. 

Prioritizing Projects Using Measures of Effectiveness 
Transportation investment decisions are usually made based on two types of analyses-economic 
efficiency analysis that considers the cost and benefit of each alternative under evaluation; and/or a 
multi-c.riteria analysis that considers conflicting objectives or measures of effectiveness. Decision
makers are often interested in evaluating alternatives yiekIing positive NSB based on other criteria, 
given that not all measures are equally important to a community. Relative difference in importance 
among the measures is generally expressed with weights. 

A multi-criteria ordinal index to evaluate alternatives based on multiple MOEs is presented in this 
section. TIlls multi-criteria index encodes preference order information without an expression of 
preference intensity. The weights assigned to each of the MOEs are represented as exponents in the 
evaluation index. These weights control the impact of each measure on the index. For example, for 
two measures, to indicate that one measure is four times as important as the other, the corresponding 
exponents or weights are 0.8 and 0.2. For every alternative or project being considered an index value 
can be determined to rank projects from better to worse. Projects with higher index values are ranked 
higher. 

Background 

Multi-criteria decision methods are used for the evaluation of a finite number of alternatives under a 
finite number of conflicting objectives. These methods have been developed principally to deal with 
difficulties involved in reducing conflicting criteria into a single measure. Most of these methods 
generally incorporate the decision-rnaker's opinions to identify the preferred set of alternatives instead 
of attempting to find a single best altemative. In all these methods, the decision problem (i.e., 
transportation alternative impacts) can be set as a f11 x n matrix, for n criteria and f11 alternatives. 

Different classifications of multi-criteria decision methods exist, including mathematical 
programming, discrete alternatives, and multi-attribute utility theory. These methods can also be 
classified according to: the alternatives considered (discrete or continuous), the type of data used 
(quantitative or qualitative), and whether or not lUlcertainty is considered. The method proposed here 
assumes: (1) a discrete set of alternatives, (2) availability of cardinal or quantitative data for the 
measures considered, and (3) that no stochastic effects are involved. 
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Methodology 

The ordinal index proposed to evaluate transportation alternatives encodes preference order 
infonnation only and not any notion of strength of preference. It is expected that any transportation 
alternative evaluation process will first involve a NSB analysis, and the proposed methodology will 
only be applied to alternatives providing positive NSB. The MOE index is defined as follows: 

n a. 
MOE Index Ii = II m . .1 

j=l IJ 

where, 

I1Ij = measure j for alternative i 
n = number of measures 
tj = weight for measure j 

For example for an alternative i with four measuresj 

4 a. a a a a 
I=llmJ=m l*m 2*m 3*m 4 

j=l J 1 2 3 4 

The following considerations should be observed when developing this MOE index: 

• Each measure should be independent of the other measures. For example, since the number of 
fatalities is calculated here by multiplying VMT by a fatality rate, including both the number of 
fatalities and VMT as separate measures would not be appropriate. 

• The magnitude of the measures should consistently indicate desired or undesired effects. That is, 
if it is chosen to indicate the most desirable alternative as the one with the higher index, then all 
the measures should indicate desired effects with increasing magnitude. For example, if the 
number of fatalities is chosen as a measure for Safety, then the inverse of the number of fatalities 
must be chosen to indicate a positive effect Alternatives or projects can be ranked from better to 
worse according to the index value detennined. If projects with higher index values are ranked 
higher, then projects that provide greater mobility and safety with less pollution and lower capital 
cost will have latger index values. 

• The weights of the measures involved (exponents) must all sum to one. That is, L a, = 1.0. In 
choosing values for the exponents start by considering the measures to be equally important, e.g. 
a,= a2= "J =". =0.25. If one measure is thought to be of greater importance than another, then 
this can be reflected by adjusting the values of the exponents. For example, if the first measure is 
thought to be twice as important as the fourth measure, then the exponents might be changed 
from being equal to: a, =0.333, "2= a, = 0.25, a4 = 0.167. 

Index Properties 

Desirable properties of the proposed index include: a decreasing nwginal rate of substitution, 
constant elasticity measure, independence of value scale, and constant returns to scale. A detailed 
description of these properties is given in reference number 9,. "An MOE Index to Evaluate 
Multimodal Transportation Alternatives for Corridor Investment Studies". 
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Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS). The proposed index can be described by an indifference curve 
with respect to any two measures, where different iso-index curves show the relative desirability 
between a pair of measures. The negative slope of a given iso-index curve at any point is the marginal 
!ate of substitution. The MRS indicates the amount of a measure to be given up for a m.atginal 
increase in the amount of another measure or the negative slope of the index curve at some point 
The MRS for the proposed index is not constant It changes with changing levels of the measures 
considered. For example, if measure M, is a mobility measure: average corridor trip speed, and 
measure M2 is the inverse of annualized project construction cost, then (as shown in Figure 5.1) the 
!ate of substitution for M, and M2 decreases with decreasing values of the mobility measure. In other 
worns, the amount of mobility to be given up for a small increase in the cost measure vaties 
depending on whether the cost measure is high and the mobility measure is low or vice versa. 
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Figure 5.1: Rate of substitution for proposed index 

• 

1bis is an important property that reflects the tendency of people to generally value goods more 
highly at the m.atginal when they are in more limited supply than when they are prevalent A variable 
MRS, though, is not obtained if the most common linear scoring function is used. In that case, a 
constant MRS or constant relative trade-off results. Such constant value tradeoffs would imply that 
any two performance measures of a transportation alternative are perfect substitutes for each other, 
which is very unlikely. 

Constant Measure of Elasticin'. Another desirable property is that the exponent of the corresponding 
measure indicates the elasticity of the index. The elasticity shows how the index responds to a 
percentage change in one of the measures. That is, the value for the exponent indicates the 
percentage increase in the index that results from a percentage increase in the measure, holding all the 
other measures constant For example, assuming only mobility and cost as the relevant measures and 
weighting them equally (e.g., exponents are 0.5 each), a 10% increase in one of the measures, 
assuming the other measure remains unchanged, will cause the index to increase by 5%. When one of 
the measures is given more weight than another measure, the first measure will have a greater 
influence on changes in the index. For example, if the exponent (weight) on cost is increased from 
0.5 to 0.8 and the exponent on mobility changes from 0.5 to 0.2, then a 10% increase in cost will 
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cause the MOE index to increase by 8%, with mobility unchanged. In contrast, a 10% increase in 
mobility, with cost unchanged, will cause the index to increase only 2%. These exponents for cost 
and mobility (0.8 and 0.2 respectively) indicate that the influence of cost on the index is four times as 
high as the influence due to mobility. 

Indc;pendence of Value Scale. Because of its product form, the proposed index does not require the 
measures to be normalized and therefore, no arbitrary scale or transformation of the measures is 
needed. Scaling measures (commonly done in other ranking methods) imposes an implicit (and 
pethaps arbitrary) "value" relationship with respect to the trade-off between the measures. Avoiding 
this scaling process permits decision-makers to better see the changes in relative trade-offs. 

Returns to Scale. Given the product form for the MOE index function proposed here, if the 
exponents sum to one, then the index function is characterized by constant returns to scale. That is, 
the index value is not dependent on the size of the project. On the other hand, if the index function 
is characterized by increasing returns to scale, then projects that are larger in scale in terms of 
providing larger measures for all the relevant attributes would have a proportionately larger index 
value that smaller projects. 

In addition to the advantages of the properties mentioned above, other desired characteristics of the 
index are: (1) the trade-off between measures is explicit, compared to the outcome given by other 
analyses, and (2) the index is informative, whereas other methods may not help decision-makers 
understand the choices they face. 

Measures for Evaluation 

The measures for evaluation should all consistently indicate a preferred effect as the measures increase 
or decrease. The measures can be converted Ci.e., taking the inverse of the reported value) to comply 
with this condition. Recommended measures for evaluation (indicating greater benefits for increasing 
magnitudes of the measures) are as follows: 

lvIobility : lvIm = Speed; the higher the speed the better the project. 

Safety: lvI, = l/Number of fatalities; the higher the value of lvI, the safer a project 
because as the number of crashes/fatalities increases this measure will decrease. 

Air QuaIi!J : lvI.. = l/Tons of Pollutant; the higher the value of lvI~ the better the air quality 
impacts because this is associated with a lower amount of pollutant. 

Agenty Cost : lvI~ = 1/$, the higher the value of lvI"" the better in terms of agency cost because 
it is associated with lower agency cost. 

Measures for evaluation can also be constructed to indicate higher preference for smaller magnitudes 
of the measures. Although the recommended index here is build to indicate preference for increasing 
values of the measures and the index. 
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APpendix 

Reference Tables 

Defaults and Averages Tables 
A series of reference tables give default values and infonnation regarding many of the variables used 
in filling out the worksheets. Some of these tables include guidelines to estimate site specific data. 

Table Rl 
TableR2 
TableR3 
TableR4 
Table R5 
TableR6 
TableR7 
Table R8 
TableR9 
TableR10 
Table Rll 
Table R12 
TableR13 
TableR14 
Table R15 
Table R16 
TableR17 
TableR18 

Reference Tables 

Crash and Fatality Rates 
Capital Costs 
Economic Indicators 
Elasticities 
Emissions by Mode 
Emissions by County 
Transit Fares 
Maintenance and Operating Costs 
Current and Future Travel Volumes by Mode 
Maintenance and Operations Component Elements 
Travel Time Relationships for Highways 
User Costs 
Value of Time 
Average Travel Speed for Transit 
Capacity 
Average Percentage of Daily Trips by Hour 
Maximum Theoretical Capacity for Highway and Transit Modes 
Bike and Pedestrian Benefits 
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TABLE Ri: Crashes and Fatality Rates 

Crashes and Fatalities for Highways: 

Crash rate is defined as the crash frequency per exposure per unit time, where exposure is 
usually derived from traffic volume or miles of travel. It is important to use different rates for 
different functional classifications of highways, at least for the urban and rural highway 
classification. In the analysis, only infonnation on fatalities is used. 

When rates are unavailable, default values in terms of crashes and fatality rates per vehicle-miles
traveled can be used from national or state averages as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1. National highway fatalities, crashes, VMf, and associated rates' 

Crash Rate per Fatality/Crash Fatality Rate per 
100 million VMf Ratio 100 million VMf 

Average 278 0.0066 1.82 
Averages were obtamed uSl11g data from years 1990 through 1995. 

Number of crashes = VMf x Crash Rate 
Fatality = Number of crashes x Fatality/Crash Ratio OR Fatality = VMf x Fatality Rate 

Comparable fatality rates are observed more specifically for the state of Colorado as shown in 
Table 2. These averages were also calculated for years 1990 through 1995. 1995 Colorado 
fatality rates for urban highways (1.16), and for rural highways (2.61) are very similar to the 1995 
national rates (1.20) and (2.57) respectively. 

Table 2. Colorado Highway System Fatalities, Crashes, and Vehicle-Miles and Associated Rates2 

Crash Rate per Fatality Fatality Rate per 
100 million / Crash 100 million 

VMf Ratio VMf 

Average 199 0.0094 1.87 
Total Rural (1995) 124 0.0211 2.61 
Total Urban (1995) 271 0.0043 1.16 

1 Source: Bw:eau of Transportation Statistics. National Transportation Statistics, 1997. 

2 Source: Colorado Department of Transportation, Crashes and Rates on State Highways, 1995. 
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TABLE R1 (continued): Crash_ and Fatality Rates 

Crashes and Fatalities for Transit Modes: 

In general, the estimated number of crashes and fatalities due to a proposed transit mode (i.e., 
LRT, Bus, Commuter Rail) can be obtained by collecting safety data for the modes considered 
(crashes, fatalities, VMI) at the local, state, or national level. The estimated number of crashes 
and fatalities is calculated by multiplying the crash or fatality rate for that mode times the VMT. 

Alternatively, default rates can be used as shown in Table 3, where national crash and fatality 
rates for different transit modes are averages of number of crashes, fatalities and VMT for the 
years 1990 to 1994. 

Table 3. Fatalities and incident rates by transit mode. 

Number of Fatalities Number of Incidents 
Per 100 million VMT per 100 million VMT 

Bus LRT Comm Bus LRT Comm 
Rail Rail 

IAVG 4.3 23.5 31.2 2480 2924 918 

Three sources of site-specific crash rates are outlined below: 

1) CDOT-GIS planning data set: This data set provides VMT-based fatality rates for every 
highway segment in Colorado. These segment-based rates can be used as follows: 

NumbelOf Fataliti .. in a user- defined!;egment= ~)atalityrate}. * (segmenden~ 
i 

where, j = number of segments defined by the planning data set 

2) Highway Specific Data: Site-specific crashes and fatality rates can also be derived for a 
particular highway, if the data are available, as shown in the table below. This table consists 
of crash and fatality rates for a segment of the 1-25 comdor from 1990 to 1995. 1-25 fatality 
rates for urban highways for 1995 are similar to the national and state rates (1.15 versus 1.16 
and 1.20), whereas for rural highways are significantly different (1.22 versus 2.61 and 2.57 for 
1-25, state, and national, respectively). 
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TABLE R1 (continued): Crashes and Fatality Rates 

I-25 comdor Fatalities, Crashes, Vehicle-Miles and Associated Rates 

Crash Rate per Fatality/Crash Fatality Rate per 
100 million VMf Ratio 100 million VMf 

Average 146 0.0077 1.13 

1995 Rural 86 0.0142 1.22 

1995 Urban 186 0.0062 1.15 

3) Regression techniques: site-specific crash prediction models can be developed to estimate 
highway crash frequency. The required data normally consist of highway geometry, traffic 
characteristics, and historical reported crashes . 

.. Source: Colorado Department of Transportation, Crashes and Rates on State Highways, 1995. 
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TABLE R2: Capital Costs 

Capital (ConstrnctionJPurchase) Costs 
Mode Cost Unit Source Comments 

CDOT Passenger Core system (642 
C rrail $1.900 157 $/mile Rail Studv miles) no ROW 

DRCOGMIS 
Commuter rail $9000000 $/mile Guidebook 
Commuter rail (CS 
to Denver) $5000000 $/mile SFRCAS * Double freight track 
Commuter rail (CS 
to Denver) $10000000 $/mile SFRCAS * New track 
Commuter rail $7,000,000 $/mile RTD MIS Guidebook Existing track 

Commuter rail $10,000,000 $/mile IRTDMIS New track 

High speed rail 
(Denver to Vail) $26000000 $/mile 1-70 MIS 

DRCOGMIS 
LR T (at I!l1lde) $30000000 $/rniIe Guidebook 
LRT (at grade) $19,715,000 $/mile NHI Course 15257 Double track 

1994 dollars 
LRT (inter-regional 
electric) $15000000 $/mile SFRCAS * CS to Denver 
LRT (some grade 
separation) $45000000 $/mile RTD MIS Guidebook 
BuslHOV (at $/milel DRCOGMIS 
grade) $8000000 lane Guidebook 
BusIHOV (at $/mile/ 
grade) $9000000 lane 1-70 MIS 
BusIHOV (at $/milel Reverse flowlbarrier 
grade) $4170000 lane NHI Course 15257 1994 dollars 
Interstate highway $/milel CDOT 1997 No engineering or 
(at grade) $582500 lane Overview ReDort ROW one lane 
Interstate highway $/mile/ Reconstruction - No 
(at grade) $1950000 lane NHI Course 15257 ROW - 1994 ($) 
Interstate highway $/milel One lane, general 
(at grade) $8000000 lane SFRCAS * Durnose 
Highway(interstate $/mile/ USDOT Condition & Average facility 
& arterial) $3700000 lane Performance 1995 expansion 
Highway(interstate $/milel CDOT Statewide 
& arterial) $2250000 lane Plan Estimate Urban caDacitv 
Interstate highway $/milel DRCOGMIS 
(at grade) $6000000 lane Guidebook One lane 
Interstate highway $/mile/ 
(at grade) $11500000 lane 1-70 MIS One lane 

* South Front Range Corridor Analysis 
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TABLE R2 (continued): Construction Costs 

Capital ConstructionlPurchase Costs 
Mode Cost Unit Source Comments 
Interstate highway $/mile! CDOT 1997 No engineering or 
(at lrrlIlie) $582500 lane Overview Renort ROW one lane 
Interstate highway $/mile! Reconstruction - No 
(at grade) $1950000 lane NHI Course 15257 ROW - 1994 ($) 
Interstate highway $/milel One lane, general 
(at grade) $8000000 lane SFRCAS * purpose 

$/milel DRCOGMIS 
Arterial (at grade) $4000000 lane Guidebook One lane 

$/mile! CDOT 1997 No engineering or 
Arterial (at grade) $644 000 lane Overview Report ROW one lane 
Bike path $167,000 $/milel NHI Course 15257 15 year useful life 

lane 1994 dollars 
$/milel CDOT Statewide 

Bike path $250000 lane Plan 
$/mile! Automatic - Constr. 

Toll collection $222000 lane NHI Course 15257 and equipment 
LRTcar $1,400,000 Each 1997 APTA Transit 

Vehicle Data Book A veraf(e cost 
Commuter rail car $1,500,000 Each 1997 APTA Transit 

Vehicle Data Book A veraf(e cost 
Commuter rail APTA Vehicle Fact Diesel engine 
locomotive $1 200 000 Each Book 1996 dollars 
Commuter rail 1997 APTA Transit DiesellElectric 
locomotive $2200000 Each Vehicle Data Book Enf(ine - 1997 ($) 
Commuter rail APTA Vehicle Fact Electric engine 
locomotive $4800 000 Each Book APTA Fact 1996 dollars 
Bus (40' diesel) $250,000 Each 1997 APTA Transit Diesel, 40 passenger 

Vehicle Data Book 1997 dollars 
Vanlminibus $50,000 Each CDOT Gasoline, 12-20 pass 

1998 dollars 
Boulder Cost of 1995 dollars 

Bike $450 Each Travel 
Auto (annual AAA "Your Driving 
deoreciation) $3759 Each Costs 1995" A veraf(e car 
Auto (annual cost 
of purchase) $.267 $IVMT CDOT A veraf(e car 
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TABLE R3: Economic Indicators 

Consumer Price Index 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is used, in efficiency analysis, to adjus t the monetary value of 
prices or costs from their dated year to another year, usually to the decision-making year. For 
example, the average wage rate for a county may be known for 1995 but the decision-making 
year is 1998. The CPI is used to update the wage rate to 1998 dollars. The CPI is calculated 
from historical prices and costs, therefore it is not used to adjust to future monetary values. 
The CPI is available (by month and by year) from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics at 
www.stls.frb.org/fred/data/cpi/update/cpiOl. The table bdow contains the most recent CPI at 
the time this guidebook was prepared. 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX US BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr Ma. Jun Jul Aug SeP Oct No. De<: ADD 

1988 115.7 116 116.5 117.1 117.5 118 118.5 119 119.8 120.2 120.3 120.5 1183 

1989 121.1 121.6 122.3 123.1 123.8 124.1 124.4 124.6 125 125.6 125.9 126.1 124 

1990 127.4 128 128.7 128.9 129.2 129.9 130.4 131.6 132.7 133.5 133.8 133.8 130.7 

1991 134.6 134.8 135 135.2 135.6 136 136.2 136.6 137.2 137.4 137.8 137.9 136.2 

1m 138.1 138.6 139.3 139.5 139.7 140.2 140.5 140.9 141.3 141.8 142 141.9 140.3 

1m 142.6 143.1 143.6 144 144.2 144.4 144.4 144.8 145.1 145.7 145.8 145.8 144.5 

1994 146.2 146.7 147.2 147.4 147.5 148 148.4 149 149.4 149.5 149.7 149.7 148.2 

1995 1SO.3 lSO.9 151.4 151.9 152.2 152.5 1525 152.9 153.2 153.7 153.6 153.5 1524 

1996 154.4 i54.9 155.7 156.3 156.6 156.7 157 1573 157.8 158.3 158.6 158.6 156.9 

1m 159.1 159.6 160 160.2 160.1 160.3 160.5 160.8 161.2 161.6 161.5 161.3 160.5 

1998 161.6 161.9 162.2 162.5 162.8 163 163.3 163.5 163.6 163.9 164.2 164.4 

1m 164.6 164.7 165.0 166.2 

Composite Construction Cost Index. 

The Composite Construction Cost Index (CCCI) is used in the same way the CPI is but it is 
designed to apply specifically to transportation infrastructure construction costs. It is available 
annually by state and quarterly for the whole country. It is prepared by the FHWA, Office of 
Engineering. The latest release for the states is given in the table below. 

COLORADO CCCI FHWA , 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

100.0 106.7 105.1 103.8 110.15 114.36 114.12 126.77 114.70 152.25 
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TABLE R3 (continued): Economic Indicators 

Discount Rate 

The discount rate is an interest rate used in efficiency analysis to calculate the present value of 
future expenditures or revenues. Present value means the monetary value in the decision
making year. For example, an expenditure of $900,000 to replace some buses in 2020 is worth 
$422,236 in 1998 at the discount rate of 3.5%. It is worth $110,561 if the discount rate is 10%. 
The choice of a discount rate in economic efficiency analysis can be very important in 
determining whether the Net Social Benefits of a project are positive or negative. For further 
discussion of the use of present value in efficiency analysis see the Technical Paper, 
''Transportation Economic Costs and Discounting in Economic Efficiency Analysis". 
Ultimately, the choice of a discount rate is up to the decision-makers using the analysis, but the 
purpose here is to offer some guidance in choosing a discount rate. 

Economic theory suggests two rationales for selecting the correct interest rate. One rational is 
the opportunity cost of capital and the other is peoples' time preference in consumption. Since 
state funds for transportation projects come from taxes and fees paid directly by citizens, it is 
appropriate to use an interest rate based on peoples' time preference in consumption. The real 
rate of interest is always used, which is a market rate of interest with the current rate of inflation 
subtracted from it. This corresponds to stating planned expenditures and revenues in real 
dollars, not inflation-adjusted figures. The appropriate time preference interest rate to use is one 
based on real interest rates on US Treasury notes and bonds and on the length of the project. 
These rates are given in Appendix B of the US Office of Management and Budget Circular A-94, 
and also at www.whitehouse.gov/WH/EOP/OMB/html/circuiars/a094/a094.html. The rates 
in the circular for 1998 are given in the following table. 

REAL DISCOUNT RATES, OMB CIRA-94 GAN 1998) 

3-Year 5-Year 7-Year 10-Year 3D-Year 

3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.8 

Interpolation can by used for terms in between those shown and the 30-year rate should be used 
for projects or plans longer than 30 years. See the above referenced technical paper for a 
discussion of sensitivity analysis with discount rates. 
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TABLE R4: Elasticity Values 

The concept of demand dasticity is useful in characterizing trip demand. Demand dasticity is 
defined as the ratio fonned by the percentage change in trips divided by the percentage change 
in price per trip. Demand elasticity is used in the EEA worksheets to calculate the user benefits 
associated with proposed transportation projects and policies. Many studies have been 
published in which estimates of trip demand and trip demand elasticity values can be found. A 
review of that literature fonns the basis for the recommended trip demand dasticity values 
presented below (see technical reference 5 in Appendix Four for this review). 

In order to calculate user benefits for many proposed projects it is necessary to use a value for 
demand dasticity. The recommended dasticity values are presented in the following table. In 
addition the table reports an acceptable range of values for demand elasticity. If one is 
interested in assessing the sensitivity of the calculations for the EEA with respect to the value 
assumed for the demand elasticity, then user benefits should first be calculated using the 
recommended elasticity. After this, a second set of calculations would be devdoped, by picking 
another value for the demand dasticity from the acceptable range reported here. Note that the 
closer the value for the chosen demand elasticity is to 0, the larger will be the value estimated for 
the benefit in each analysis year. 

Demand Elasticity Values 

Mode Recommended Elasticity Acceptable Range 

SOY -0.3 -0.1 to -0.5 

HOV -0.3 -0.1 to -0.5 

HOT -0.3 -0.1 to -0.5 

Bus Transit -0.4 -0.2 to -0.6 

LRT -0.4 -0.2 to -0.6 

CRT -0.7 -0.4 to -1.0 
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TABLE R5: Emissions by Mode 

Default values for total emissions rates, in grams per mile, by mode are given in the table 
below. These are applicable statewide and are an average from various sources. See the 
Technical Paper, "Air Pollution Benefit/Cost and MOE Estimates", for definition and 
background on total emissions as a measure of ait quality. Notice that these are emissions 
per VMT. LRT is assumed to be electric so it has no ditect emissions. The CRT emissions 
rate is for one diesel locomotive. A commuter train may have one or more locomotives. The 
emissions rate per train must be adjusted to reflect the number of locomotives per train. 

DEFAULT EMISSION RATES BY MODE 

MODE sov HOV HOT BUS LRT CRT BIKE PED 

glmile 3.87 3.87 3.87 24.9 0.0 316.5 0.0 0.0 

More site specific emissions rates, which reflect differences within modes, can be found by 
using the categories defined by the EPA in its MOBILES-A vehicle emissions model. The 
model has five categories of SOY /HOV /HOT vehicles and two categories for buses. For 
example, if a TPR believes that a project location has a significantly higher percentage of 
pickup tuck VMT then the state average, the emission rate for SOY s could be recalculated to 
adjust for this. It would be necessary to have the Air Pollution Control Division of the 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment run MOBILES-A to calculate the 
new emissions rates and to total them following the definition in the Technical Paper 
referenced above. The Division will consult with analysts, run the model, and provide 
results. Emission rates are made site specific by a number of classifications available in the 
model. Some of the classifications are: area type, road class, year, season, time of day, 
ambient temperature, altitude, speed, and VMT mix. Area type is central business district, 
fringe, urban, suburban, or rural. Road class is freeway, major regional, principal arterial, 
minor arterial, collector, ramps, or local. VMT mix refers to the age and vehicle type 
composition of the area fleet. Other classifications are self-explanatory. 
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TABLE R6: Emissions by County 

".Multiple county ratios = (sum concentrations) emissions) 
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TABLE R7: Transit Fares 

The table below shows example of transit fares for different urban providers as well as some 
national averages. The table does not provide examples for inter-city transit fares and thus, care 
should be exercised when estimating a default rate for a particular transit corridor. 

FARES TABLE 

TYPE OF SERVICE PROVIDER/SOURCE AMOUNT 
Bus fixed route - Fort Collins .90 

Bus fixed route - RID .75 
Local off peak 

Bus fixed route - RID 1.25 
Local peak 

Bus fixed route - Vail No charge 
Local (in town) 

Bus fixed route APTA (natl. average)* .70 

Bus fixed route - RID 2.00 
Exoresslcommuter 

Bus fixed route - RID 3.50 
Regional service 

Bus fixed route - AvonlBeaver Creek 3.25 
Rel!;ional service 

Bus demand responsive - RID 2.50 
peak 

Bus demand responsive Fort Collins 1.80 

Bus demand responsive Durango 1.00 

Bus demand responsive APTA (natl. average)* 2.21 

Light Rail- off peak RTD .75 

Light Rail - peak RID 1.25 

Light Rail APTA (natl. average)* .55 

Commuter Rail APTA (natl. average)* 3.24 

* Amencan Public Transit Assooatton - APTA 1998 TranSlt Fact Book 
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TABLE R8: Mainbonance and Operating Costs 

Maintenance & Operating Costs 

Mode Cost Unit Source Comments 
CDOT Passenger High priority 

~ 'Rail ~'i? ?T~ $/mile Rail Studv 
Commuter Rail (CS Freight track and 
to Denver) $76800 $/mile SFRCAS * vehicle ooeration 
Commuter Rail (CS New track and 
to Denver) $119369 $/mile SFRCAS* vehicle oneration 

1997 APTA Transit Vehicle revenue 
Commuter Rail $10.10 $NRM Fact Book miles (V" .-

Commuter Rail $9.96 $NRM CUTS tables 1989 dollars 
High speed Rail 

$/mile 
1-70 Major 

. ~nver to Vail) $14700 Investment Studv MIS 
LRT (inter-regional Track + vehicle 
electric) $57600 $/mile SFRCAS * operation 

RTD 1996 Annual 
LRT (RTD service) $15.57 $NRM FTAReport 

LRT $9.95 $/VRM NHI Course 15257 1994 dollars 
Transit (RTD bus RTD 1996 Annual 
&LRT) $4.93 $NRM FTAReport 

RTD 1996 Annual 
Transit (RTD bus) $5.58 $/VRM FTARePOrt 
Transit (bus 
service) $5.76 $/VRM NHI Course 15257 1994 dollars 
Transit (fixed route 1997 APTA Transit 
bus service) $5.45 ... "~ .. Fact Book 1996 dollars 
Transit (demand 1997 APTA Transit 
responsive bus) $2.43 $NRM Fact Book 1996 dollars 
BuslHOV (at 
lZ1'ade) $570000 $/mile/lane 1-70 MIS 
Bus/HOV (at Surface and 
grade) $92800 $/milellane NHI Course 15257 enforcement 
BuslHOV (at grade Roadway and vehicle 
CS to Den) $163901 $/milellane SFRCAS * operation 
Bus/HOV (at Texas HoustonHOV 
mde) $24526 $/milellane Transoortation surface and enforc. 
Highway(interstate CDOT Statewide M&O/surface 
& arterial) $13 675 $/milellane Plan condition 
Highway(interstate Public roads in 1993 
& arteria\) $8439 $/milellane 1995 C&P Reoort dollars 
Highway(interstate COOT MMS 96/97 
& arterial) $4 201 $/milellane Annual Report No overhead 
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TABLE R8 (continued): Maintenance and Operating Costs 

Maintenance & Operating Costs 

Mode Cost Unit Source Comments 
Highway(interstate CDOT 1997 
& UNtO ~ ·ewRenort No 
Highway(interstate CDOT 1997 Administration, 
& arterial) $7505 $/milellane Overview Renort O&M 
Highway(interstate TRB Economic 
& arterial) $10000 $/milellane Impacts 
Interstate highway $56,800 NHlCourse 15257 Resurfacing 
(at l!flIde) $Imilellane 1994 dollars $340 000 every 6 vrs 
Interstate highway $560,000 1-70 MIS 
(at l!flIde) $Imilellane 
Interstate highway $30,000 SFRCAS * 
(at lU"ade) $/milellane 
Bike Path $9,250 $/mile NHI Course 15257 Resurface every 4 

vears - 1994 ($) 

Toll Collection $43,300 $Imilellane TRB Special 1991 dollars 
Report 242 

Toll Collection $141,900 $/milellane TRB Special 1991 dollars 
Report 242 

Toll Collection $43,300 $/milellane TRB Special 1991 dollars 
Report 242 

Auto fuel $.0625 $NMT COOT 20 mpg, $1.25/gallon 
1998 dollars 

Auto maintenance $.082 $lVMT COOT 

Auto insurance $.056 $IVMT COOT 

Auto registration $.002 $NMT COOT 

Auto home garage $.014 $IVMT CDOT 

Adjustment Add on to project 
elementPE 17.0 % CDOT cost 
Adjustment Add on to project 
element ROW 7.0 % CDOT cost 
Adjustment IAdm. Add on to project 
Overhead - (CE) 11.7 % COOT cost 
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TABLE R9: CwTent and Future Travel Volumes by Mode 

For the Baseline scenario the number of trips for each mode should be obtained from available 
counts. When periods shorter than 24 hours are analyzed but trip counts are only available per 
day, Tables 41 of the NCHRP report 365, "Travel Estimation Techniques for Urban Planning" 
can be used to determme the percentage of the daily trips that correspond to the period 
analyzed. Conversion from analysis period to daily units is required when reporting some 
MOEs. 

In order to estimate a percentage increase in the number of trips from the Baseline to the future 
No-build scenarios, the expected percentage increase in population between these two years can 
be used as default for all existing travel modes when more accurate information is not available. 

Percentage of trips expected to use a new transit alternative 

The expected ridership for a new transit mode will depend in part on the characteristics of the 
new mode considered as well as those of the existing modes (e.g., speed, comfort, safety, etc.). 
It will also depend on the fare or cost of the modes, the flexibility of the schedule offered by the 
transit mode, extent of transit services, and the level of accessibility (e.g., distance from transit 
stops to final destination and number of transfers needed). 

The expected ridership will vary greatly according to the particular context of the proposed 
transit system from a range of 1-2 %, for a limited schedule rural system; to a 84-92 %, observed 
for buses in busy arterials in Philadelphia, Chicago, New York, Washington, San Francisco, and 
Los Angeles (See Table 12-4 of the 1994 HCM). No data is available for Colorado concerning 
observed percentage of transit trips taking place in a particular corridor. However, the total 
1990 share for transit trips to work (Bus and Rail) for some MSAs are as follows: 4.08% for 
Denver-Boulder-Greeley, 1.()()% for Colorado Springs, and 0.92% for Pueblo (Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics, 1990). 

The analyst should consider all the characteristics and the context of the proposed mode when 
determining the expected share of the total trips likely to occur. In any case, given the suburban 
and rural nature of most places in Colorado, a range from 1 to 8 % is recommended -when no 
other information is available-for cases where highway is the only existing alternative and a 
transit mode is proposed. 
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TABLE RiO: Maintenance & Operations Component Elements 

Maintenance and Operations consist of expenditures needed to keep a mode of transportation 
efficiently runnmg. M&O costs can be divided into three areas; infrastructure M&O, passenger 
service delivery M&O, and administration and overhead. 

The roadway modes (SOV, HOV and even HOl) and the non-motorized modes (BIKE, PED) 
have the overwhehning majority of their costs loaded into the infrastructure component. The 
transit modes have a significant portion of their costs loaded into the service delivery 
component. TIlls is largely due to the labor-intensive nature of passenger service delivery 
operations. Wages are paid to service delivery employees, which include drivers, dispatcher, fare 
collectors, etc. In contrast, the roadway modes do not account for the private vehicle operators' 
value of time under maintenance and operation. 

Colorado and national transit figures were reviewed to approximate a percentage of the M&O 
costs that could be attributed to the Service Delivery Components area. The reported 1998 
expenses for wages, benefits and materials for a selection of Colorado bus operators was 
compared to the total reported operating expenses. The average percentage of the service 
delivery elements was 75%. A similar comparison was made using national figures from The 
APTA 1997 Fact Book, which reported operating expenses by mode. The national bus 
percentage of wages, benefits and fuel/lubricants was 75%, with both light Rail and commuter 
Rail being calculated at 72%. 

The following chart uses these amounts for the service delivery line. The 
administrative/overhead component is assumed to be 10% across the board. 

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS COMPONENT PERCENTAGES 
SOY HOV HOT BU LRT CRT BIK PED 

S E 
Infrastructure Component 90% 90% 85-90% 15% 18% 18% 90% 90% 
Service Delivery Component 0% 0% 0-5% 75% 72% 72% 0% 0% 
Administrative/Overhead 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 
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TABLE R11: Travel Time Relationships for Highways 

The time it takes to travel a transportation segment is dependent on the distance and allowed 
speed and is also affected by the level of congestion present on the segment. The following 
delay function (first proposed by the Bureau of Public Roads in 1965) is generally used to 
estimate the travel time for a highway segment (with no signalized intersections): 

Travel Time = [Free Flow Travel Time * [1 + j Vol~e r l~ 
~l Capacity ~ 

Where a and fJ , are parameters calibrated to the flow conditions of the highway analyzed, 
alpha and beta values for freeways range from 0.15 to 1.00 and from 4 to 10, respectively. 

The default parameter values suggested in the manual worksheets are 0.84 and 5.5, as 
recommended for 60 mph design freeways in 'Travel Estimation Techniques for Urban Planning 
-NCHRP Report 365. Other values for alpha and beta can be used for highways with different 
design speed as shown in the following table from the report mentioned above. 

BPR COEFFICIENTS 
FREEWAYS 

Basic BPR Design Speed Design Speed Design Speed 
70 mph 60 mph 50 mph 

Alpha 0.15 0.88 0.83 0.56 
Beta 4 9.8 5.5 3.6 

The Free-flow Speed used in the formula above is generally estimated as the speed limit for a 
transportation segment plus 5 miles/hour. The capacity for a particular highway facility is 
estimated according to the description in Table R15. 

The calibration of site-specific travel time functions requires observations of travel times on 
the segments studied under different flow levels and capacity values computed from the 
Highway Capacity Manual procedures. This calibration effort is expected to find the alpha and 
beta site-specific parameters to be used in the above travel time relationship. 
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TABLE R12: User Costs 

Vser Cost is defined as the total expenses incurred by all individuals that use the transportation 
system. User costs are commonly divided into variable expenditures and periodic expenditures. 

Variable user cost is the sum of those expenditures which vary directly with the number of trips 
taken. They are expenditures on gasoline, transit fares, parking, and tolls. Often they are 
referred to as out-of-pocket expenses. The MOE summary tables show variable user cost, on an 
annual basis, by mode and the EEA summary table shows annual variable user cost for the 
whole corridor. It is possible to compare variable user cost in the No-Build case with what it 
will be if a project is built to answer the question - will aggregate out-of-pocket expenditures by 
individuals using the transportation corridor be smaller or larger with the project completed? 
Some projects may change variable user cost. A mass transit project may reduce corridor-wide 
variable user cost if transit fares are lower than what travelers would have spent out-of-pocket 
using the SOY mode. 

Periodic user cost is the sum of those expenditures that are needed for access to the 
transportation system. These are expenditures to purchase and maintain vehicles that the 
individual needs to utilize the system. Mostly these are automobiles and other light duty 
vehicles, but bicycles are also included. Walking shoes are ignored. The distinction between 
periodic and variable use cost is that once a periodic-type expenditure is made it does not change 
regardless of the number of trips taken. Periodic user cost includes annual expenditures on auto 
purchase, auto insurance, auto maintenance, registration/licensing/tax, and other equipment 
purchase. These may change somewhat over time if mass transit grows significantly, but given 
the large dependence of the existing transportation system on the automobile, it does not seem 
significant changes will be seen. 

Some of the values used in calculating user cost are site specific and are entered by the analyst on 
the user input forni VI. These are, miles per gallon, gasoline price, transit fares, parking prices, 
and tolls. If a site-specific value for miles per gallon is not available, a reasonable default for 
gasoline cost is $0.068/VMf. Site specific values may be used for the other user cost variables 
or the following default values which are taken from the Boulder Cost of Travel Report (1997). 
Auto purchase cost, $0.267/VMf; auto insurance cost, $0.056/VMf; auto maintenance, 
$0.082/VMf; auto registration/licensing/tax, $0.002/VMf; and other equipment purchase. 
The default values are denominated in $/VMf to take into account variation in the number of 
travelers over the analysis time horizon, not because they change with the number of trips taken. 
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TABLE R13: Value of Time 

The price of making a trip is detennined both, by the monetary expenses that may be incurred 
for the trip and by the amount of time that must be incurred for the trip. In order to express the 
price of a trip entirely in monetary terms it is necessary to convert the amount of time to the 
value of time spent to make the trip. The VOT is an estimate of the monetary equivalent of 
spending one hour making a trip. 

Numerous studies have been published that estimate the VOT. Generally the estimated values 
fall within the range of 1/3 to 2/3 the wage rate. It is recommended here that an estimate of % 
the wage rate be used to develop the user benefit calculations. In the event that one is interested 
in assessing the sensitivity of the EA analysis to the assumed VOT it is recommended that one 
of the end values for the accepted range be chosen for a second set of EA calculations. Note 
that choosing a latger value for the VOT will lead to larger user benefit estimates. 

The recommended source for wage rate information by county is the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis report on Average Wage Per Job. This report is available online at the following web 
page address: 

http://www.bea.doc.gov/remd2/ca34/cowsavg.htm 

Data for Colorado counties in 1995 are summarized in the table below. Given the county 
measure for average wage, the wage rate can be calculated as follows': 

wage rate = average wage + 

($/hour) ($/year) 
230 + 8 

(workdays) (hours/day 

The VOT is then % (or 1/3 or 2/3) this wage. This value will be for the year in which the 
personal income measure was available and, it will have to be adjusted using the CPI to the value 
for the same year in which all the monetary values are being expressed for the EEA analysis. 

1995 Average Wage Per Job 1995 Average Wage Per Job 

County Average Wage County Average Wage 

Adams 26099 Chaffee 17534 

Alamosa 19470 ~heyenne 21195 

Arapahoe 30813 pear Creek 23191 

Archuleta 16723 ~onejos 16602 

Baca 14726 ~ostil1a 7635 

~ent 22640 Crowley 20430 

lBou.Ider 27765 Custer 15698 

'The number of workdays is 230 because the wage data is annual and includes both full time and part 
time jobs. 
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TABLE R13 (continued): Valueofnme 

1995 Average Wage Per Job 1995 Average Wage Per Job 

County Average Wage County Avera2e Wage 
Delta 18605 Mineral 15147 

Denver 31196 Moffat 25452 

Dolores 16605 Montezuma 19002 

Douglas 23659 Montrose 19937 

Eagle 23365 Morgan 20116 

Elbert 19244 Otero 17870 

El Paso 24939 Ouray 17655 

Fremont 21685 Park 17739 

Garfield 22088 Phillips 17563 

Gilpin 21587 Pitkin 24602 

Grand 17078 Prowers 17284 

Gunnison 17746 Pueblo 21933 

Hinsdale 13837 Rio Blanco 23293 

Huerfano 16179 Rio Grande 19886 

Jackson 18248 Routt 21407 

Jefferson 28679 Saguache 17187 

Kiowa 18947 San Juan 16098 

Kit Carson 16827 SanMiguel 20079 

Lake 19759 Sedgwick 16529 

La Plata 20394 Summit 19396 

Larimer 24484 Teller 17941 

Las Animas 19957 Washington 17277 

Lincoln 19335 Weld 23544 

Logan 19344 Yuma 17547 

Mesa 22234 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Table CA34 Average Wage Per Job, For 
Counties 
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TABLE R14: Average Travel Speed for Transit 

The average travel speed for transit modes is based on the total time it takes a transit vehicle to 
cover a route from end to end. In addition to the maximum allowed speed that a transit vehicle 
can attain, the critical factor is the spacing of stops. Actual average speeds for transit vehicles 
are relatively low. Based on 1992 data for revenue vehicle-miles (US PTA, 1993), the national 
average speed for LRT systems was 17.7 mph; for buses it was only 11.9 mph (average for the 
20 largest bus systems in USA with operation mostly on city streets); and for heavy Rail systems 
it varied from 19.8 to 32.1 with a national average of 21.9 mph. 

When no information on average transit speed is available to be entered in entry 4 of 
Worksheets B-b, B-c, and B-d, or Worksheets H-b, H-c, and H-d, default values based on the 
national averages mentioned above could be used as follows: 

18 miles per hour for LRT 
12 miles per hour for buses 
22 miles per hour for CRT systems 

Higher average speeds should be specified for cases where the separation between transit stops 
is large or when the transit system is located along a rural or suburban corridor. 
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TABLE R15: capacity 

The most common definition of physical capacity is the maximum rate of flow of per.ron.r, goodr, or 
vehick.r that can reasonablY be expected during a given time period through a link or node. See N CHRP 
Report 399. 

HIGHWAY CAPACITY 
Capacity for highway links is generally estimated by using the procedures contained in the 1994 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), which accounts for the physical limitations and other 
characteristics of the links. General values for some highway types are as follows: 

Two-lane Rural Highways. The capacity for two-lane highways (both directions) is affected 
by directional split and it ranges from an ideal total capacity of 2,800 pcph* for a 50/50 
condition to 2,000 pcph* when all the traffic travels in only one direction. In addition to 
directional disttibution, other factors such as; (1) narrow lanes and shoulders, (2) percentage of 
heavy vehicles, and (3) VIC ratio of the traffic stream, also affect the final capacity. 

Freeways. Maximum recommended capacity (at LOS E) for freeways with a free-flow speed of 
55 mph to 70 mph varies from 2,200 to 2,300 pcphpl (See Table 3-1 of the 1994 HCM). Ranges 
of maximum observed capacities for different types of freeways are as follows (See Table 2-2 of 
the 1994 HCM): 

For 4-lane freeways - from 1,900 to 2,650 vphpl with and average of 2,220 vphpl. 

For 6-lane freeways - from 1,870 to 2,500 vphpl with and average of2,170 vphpl. 

For 8-lane freeways - from 1,670 to 2,270 vphpl with and average of 2,060 vphpl. 

Signalized Arterials. Capacity at intersections is defined for each lane group and is highly 
dependent upon the signalization present and, therefore, highly variable. The allocation of green 
time and how the turning movements are accommodated within the phase sequence are the 
main determinants of capacity of a lane group. 

In general, an adjusted saturation rate (m vphg) is obtained using the ideal saturation flow and 
adjusting it with different factors for; (1) lane width, (2) heavy vehicles, (3) grade, (4) parking, (5) 
bus blockage, (6) area type, (1) right turns, and (8) left turns. A Lane Group Capacity is then 
obtained by multiplying this adjusted saturation flow rate times the gl C ratio for the lane group. 
The ideal or default saturation flow is 1,900 vphgpl. See pages 9-112 and 9-115 of 1994 HCM. 

pcph 
vphpl 
g/C 

= per car per hour pcphpl = per car per hour per lane 
= vehicles per hour per lane vphgpl = vehicles per hour of green per lane. 
= green time over cycle time for a lane group or approach 

TRANSIT CAPACITY 
Transit capacity deals with the movement of both people and vehicles and depends on the size 
of the transit vehicles and how often they operate. Transit capacity is usually measured by the 
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TABLE R15 (continued): capacity 

maximum number of persons that can be moved on a single track or single lane in one hour. 
Factors that affect transit capacity are (See Chapter 12 of the HCM, 1994): 

1. Vehide characteristics 
3. Right-of-way characteristics 
5. Operating characteristics 
7. Method of headway control 

2. Passenger traffic characteristics 
4. Stop characteristics 
6. Street traffic characteristics, and 

Buses. The maximum theoretical capacity for buses is 1450 buses per hour per lane [Rothery et 
aI, 1964]. If each bus has 50 persons, that would come to 72,500 passengers per hour (with no 
stops or delays). The highest volume ever observed was 735 buses and 32,560 passengers in one 
hour at the Lincoln tunnel in New York [Black A., 1995]. The number of seats per bus vary for 
the different bus types as follows: 

18-30 seats for minibuses 
47-53 for regular buses 
66-72 for articulated buses 

The default number of seats suggested is 50 per bus. 

Rail Transit. The capacity of a Rail line depends mostly on the minimum spacing (headway) 
between trains, and station (or stop) capacity. The maximum train length is governed by peak 
hour demand and should be compatible with the length of station platforms or loading areas. 
Commuter Rail trains commonly have 4 to 11 cars, whereas LR T trains are limited to a 
maximum of three cars. Rail cars generally vary from 50 to 75 seats per car. 

The number of buses or train cars to be entered in worksheets B, E, and H, in cells B-b, B-c, B
d, etc., can be calculated using two different approaches: 

Dividing the higher segment volume of bus trips per direction by the capacity of the bus. The 
number of trains (LRT or CR1) can be calculated dividing the higher segment volume of 
LRT /CRT trips per direction by the capacity of the train. Train capacity equals the number of 
cars per train multiplied by the seat capacity of a car. The number of transit units to run will 
determine the headway. 

Determining the desired headway for bus or train runs and then performing the above 
calculations. The volume of bus or LRT /CRT trips will be per headway period in this case. 
That is, if transit runs are made every 20 minutes, the number of trips considered should be per 
20 minutes. 

In either case, these calculations should be performed for each different scenario and the result 
should be rounded to the next integer number. For example, if the number of bus trips divided 
by the capacity of a bus is equal to 2.3 then 3 buses should be considered. If the number is only 
0.55, the 1 bus unit should be used. 
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TABLE RiG: Average Percent Daily trips by Hour and Trip Purpose 

Time-of-day tables showing the distribution of hourly trips through the day are shown below for areas 
with different population r.mges. These tables are reproduced from the NCHRP Report 365. 

Urban Size 50,000 to 199,999 

Hour 
Beginning 

0:00a.m. 
1:00 a.m. 
2:00a.m. 
3:00a.m. 
4:00a.m. 
5:00a.m. 
6:00a.m. 
7:00a.m. 
8:00a.m. 
9:00a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00p.m. 
4:00p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
9:00p.m. 

10:00 p.m. 
11:00 p.m. 

Source: 1990 
NPTS 

HBW HBO NHB 

0.33 0.4 0.49 
0.07 0.17 0.12 

0.5 0.23 0.27 
0.61 0.07 0.12 
1.00 0.08 0 
2.79 0.18 0.06 
8.34 1.1 0.46 

13.57 5.53 2.07 
7.84 5.64 2.27 
3.36 4.27 3.76 
2.79 5.86 5.4 
2.65 6.44 7.22 
3.72 6.4 11.26 
3.26 6.34 8.77 
4.12 7.7 8.31 

8.3 8.06 9.74 
10.31 7.25 9.28 
10.66 7.32 8.56 
5.01 7.44 7.19 
2.79 6.71 5.52 
1.72 5.24 3.46 
2.29 3.95 3.06 
2.26 2.25 1.55 
1.69 1.37 1.06 
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ALL 

0.41 
0.12 
0.33 
0.27 
0.36 
1.01 

3.3 
7.06 
5.25 

3.8 
4.68 
5.44 
7.13 
6.12 
6.71 

8.7 
8.95 
8.85 
6.55 
5.01 
3.47 

3.1 
2.02 
1.37 



TABLE RiG< (continued) Average Pen:ent Daily trips by Hour 

Urban Size 200,000 to 499,999 

Hour 
Beginning 

0:00a.m. 
1:00 a.m. 
2:00a.m. 
3:00a.m. 
4:00a.m. 
5:00a.m. 
6:00 a.m. 
7:00a.m. 
8:00am. 
9:00a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 
2:00p.m. 
3:00p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 

10:00 p.m. 
11:00 p.m. 

Source: 
1990 NPTS 

HBW 

0.35 
0.22 
0.35 
0.06 
1.03 
2.57 
8.58 

14.46 
8.06 
3.03 
2.63 
2.29 
2.86 
2.86 

4.4 
6.58 
9.78 

12.24 
6.86 
2.63 
1.94 
2.29 
2.05 
1.89 

HBO NHB 

0.29 0.48 
0.26 0.16 
0.15 0.38 
0.22 0.1 
0.17 0.16 
0.29 0 

1.2 0.48 
5.28 1.33 
5.43 2.45 
4.72 3.08 
5.15 4.62 
5.09 8.39 
6.43 10.04 
6.19 9.08 

7.5 9.2 
8.25 10.36 
7.45 10.25 
7.23 9.2 
8.47 5.84 
6.72 4.31 
5.36 3.67 
3.96 3.14 
2.47 2.02 
1.76 1.28 

Urban Size 500,000 to 999,999 

ALL Hour HBW HBO NHB ALL 
Beginning 

0.37 0:00a.m. 0.35 0.32 0.34 0.34 
0.21 1:00 a.m. 0.21 0.19 0.25 0.22 
0.29 2:00a.m. 0.36 0.26 0.32 0.31 
0.13 3:00a.m. 0.37 0.19 0.12 0.23 
0.45 4:00a.m. 0.88 0.06 0.06 0.33 
0.95 5:00a.m. 2.94 0.24 0.07 1.08 
3.42 6:00a.m. 7.9 1.058 0.31 3.1 
7.02 7:00am. 14.06 4.79 1.05 6.63 
5.31 8:00a.m. 9.63 6.18 2.25 6.02 
3.61 9:00a.m. 4.3 4.88 3.32 4.17 
4.13 10:00 a .m. 2.26 5.55 5.39 4.4 
5.26 11:00 a.m. 1.86 5.61 7.47 4.98 
6.44 12:00 a.m. 2.92 6.06 11.37 6.78 
6.04 1:00 p.m. 2.68 5.72 8.92 5.77 
7.03 2:00 p.m. 3.8 7.63 9.15 6.86 
8.4 3:00p.m. 6.78 9.1 9.51 8.46 

9.16 4:00p.m. 9.31 6.9 8.64 8.28 
9.55 5:00 p.m. 12.04 7.37 9.01 9.47 
7.06 6:00p.m. 6.61 7.04 6.82 6.82 
4.55 7:00p.m. 3.26 6.92 5.61 5.26 
3.66 8:00 p.m. 2.2 5.38 3.89 3.82 
3.13 9:00 p.m. 1.91 4.25 3.04 3.07 
2.18 10:00 p.m. 1.75 2.48 1.61 1.97 
1.64 11:00 p.m. 1.61 1.79 1.42 1.61 
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TABLE R17: Maximum Theoretical Capacity for Highway and Transit Modes 

Theoretical Transit Line Capacity. The maximum number of spaces that can ideally be 
carned over a transit line or highway segment during a given time period with every transit unit 
operating at the minimum headway that the control system permits. 

For transit, the capacity (in passengers per hour) can be calculated using equations 12-2 in the 
1994 HeM as follows: 

Cp = nSC. 
where, 

C p = maximum transit passengers per hour 

n = vehicles per unit (1 for buses, 1-11 for Rail vehicles) 
S = passengers per vehicle 
C. = maximum number of vehicles per hour per channel. This is calculated as 

C = 3,600nSR 
p D+t 

where, 
, 

R = reductive factor to compensate for dwell time and arrival variations 
h = D + t, = headway between successive units in seconds 

D = dwell time at stops in seconds (the time that a transit vehicle is stopped for the 
purpose of serving passengers). 

t, = clearance between successive vehicles in seconds 

Maximum recommended R values are 1.00 for Rail transit and 0.833 for bus. 

Maximum theoretical capacity for Bus per lane per hour: 

1. 

2. 

On exclusive bus roadways with uninterrupted flow and no stops for passengers (see 
Table R15) 

1450 buses * 50 persons/bus = 72,500 passengers per hour 

N b fb . b' d f C 3,600nSR um er 0 us passengers 1s 0 tame rom p = 
D+t, 

(Assuming platoons of six buses, 50 passengers per bus, R=0.833, and dwell time and 
clearance time equal to 30 seconds and 15 seconds, respectively) 

Maximum bus passenger capacity = (3600*6*50*0.833) / (30+ 15) = 20,000 
passengers per hour 
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TABLE R17: (continued) Maximum Theoretical Capacity for Highway and Transit 

Maximum theoretical capacity for CRT per track per hour: 

Assuming a headway of 90 seconds between trains, 11 cars per train, and 75 passengers per car, 

3,600(11)(75) / 90 = 33,000 CRT passengers per hour 

Maximum theoretical capacity for LRT per track per hour: 

Assuming a headway of 60 seconds between trains, 3 cars per train, and 75 passengers per car, 

3,600(3)(75) / 60 =13,500 CRT passengers per hour 

Maximum theoretical passenger capacity for highway lanes per hour: 

Theoretical Highway Capacity. The maximum number of vehicles that can pass over a given 
section of a lane or roadway in one or both directions during a given period under ideal 
environmental, roadway, and traffic conditions. 

1. Assuming a capacity per highway lane of 2,400 vehicles per hour and occupancy equal to 
4 persons per vehicle. 

2,400*4 = 9,600 passenger per hour/lane 

2. Assuming an occupancy of five persons per vehicle. 

2,400*5 = 12,000 passengers per hour/lane 
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TABLE RiB: Bike and Pedestrian Benefits 

Unfortunately, there are no previously published studies that estimate demand elasticities for 
bike or walking trips, as is the case with automobiles, bus, and Rail transit. Therefore a different 
approach may have to be taken in order to estimate benefits associated with projects that impact 
bike and pedestrian modes. There might be three types of projects related to bike and pedestrian 
modes for which benefits can be calculated. 

(1) Many proposed projects involve creation of a new bike/pedestrian path. Often these 
projects involve greenways or other parklands. The bike/pedestrian paths which are created 
may be used for work commuting trips as well as for recreational biking and walking 
activities, both of which provide economic benefits to those making use of the new 
bike/pedestrian path. The benefits of these recreational biking/walking uses of the new 
paths can be calculated based on the following estimates of benefits per recreational day (in 
March 1998 dollars): $18.68 for biking and $12.78 for walking.' Given an estimate of the 
number of biking and walking recreational trips on the path annually, the economic benefit 
is calculated by multiplying the number of days for each type of use multiplied by the 
appropriate benefit value. There are no similar values for commuting trips by bike or 
pedestrian modes. Therefore, the benefit calculated for these projects should represent a 
lower bound estimate of the benefits of such projects. 

(2) If a project is expected to decrease the average time required to make a trip by bike or by 
walking, then the benefit of the project can be calculated using Form BB2 User Benefit 
Worksheet for Project That Increases Capacity. 

(3) If a project's purpose is to increase the safety of bike or pedestrian trips, then there should 
be estimates of fatalities that would be entered in Form CC Safety Benefit Worksheet in 
order to calculate the benefits of this type of project. 

John C. Bergstrom and H. Ken Cordell. An analysis of the demand for and value of outdoor recreation in the United States, 
J oumal of Leisure Research 23(1) 67-86 (1991) 
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Illusbation of MOE and EEA 
Analysis 

Example Project Analysis 

Appendix 

The putposes of this appendix are first, to illustrate the infonnation provided by both the MOE 
and EEA calculations described in this guidebook, and second, to illustrate the derivation of this 
infonnation. Both these pwposes will utilize a "case study" which involves the 1-25 corridor 
from Lincoln Avenue on the south side of the Denver metro area to North Academy Blvd. on 
the north side of the Colorado Springs metro area. At present, specific segments of the 1-25 
highway experience significant rush hour traffic. The case illustration assumes that as part of the 
long range planning process there is an interest in examining alte!natives that might ease the 
congestion problems now and in the future. 

Baseline Projection 

The analysis will be conducted in terms of three segments which seem natural in view of trip 
demands and posted speed limits: (1) between Lincoln Avenue and Castle Rock, (2) between 
Castle Rock and Monument, and (3) between Monument and North Academy. The basic 
analysis is developed with respect to four analysis years: 2000, 2010, 2020, and 2030. It is 
assumed that the analysis is developed to support a decision in 1998 with respect to the 
proposed project alternatives. Data for the analysis comes from traffic counts with 1990 as the 
reference year. Projections of number of trips during rush hour for each of the segments were 
developed based on population projections, and it is assumed that the number of trips will 
increase by the same percentage as the population is projected to increase. The specific 
percentage increases in trips by segment and relative to the 1990 baseline are summarized in 
Table A3-1. 

CORRIDOR SEGMENT 2000 2010 2020 2030 

Lincoln - Castle Rock 45% 95% 154% 200% 

Castle Rock - Monument 36% . 74% 112% 150% 

Monument - Academy 24% 46% 68% 120% 

Table A3.1. Projected increases in population and rush-hour trips relative to 1990. 
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The baseline and projected peak-period trips (m both directions) by segment are presented in 
Figure A3.1. The number of morning peak-period trips, both directions, in 1990 between 
Lincoln and Castle Rock were 6650, between Castle Rock and Monument were 5075, and 
between Monument and North Academy were 7350. The projected increase in the number of 
trips by the year 2030 will result in an increase of 13300 in morning peak-period trips between 
Lincoln and Castle Rock, an increase of 7613 trips between Castle Rock and Monument, and an 
increase of 8820 trips between Monument and North Academy. 
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17500 .. '" 

./ .. 
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./ .. 
12500 

J .. ...-. .. , --- -.. .. --10000 
• - ~ 

I 
-7500 .. ,...----
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1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 - • - Lincoln-CRock - - CRock-Monum -Monum-Academy 

Figure A3.1 Baseline and expected peak-period trips by corridor segment. 

While the number of trips and the increase in number of trips may seem to be significantly large, 
it is difficult to judge what the number of trips means with respect to travel conditions without 
taking the highway capacity into account. One way to characteri2e the baseline conditions, given 
the projected growth in the number of trips, is to examine what can be expected to happen to 
average speed on each of the segments. Note that since the number of trips for each segment of 
the 1-25 cotridor is not uniform in each direction, the problems associated with rush hour 
congestion are more or less severe depending on the segment and the direction. 

Presently there are 2 lanes (with an assumed capacity of 2000 vehicles per hour) in each direction 
for the entire 1-25 segment under consideration. The baseline conditions for rush hour trips 
along the 1-25 corridor can be described in terms of the average speed for a rush hour trip along 
each segment. This is illustrated in Figure A3.2 for each segment in terms of the direction of 
travel (for the morning rush hour) which is characteri2ed by the most severe congestion in each 
case. The projected conditions for the corridor suggests that by 2010 there will be a significant 
decrease in average speed during the morning rush hour for trips between Castle Rock and 
Lincoln Avenue. Speeds for this segment would reach a minimum of 17 mph and 8 mph ( if 
current is not increased) for the years 2020 and 2030 respectively. For the segment between 
Monument and Academy, speeds would fall (from a free-flow present condition of about 80 
mph) to 60 mph by the year 2020 and to 32 mph by the year 2030. The segment between castle 
Rock and Monument, on the other hand, will not experience impacts on speeds until the year 
2030. 
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Figure A3.2. Baseline projections of average speed (two directions). 

Project Description 
The analysis considers two proposed projects for this 1-25 corridor between Lincoln and North 
Academy: (1) to increase the highway capacity by adding one lane in each direction, and (2) to 
create a commuter rail line between Lincoln and North Academy. 

Added Highway Capacity Altemative 

This alternative would add one lane to both the northbound and southbound lanes of 1-25 from 
Lincoln Avenue to North Academy Avenue. This will increase capacity from 4000 vehicles per 
hour to 6000 vehicles per hour in each direction. It is assumed that construction would begin in 
the year 2000 and that it will take five years to complete the entire project for the length of the 
corridor which is 42.8 miles. Construction costs are estimated at $8 million per mile per lane, 
plus 35.7% for ROWand preliminary and construction engineering. This amounts to $929.2 
million for the 42.8 miles, or $185.85 million annually during the construction period'. 

No benefits are assumed to £low from the Added Capacity Alternative until construction is 
completed. Therefore, benefits begin to be enjoyed for this project in the year 2005. Annual 
M&O costs (including periodic resurfacing) are assumed at $60,000 per mile per lane plus 10% 
overhead. This gives an annual M&O total of $5.65million for the 42.8 miles. 

Given the differences in the number of trips for each of the three segments by direction it is also 
of interest to consider the Added Capacity Alternative as being composed of three separate 
projects, one for each segment. Significant congestion is expected for the segment between 
Lincoln Avenue and Castle Rock, especially by the year 2030. In contrast, congestion problems 
for the segment between Castle Rock and Monument are expected to be minor, even by 2030. 

'Por the purposes of analysis it is assumed that the total capital costs are expended in equal increments 
for each of the five years of the construction period. 
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It is quite possible that while the added capacity might not be a good investment for the entire 
corridor length, it could be a good investment for only one or perhaps two of the three 
segments analyzed. As such, the analysis of alternatives will consider not only the entire corridor 
but also each of the specific sections of the corridor. 

Conunuter Rail Alternative 

1bis project would create a commuter rail alternative to car travel in the 1-25 corridor between 
Lincoln Avenue and North Academy Avenue. It is assumed that the project will take 10 years to 
complete (year 2010 for first operation). The project would have two rail lines and operate with 
trains consisting of two 75-seat cars. Headways would be 20 minutes during the moming and 
evening peak periods and 30 minutes off peak. Fares would be $3.00 for each of three segments 
or $9.00 for the entire corridor length. The average speed for the trains would be 50 mph. 

It is assumed that construction would begin in the year 2000 and that it will take 10 years to 
complete the entire project for the length of the corridor which is 42.8 miles. Construction 
costs are estimated at $10 million per mile per lane, plus 35.7% for ROWand preliminary and 
construction engineering. This amounts to $1161.6 million ($1998) for the 42.8 miles, or 
$116.16 million ($1998) for each of the ten construction years. 

No benefits are assumed to flow until construction is completed (year 2010). In the year of 
completion there will also be a cost of $40.04 million ($1998) to obtain the equipment that will 
make up the trains. Annual M&O costs are assumed at $120,000 per mile per lane plus 10% 
overhead. This gives an annual M&O total of $11.3 million ($1998) for the 42.8 miles. It is 
assumed that every ten years it will be necessary to "refurbish" the new equipment at a cost of 
$19.25 million ($1998). 

As explained in the description of the added capacity alternative, the differences in highway 
congestion for each of the three segments suggests consideration of the rail alternative for each 
segment separately. 

Economic Efficiency Analysis 
Added HIghway CapacIty Alternative 

The efficiency analysis calculates benefits and costs associated with this alternative in terms of 
project costs and user benefits. Note that the user benefits are calculated assuming the same 
number of trips are taken annually during rush-hour with and without the project. That is, it is 
assumed that the project itself does not induce any increase in the number of trips. Changes in 
congestion and travel time were calculated in terms of user benefits for each of 4 analysis years: 
2000, 2010, 2020, and 2030. Values for user benefits for non-analysis years are interpolated 
between the analysis years. Since the lifetime of this project is assumed to be 30 years, the EEA 
calculations are carried out from 1998 to 2034, and since the last analysis year is 2030, it is 
assumed that the benefits and costs in the year 2030 are repeated annually into the indefinite 
future. While this is a conservative assumption, since the planning horizon for which population 
or transportation demand growth projections are made ends in the year 2030, without taking the 
projections of population and trip increases farther into the future this assumption seems the 
most prudent.2 

20f course other assumptions could be made in the context of EEA. However, given the mathematical 
nature of discounting, increments in undiscounted benefits for additional future years add increasingly smaller 
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EEA is based on a comparison of the discounted present value of benefits and cosrs for the 
project over the lifetime of the project or in this case from 1998 to 2034. This is done here 
assuming a discount rate of 3.8%. Table A3.2 illustrates the specific calculation of the present 
value of net social benefirs for this project. The present value of NSB for the added highway 
capacity project is - $509.40 million. Since the present value of NSB is negative EEA 
recommends against this added highway capacity project along 1-25 from Lincoln to Academy. 
The resulrs of the EEA suggest that construction of an additional lane for the entire 1-25 
corridor can be expected not to provide the people in the community with increased well-being 
compared with taking no action at all along this corridor. Of course this does not mean that 
another project for this corridor might not be consistent with EEA. 

Table AJ.2. Net Social Benefit Table 
Add Lane Alternative For Entire COIridor (Millions SI998) 

Year Date User Air Quality Safety Capital M&QCosts Net Social Present 
Benefits Benefits Benefits Costs Benefits ValueNSB 

0 1998 $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO 

I 1999 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

2 2000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 SI8$.8$ $0.00 (SI8$.8$) (SI66.18) 

3 2001 SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO S185.85 SO.OO (SI85.85) (S 160. 10) 

4 2002 SO.OO 50.00 SO.OO $18$.85 SO.OO (SI85.8$) (SI54.24) 

5 2003 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $185.85 SO.OO ($185.8$) ($148.59) 

6 2004 $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 $185.85 SO.OO ($185.85) (SI43.15) 

7 2005 SI.34 SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 S5.65 ($431) ($3.20) 

8 2006 SI.82 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO S5.65 (S3.83) (S2.74) 

9 2007 S2.31 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 (S334) (S23O) 

10 2008 $2.79 SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 S5.65 (52.86) (SI.9O) 

11 2009 $3.28 SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO $5.65 ($2.37) ($1.52) 

12 2010 S3.76 $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 $5.65 ($1.89) ($1.16) 

13 2011 S5.60 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO $5.65 $0.05 SO.03 

14 2012 $7.43 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $1.79 SI.02 

15 2013 $9.27 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 S5.65 $3.62 $1.99 

16 2014 S11.11 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 55.65 S5.46 S2.9O 

17 2015 $12.95 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 S7.30 S3.73 

18 2016 $14.78 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $9.13 $4.50 

19 2017 $16.62 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO S5.65 SIO.97 $5.20 

20 2018 SI8.46 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO $5.65 $12.81 S5.85 

21 2019 S2030 $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 S5.65 SI4.65 $6.45 

22 2020 S22.13 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 S5.65 SI6.48 56.99 

23 2021 S27.79 $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO S5.65 S22.14 59.04 

24 2022 $33.44 SO.OO SO.OO $0.00 $5.65 $27.79 $10.94 

25 2023 $39.09 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO $5.65 $33.44 $12.68 

amounts 10 the Present Value of NSB. For example, in Table AJ.2, notice the change in the present value of 
NSB between the year 2033 and 2034. Therefore, regardless of the assumptions about what happens after the 
last analysis year, there will be very little difference in the "bottom line" provided in the Present Value of NSB. 
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Table A3.2. Net Social Benefit Table .. (Conki') 
Add Lane Alternative For Entire Corridor (Millions $1998) 

Year Date User Air Quality Safety Capital M&OCosts Net Social Present 
Benefits Benefits Benefits Costs Benefits ValueNSB 

26 2024 $44.75 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $39.10 $14.28 

27 2025 $50.40 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $44.75 $15.75 

28 2026 $56.05 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $50.40 $17.09 

29 2027 $61.71 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $56.06 $18.31 

30 2028 $67.36 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $61.71 $19.42 

31 2029 $73.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $67.36 $20.42 

32 2030 $78.67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $73.02 $21.33 

33 2031 $78.67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $73.02 $20.55 

34 2032 $78.67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $73.02 $19.79 

35 2033 $78.67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $73.02 $19.07 

36 2034 $78.67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5.65 $73.02 $18.37 

Present Value $339.90 $0.00 $0.00 $772.30 $77.10 ($509.40) ($509.40) 

Annual Value $17.70 $0.00 $0.00 $40.30 $4.00 ($26.60) ($26.60) 

Perpetuity Value $466.40 $0.00 $0.00 $1.059.40 $105.80 ($698.90) ($698.90) 

Finding a negative value for the present value of NSB for a project this alternative does not 
mean that increasing the capacity of the interstate would not be efficient if considered for 
shorter segments. As noted above, the entire 42-mile length of the corridor experiences 
different levels of trip demand on each of the segments. Thus, it is also possible to define a 
project that would add a lane in each direction for each of these three segments. If this is done, 
it tums out that only one segment, i.e. Lincoln to Casde Rock, would have results that suggest it 
would be efficient to expand highway capacity. The present value calculations of NSB for this 
smaller project are summarized in Table A3.3. Note that since only this shorter segment is now 
being considered the length of the time period assumed for construction is reduced from five 
years to three years. Capital costs and M&O costs are also adjusted to reflect the much shorter 
segment length of only 11.2 miles. The bottom line in this case is that a project that would 
increase the capacity of 1-25 by one lane in each direction only between Lincoln and Casde Rock 
would have a present value for NSB that is positive ($15.5 million). This suggests that by 
expanding highway capacity between Lincoln and Casde Rock, the benefits of the reduced 
congestion would be efficient and could be consistent with people in the communities served by 
this corridor segment being better off as a result (compared to continuing with the status quo). 
Therefore, efficiency analysis would recommend this smaller project to expand highway capacity. 

Table A3.3. Net Social Benefit Table 
Add Lane Alternative For lincoln to Castle Rock Segment (Millions $1998) 

I Year I Date 

I 
User AirQua1ity Safety Capital M&OCosts Net Social Present 

Benefits Benefits Benefits Costs Benefits ValueNSB 

0 1998 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

1 1999 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

2 2000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $81.60 $0.00 ($81.06) ($72.48) 
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Table A3.3. Net Social Benefit Table - (Contd') 
Add Lane Alternative For Uncoln to Castle Rock Segment (Millions $1998) 

IY=I Date I User Air Quality Safety Capital M&OCosts Net Social Present 
Benefits Benefits Benefits Costs Benefits ValueNSB 

3 2001 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $81.60 $0.00 ($81.06) ($69.82) 

4 2002 $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 $81.60 $0.00 ($81.06) ($67.27) 

5 2003 $0.72 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 ($0.76) ($0.61) 

6 2004 $1.10 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 (SO.38) ($0.29) 

7 2005 $1.49 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 SI.48 $0.01 $0.01 

8 2006 $1.87 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 SO.39 $0.28 

9 2007 $2.25 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO $1.48 $0.77 SO.53 

10 2008 $2.63 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO $1.48 $1.16 $0.77 

11 2009 S3.02 $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO $1.48 SI.54 $0.98 

12 2010 $3.40 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $1.92 $1.18 

13 2011 $5.07 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $3.59 $2.13 

14 2012 $6.74 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $5.26 S3.01 

15 2013 $8.41 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $6.93 $3.82 

16 2014 $10.08 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $8.61 $4.56 

17 2015 $11.76 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $10.28 $5.25 

18 2016 $13.43 SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $11.95 $5.88 

19 2017 $15.10 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $13.62 $6.46 

20 2018 $16.77 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $15.29 $6.99 

21 2019 $18.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $16.96 $7.47 

22 2020 $20.11 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $18.63 S7.90 

23 2021 $24.09 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $22.61 $9.24 

24 2022 $28.06 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $26.58 $10.46 

25 2023 $32.04 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $30.56 $11.59 

26 2024 $36.02 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $34.54 $12.62 

27 2025 $39.99 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $38.51 $13.55 

28 2026 $43.97 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $42.49 $14.41 

29 2027 $47.95 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $46.47 S15.18 

30 2028 $51.92 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $50.44 $15.87 

31 2029 $55.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $54.42 $16.50 

32 2030 $59.88 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $58.40 $17.06 

33 2031 $59.88 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $58.40 $16.43 

34 2032 $59.88 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.48 $58.40 S15.83 

Present Value $246.80 $0.00 $0.00 $209.90 $21.70 $15.50 $15.50 

Annual Value $13.50 $0.00 $0.00 $11.40 $1.20 $0.80 $0.80 

Perpetuity Value $354.20 $0.00 $0.00 $300.70 $31.20 $22.20 $22.20 

Commuter Rail AHematlve 

ERA calculates benefits and costs associated with this rail project in terms of the project impacts 
described by the MOE analysis: (a) change in travel time, (b) change in air pollution, (c) change 
in fatalities, (d) project capital costs, and (e) maintenance and operation costs for the commuter 
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rail. Since the project would not be completed until 2010, the changes in travel time, air 
pollution, and fatalities were calculated for only three analysis years: 2010, 2020, and 2030. 
Values for benefits and costs were interpolated between the analysis years. Since the lifetime of 
the commuter rail is assumed to be 50 years the EEA calculations are carried out for this entire 
lifetime, i.e. the last year in the calculations is 2059. Since the last analysis year is 2030 it is 
assumed that the benefits and costs in the year 2030 continue annually into the indefinite future. 

EEA is based on a comparison of the discounted present value of benefits and costs for the 
project over the lifetime of the project or in this case from 1998 to 2059. This is done here 
assuming a discount rate of 3.8%. Table A3.4 illustrates the specific calculation of the present 
value of NSB for the commuter rail project, which is - $205.2 million. Since the present value of 
NSB is negative, EEA recommends against this commuter rail project along 1-25 from Lincoln 
to Academy. The results of the EEA suggest that construction of commuter rail in this case can 
be expected not to provide the people in the community in general with increased well-being 
compared with taking no action at all along this corridor. 

Table A3.4. Net Social Benefit Table 
Commuter Rail Alternative -- (Millions $1998) 

Year Date User Air Quality Safety Capital Costs M&OCosts Net Social Present 
Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits ValueNSB 

0 1998 SO.DO SO.DO SO.DO SO.DO SO.DO SO.DO $O.DO 

1 1999 SO.DO SO.DO $O.DO $O.DO SO.DO $O.DO $O.DO 

2 2000 SO.DO SO.DO $O.DO $116.16 $O.DO ($116.16) ($103.86) 

- - - - - - -- - - -- -- -- - -
- - - - -- -- -- -- - - -- - -

11 2009 SO.DO $O.DO $O.DO $116.16 $O.DO ($116.16) ($74.25) 

12 2010 $26.90 ($0.08) $3.68 $40.04 $11.30 (S20.84) ($12.80) 

13 2011 $28.24 $0.39 $3.80 $O.DO $11.30 $21.13 $12.54 

-- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - --
-- -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - -

21 2019 $38.96 $4.11 $4.80 $O.DO $11.30 $36.57 $16.10 

22 2020 $40.30 S4.58 $4.92 $19.25 $11.30 $19.25 $8.17 

23 2021 $43.DO $5.14 $5.07 $O.DO $11.30 $41.91 $17.12 

-- -- - - - - - - -- -- -- --
-- -- - - - - - - -- -- -- --

52 2050 S67.25 $10.18 $6.42 $19.25 $11.30 $72.55 $7.38 

53 2051 $67.25 S1O.18 $6.42 $O.DO $11.30 $72.55 $9.68 

- - -- -- -- -- - - - - - - --
- - -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - -

61 2059 $67.25 S10.18 $6.42 $O.DO $11.30 $72.55 $7.18 

Present Value S7I7.60 $89.50 S76.50 $928.20 $160.60 ($205.20) ($205.20) 

Annual Value S30.50 S3.80 $3.30 $39.50 S6.80 ($8.70) (S8.70) 

Perpetuity S803.4O SIDO.20 $86.60 SI,039.1O $179.80 ($229.70) ($229.70) 
Value 

A negative present value of NSB for a project that would create a commuter rail line along the 
entire 42-mile length corridor, does not mean that a rail project along a shorter segment of the 
corridor might not be an efficient investment. The different congestion levels for each of the 
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segments suggests that construction along the entire corridor may be too costly given that the 
benefits of the project aren't very large for some portions of the corridor. However, benefits 
could be greater than costs for segments with extreme congestion. Developing an EEA for a 
rail line for each of the segments separately results in only the segment between Lincoln and 
Castle Rock having a positive present value of NSB. The present value of NSB calculations for 
creating a rail line only between Lincoln and Castle Rock are summarized in Table A3.5. Note 
that it is assumed that this project would take five years to complete (rather than the 10 years 
assumed for the entire corridor). A project that would create a rail line between Lincoln and 
Castle Rock would have a positive present value for NSB of $108.7 million ($1998). This means 
that creating a rail line between Lincoln and Castle Rock would be recommended by an 
economic efficiency analysis. 

Table A3.S. Net Social Benefit Table 
Commuter Rail Alternative - Lincoln to Castle Rock .. (Millions $1998) 

Year Date U..,.. Air Quality Safety Capital Cos", M&OCosts Net Social Present 
Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits ValueNSB 

0 1998 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 50.00 50.00 

1 1999 $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 50.00 50.00 $0.00 SO.OO 

2 2000 50.00 $0.00 $0.00 560.79 50.00 (560.79) (554.36) 

3 2001 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 S60.79 $0.00 ($60.79) ($52.37) 

4 2002 SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 $60.79 $0.00 ($60.79) ($50.45) 

5 2003 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $60.79 SO.oo ($60.79) ($48.60) 

6 2004 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO $60.79 $0.00 ($60.79) ($46.82) 

7 2005 $8.71 $0.25 $1.19 $17.16 $2.96 ($9.97) ($7.40) 

8 2006 S9.11 $0.27 $1.24 $0.00 $2.96 $7.67 S5.48 

9 2007 $9.52 SO.3O $1.28 $0.00 $2.96 $8.14 $5.61 

10 2008 59.92 $0.32 $1.33 $0.00 $2.96 $8.62 $5.72 

II 2009 S10.32 $0.35 SI.38 $0.00 S2.96 S9.09 S5.81 

12 2010 S10.73 $0.37 SI .42 $0.00 S296 S9.56 55.89 

13 2011 SII.69 $0.40 SI.48 $0.00 $2.96 S10.61 $6.29 

14 2012 SI265 $0.43 SI .53 $0.00 $2.96 Sl1 .65 $6.66 

IS 2013 $13.61 $0.46 $1.59 $0.00 $2.96 S12.69 S6.99 

16 2014 $14.57 $0.49 $1.64 $0.00 S2.96 S13.73 $7.29 

17 2015 $15.52 $0.52 SI.69 $9.90 $2.96 S4.88 $2.49 

18 2016 $16.48 $0.54 $1.75 $0.00 S2.96 $15.82 S7.79 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

52 2050 $38.08 $0.89 $2.39 $0.00 $2.96 $38.40 $5.32 

53 2051 $38.08 $0.89 $2.39 $0.00 $2.96 $38.40 $5.13 

54 2052 $38.08 $0.89 S2.39 $0.00 $2.96 $38.40 54.94 

55 2053 S38.08 $0.89 $2.39 $0.00 $2.96 $38.40 $4.76 

56 2054 S38.08 $0.89 $239 $0.00 $296 $38.40 $4.58 

Present Value $394.30 $10.60 S32.30 S277.9O $50.60 5108.70 SI08.70 

Annual Value $17.20 SO.50 SI.4O $12.10 $220 $4.70 $4.70 

Perpetuity $452.50 $12.20 537.10 $318.90 $58.10 $124.70 $124.70 
Value 
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EEASummary 

Efficiency analysis has been used here to evaluate two projects defined for the entire 1-25 
cottidor from Lincoln Avenue to North Academy Blvd: (a) the addition of one lane to the 
highway in each direction, and (b) the creation of a commuter rail line. Each of these proposed 
projects could be expected to have negative values for the present value of NSB: (a) - $509 
million for the added highway capacity for the entire segment, and (b) - $205 million for the new 
commuter rail alternative to automobile travd between Lincoln and North Academy. Therefore, 
based on efficiency analysis alone, neither of these projects could be recommended. This 
efficiency analysis suggests that, even though segments of this cottidor can be expected to 
become significantly congested by the 2030 analysis period, there are alternative uses for the 
resources that would be of greater value to the community than the benefits provided by either 
of these projects. In other words, the benefits of either of these transportation projects are not 
sufficiently large to justify their costs, and efficiency analysis would recommend that neither of 
these investment projects for the entire cottidor be chosen. 

However, it is also possible to think of there being six additional investment projects to consider 
if each of these cottidor projects is broken into a separate project for each of the three segments 
analyzed. Specifically, three possible investment projects can be defined by considering adding a 
lane in each direction for the separate segments between Lincoln and Castle Rock, Castle Rock 
and Monument, and Monument and North Academy. Similarly, three additional investment 
projects can be defined with respect to commuter rail. Analysis of these additional six projects 
reveals that both increased highway capacity and crearing a rail line for the segment between 
Lincoln and Castle Rock would be consistent with economic efficiency, while each of the other 
four projects fail to pass the efficiency test. In particular, building an additional lane in each 
direction between Lincoln and Castle Rock would have a present value of NSB of about $16 
million ($1998), while creating a rail line for the same segment (with a 10% share of highway 
trips) would have a present value ofNSB of about $109 million ($1998). 

Essentially, EEA has been used to evaluate eight different investment projects related to the 1-25 
cottidor between Denver and Colorado Springs. Of those eight projects, EEA would 
recommend rejecting six of them because the resources that would be used in each of those 
projects would be of greater value to the communities served by this transportation cottidor, 
than the benefits that would be enjoyed because of any of these six projects. Yet, two of these 
eight projects would be accepted based on EM since the benefits enjoyed because of each of 
the projects would exceed the costs of each of the projects. But this is as far as EEA is usually 
intended to go. EEA divides proposed projects between those that are recommended against 
and those that are recommended in favor of. EEA itsdf is not a good means of choosing 
between acceptable projects such as added highway capacity and a rail alternative for the 
segment between Lincoln and Castle Rock. One reason is the practical difficulty to consider all 
possible alternatives to the status quo with respect to the corridor (or problem) being 
considered Therefore, those who have developed and recommended the use of EEA are 
generally content to "advice" that certain projects are unacceptable while other projects are 
acceptable, and that the choice between acceptable projects can be made with other criteria. The 
recommendation here is to evaluate different EEA acceptable projects with the MOE index 
which is presented for this case study below. 
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Note that by considering the six additional projects it is possible to point out why the projects 
for the entire corridor seem bad investments from the perspective of efficiency analysis, even 
though a limited version of each project would be a recommended investment based on EEA. 
While congestion is already significant for the lincoln to Castle Rock portion of the highway, it 
is significant at this time for the rest of the corridor under consideration. Even with substantial 
increases in population along the conidor in the future, the drives between Castle Rock and 
Monument and between Monument and North Academy do not become sufficiently congested 
(relative to existing capacity) to justify either a new rail alternative or additional highway capacity. 
In contrast, the already congested segment of the highway between lincoln and Castle Rock is 
projected over the analysis period to become severely congested. While this one segment of the 
highway can justify either increased capacity or a rail alternative to automobile travel, the positive 
net benefits for this segment are not large enough to overwhelm the negative net benefits on 
each of the segments in the rest of the corridor where congestion is not significant. Perhaps 
another way to look at these issues is in terms of timing. Finding that EEA analysis would not 
recommend added highway capacity or a rail alternative for the entire corridor at this time (i.e. in 
t 998), and given the projected increases in trip demand, does not mean that such investment 
would never be able to pass the test of EEA. Waiting five or ten years to reconsider the 
projects, even given the same undiscounted values for benefits and costs in each of the relevant 
time periods, may result in the present value of NSB having a positive sign. In an important 
sense, the EEA for a decision in 1998 is saying that the congestion along specific segments of 
this 1-25 corridor are not yet sufficiently severe for either alternative to be an efficient 
investment and that such projects are not "good bets" at this time. Waiting another five or ten 
years to invest in a project or projects for the segment from Castle Rock to North Academy 
probably makes more sense based on EEA. 

Finally, there is considerable uncertainty surrounding any of the values used in any efficiency 
analysis, and as such, it might be the case that an economic efficiency analysis would yield 
different results (t.e. different present values of NSB) if the variables considered are different 
than forecasted. For this reason, it is recommended that at least a limited sensitivity analysis be 
undertaken to provide some information about how robust the conclusions for the basic 
efficiency analysis presented above should be regarded. 

MOE Analysis 
The MOE analysis calculates different measures for each of the five core areas chosen to 
evaluate multi-modal projects. The final output of this MOE analysis consists of summaries of 
measures per year and per analysis period. These are measures for Mobility, Air Quality, User 
Cost, Safety, and Capital Cost for the different scenarios evaluated. The process for conducting 
an MOE analysis is explained in detail in chapters 2 and 3 and consists, in general, of the 
following steps: 

Definition of corridor segments. 
Completion of User Input Tables describing the corridor and each alternative to be analyzed, 

as well as other relevant data required for the analysis. 
Calculation of baseline year MOEs for each conidor segment. 
Calculation of MOEs for each segment under the No-Build scenario for each analysis year. 
Calculation of MOEs for each segment, for each alternative scenario, and each analysis year. 
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After these steps, the results are tabulated in summary worksheets (MOE forms M) which are 
then used to perform economic efficiency calculations and to calculate an MOE index. 

As discussed in the EEA Summary section above, two alternatives (Add-a-lane and CRT rail) 
were considered under four different scenarios (all three segments, and each segment separately). 
As an example, some filled-out MOE forms are shown at the end of this appendix for one of 
these scenarios (Add-a-lane for the three segments). Summaries of annual MOEs given in Form 
M can also be used to direcdy compare the estimated measures during project ranking exercises. 
Although, it is recommended to complete the economic analysis and to rank alternatives with 
positive NSB based on the MOE index. 

Out of the eight different scenarios mentioned above, only two produced poslt:1.ve NSB 
results-Add-a-lane and CRT rail for the Lincoln to Casde Rock segment. The row measures 
and the measures recommended to calculate the MOE index for these two alternatives are 
presented in Table A3.6 below. 

Alternative Commuter Rail Add-a-lane 
(Lincoln-Castle (Lincoln-Castle 
Rock Segment) Rock Segment) 

Fatalities per year 6.0 6.6 
Tons ofpolluumffi per vear 2336.4 2485.0 
Agency Cost ($ ntillion) 304.0 243.2 
Weighted Mean Speed (miIhr) 29.3 48.7 
--Safety measure 0.1663 0.1519 
--Air Quality measure 0.00043 0.00040 
--Cost measure 0.00329 0.00411 
--Speed measure 29.3 48.7 

Table A3.6. MOEs and measures used to evaluate the MOE index 

Three of the index measures-Safety, Air quality, and Cost---are taken as the inverse of the 
corresponding row MOE to indicate a desired effect, as explained in Chapter Five. Thus, the 
preferred alternative will be the one with the higher index. 

Five combinations of weights for the measures involved are used to indicate different decision 
makers' preferences when selecting among many alternatives. These weights a are used along 
the measures in Table A3.6 above to estimate the relative indexes with the following formula 

as explained in Chapter Five. The weights and estimated indexes are shown in Table A3.7 
below. All indexes in this table are affected by a factor of 100. 
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Weights Commuter Add-a-Iane 
Rail Index Index 

--Safety measure 0.25 5.12 5.91 
--Air Ouality measure 0.25 
--Cost measure 0.25 
-Speed measure 0.25 

--Safety measure 0.70 10.38 10.42 
--Air Quality measure 0.10 
--Cost measure 0.10 
-Speed measure 0.10 

-SaflOt}' measure 0.10 0.29 0.30 
--Air Quality measure 0.70 
--Cost measure 0.10 
--~ed measure 0.10 

--Safety measure 0.10 0.99 1.19 
--Air Quality measure 0.10 
--Cost measure 0.70 
--SJl.eed measure 0.10 

--SaflOt}' measure 0.10 231.19 332.03 
--Air Quality measure 0.10 
--Cost measure 0.10 
--Soeed measure 0.70 

Table A3.7. MOE indexes for different weights. 

The first set of weights indicates equal importance for each of the four measures considered, 
whereas the other four groups of weights indicate that a higher concern is placed to safety, air 
quality, cost, and speed considerations respectively. 

For these two alternatives, the indexes are always higher for the Add-a-Iane case, indicating a 
strong preference of one of the alternatives. Tbis may not always be the case and, thus, care 
should be exercised when selecting the appropriate weights-----1ls explained in Chapter Five. 

Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity analysis is used to evaluate how much confidence can be placed in the basic analysis 
of a project. The entire analysis, whether MOE or EEA, follows from the first assumption 
made with respect to population and/or transportation demand growth. Therefore it is 
recommended that at least two different growth assumptions be examined. In addition, since 
the commuter rail project examined in this appendix involves a new transportation mode along 
the 1-25 corridor it is recommended that two assumptions with respect to mode split be utilized. 

Added Highway Capacity 

The baseline assumptions with respect to population growth lead to a negative present value of 
NSB for adding highway capacity for the entire corridor. In order to assess how much 
confidence to place in this result, changes in the magnitude of the measures required to reverse 
the sign of NSB should be explored. A way in which to explore such an issue consists of 
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developing a second analysis assuming greater population growth. A second efficiency analysis 
may assume that, for each of the analysis years, population is 25% huger than assumed Wlder the 
baseline conditions. Analyses Wlder this assumption result in substantially more lifetime benefits 
for the project. Specifically, the present value of user benefits for the project assuming the 
original baseline population is about $340 million ($1998), while this value is about $918 million 
($1998) if population grows more rapidly than anticipated in the baseline-25% higher increase 
in each analysis year. Given that the project costs are Wlchanged, assuming the 25% larger 
population yields a present value of NSB which is $68.5 million ($1998) and which would allow 
one to recommend the added capacity project for the entire conidor. If the results of the 
second analysis assuming a significantly larger population growth had also produced a negative 
value for the present value of NSB, then one could be confident in the result that efficiency 
analysis would not recommend added highway capacity at this time. On the other hand, since 
the larger expected population yields a positive value for NSB, one would be confident in the 
conclusion that EEA does not recommend adding highway capacity for the entire conidor, only 
to the extent that a 25% greater expected population increase is outside the realm of possibility. 
Note also the results of the efficiency analysis, or any analysis of transportation altematives for 
that matter, depend heavily on the basic baseline assumptions for population and travel demands 
over the planning and analysis time horizon. Regardless of what other assumptions must be 
made in order to analyze and compare alternatives, such comparisons will always be based 
fundamentally on assumptions and/or projections made about the demand for travel in a region. 

Of course there are many assumptions that are made in order to develop this EEA of the added 
highway capacity project for the entire conidor. .All of the assumptions would individually be 
difficult to analyze with sensitivity analysis. However, it is possible to gain some degree of 
confidence in the EEA for this project by calculating how much larger (smaller) a benefit (cost) 
would have to be in order for the present value of NSB to change signs. For example, returning 
to the original projection for trip demand, the present value of user benefits alone, over the life 
of the project, is $339.9 million. If the present value of user benefits were increased to $849.4 
million, then the present value of NSB for the project itself would be $0. Therefore, assuming 
the original projection for increased trip demand, if benefits in each analysis year were increased 
by about 2 'Iz times, then the result of the EEA would be changed to a recommendation in favor 
of the added capacity project for the entire conidor. One of the key economic assumptions in 
the user benefit calculation is the value of time. Since the value of time utilized in the calculation 
is 50% of the wage rate, it would be necessary to more than double it to a value of greater than 
the wage rate. However, estimates of the value of time fOWld in the literature range between 
25% and 75% of the wage rate. This suggests that changes in the value of travel time used in 
calculating user benefits are unlikely to change the result of the EEA for this project. 

Consider the cost side of the present value of the NSB calculation. The value estimated for 
O&M annual costs, even if grossly inaccurate, cannot cause the results of the efficiency analysis 
of this project to be different. Since the present value of O&M costs is only $76.4 millions while 
the present value of NSB is -$506 million, for this to happen, O&M costs would have to be 
negative (i.e. a benefit instead of a cost). In the other hand, the capital costs for the project 
would have to be about 2/3 smaller than the costs used in order for the added highway capacity 
project to pass the test of efficiency analysis, i.e. $262.8 million in present value rather than 
$772.3 million. In other words, if the capital costs per mile were more like $3 million per lane 
mile instead of the about $8 million per lane mile used in this analysis. 
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The conclusion with respect to the added lane in each direction along the entire length of the 
corridor is that, given the population growth assumptions, one can be confident in the result that 
this project should not be recommended based on efficiency analysis. On the other hand, if one 
believes that population is likely to be at least 25% larger in each of the analysis years, then the 
added lane project for the entire corridor would pass the test of efficiency analysis. 

The efficiency analysis discussed above has also suggested that adding a lane in each direction 
between Lincoln and Casde Rock could be recommended. How confident can we be in this 
conclusion? First, the estimate of annual O&M costs would have to be about 71 % times larger 
for the sign of the present value of NSB to be negative rather than positive. This would be 
about 2.5 million ($1998) annually rather than the $1.5 million ($1998) estimated for the basic 
NSB calculation. This does not seem likely to be the case. Second, capital costs for the project 
would only have to be about 7% larger for the project not to be recommended based on 
efficiency analysis. This suggests that, in order to develop greater confidence in the conclusion 
of the analysis, it might be worth the additional time and cost to develop estimates of the project 
capital cost that were more associated with the specific characteristic of the project than is 
allowed by transportation sketch planning. Third, if the user benefits were about 7% less than 
the value estimated for the efficiency analysis discussed above, then the present value of NSB 
would be negative which would mean a recommendation against this project Here again the 
issue can be expressed in terms of the value assumed for the value of travel time. Reducing the 
value from 50% of the wage by about 7% still leaves the value of time within the range found in 
the literature. Finally, since the present value of NSB for the project on this segment is positive 
it is suggested that the assumed population in each analysis year be decreased to 75% of the 
value assumed in the analysis years. Under this population assumptions, the present value of 
NSB for the project would be - $152.5 million ($1998). In this case efficiency analysis would not 
recommend the project above described. Of course, the efficiency analysis results presented 
above result from assumptions believed to be the best "ballpark" estimates. As a "sketch 
planning" exercise, this project is certainly worth continued consideration, and perhaps it might 
be worth the time and effort to develop more detailed and specific estimates of project benefits 
and costs that would be specific to the project. 

Commuter Rail Alternative 

The baseline assumptions with respect to population and a 10% mode split from auto trips to 
rail trips leads to a present value of NSB for the commuter rail project which is negative. In 
order to assess how much confidence to place in this result, it is possible to explore what 
changes would be required to change the present value of NSB to he positive. Therefore, a 
second assumption about population growth will be explored by assuming an expected growth 
25% higher than the original assumption. This significandy larger population growth by the year 
2030 increases the present value of NSB for the commuter rail project to $318.6 million. Under 
this population growth the commuter rail project could be recommended based on efficiency 
analysis. The level of confidence in the conclusion that efficiency analysis recommends against 
the commuter rail project depends to a large extent on the confidence one places in the 
population growth assumptions. 

Since mode split is a key assumption in the analysis that cannot be estimated based on Colorado 
transportation experience, the assumption for mode split will be increased from 10% to 15% for 
sensitivity analysis while returning to the original expected population growth assumption. This 
larger mode split would substantially increase the lifetime benefits enjoyed because of the 
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commuter tail project. User benefits increase by $287.2 million, air quality benefits increase by 
$193.3 million, and safety benefits increase by $51.6 million. Here again, it is found that the 
commuter tail project could be recommended based on efficiency analysis if the percentage of 
people switching from trips by auto along 1-25 to commuter tail is considerably larger than 
originally considered. Confidence in the original conclusion that would not recommend the 
commuter tail project based on efficiency analysis would rely on the extent to which it was 
believed that 15% of trips switching to tail was too high. Other assumptions may be analyzed, 
to determine the degree of confidence in the results, as described above for the Add-a-lane 
alternative. 

The efficiency analysis discussed above has also suggested that creating a tail alternative to auto 
travel between Lincoln and Castle Rock could be recommended. How confident can we be in 
this conclusion? 

First, the estimate of annual O&M costs would have to be about 3 times larger for the sign of 
the present value of NSB to be negative rather than positive. This does not seem likely to be the 
case. 

Second, capital costs would have to be about 40% larger for the project not to be recommended 
based on efficiency analysis. This would be a substantially larger capital cost, but perhaps not 
outside the realm of possibility given that the capital costs assumed for the efficiency analysis 
aren't calculated with many of the specific attributes of route between Lincoln and Castle Rock 
in mind. Therefore, this may be one area that would justify additional time and effort to develop 
project specific details if the proposed project is to be carried beyond the sketch planning level. 

Third, if the user benefits were about 28% less than the value estimated for the efficiency 
analysis discussed above, then the present value of NSB would be negative which would mean a 
recommendation against this project. Here again the issue can be expressed in terms of the 
value assumed for the value of travel time. Reducing the value from 50% of the wage by about 
28% still leaves the value of time within the range found in the literature (i.e. at about 1/3 the 
wage rate). While a value of time equal to 50% of the wage rate seems a good estimate, 
confidence in the EEA analysis result would depend on the degree of confidence one has that 
the value of time is greater than about 35% of the wage rate. 

Fourth, both the air quality impacts and the safety impacts of the project would have to be 
reversed in sign. That is, the project would have to have substantial increases in both air 
pollution and fatality risk for this aspect of the EEA presented above to change the outcome of 
the efficiency test of the project. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that one should 
have confidence that the recommendation does not rely on these aspects of the analysis. 

Fifth, since the present value of NSB for the project on this segment is positive it is suggested 
that the assumed population in each analysis year be decreased to 75% of the value originally 
assumed for each of the analysis years. In this case the present value of user benefits for the 
lifetime of the project would be reduced from $394.3 million to $233.8 million, and the present 
value of NSB for the project would be - $60.7 million. In this case efficiency analysis would not 
recommend the project that would add a lane to 1-25 in each direction between Lincoln and 
Castle Rock. Here again, the projection for population and trip demand increases playa critical 
role with respect to the results of the evaluation of transportation investments. If one is 
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confident that the expected growth in trip demand will not be 25% lower than forecasted, then 
one can be fairly confident of the recommendation provided by efficiency analysis for this 
project. On the other hand, if the lower expected growth seems within the realm of possibility, 
then perhaps a prudent course would be to develop more specific details of the project costs and 
benefits before proceeding. Another possibility would be to recogni2e that there could be value 
in waiting another planning period to make the decision, since waiting may allow for a better 
understanding of the growth experience of the community. 

Finally, since this is a project that creates a new transportation mode, it is recommended that the 
assumption with respect to mode split be examined. Specifically, it is suggested that the EEA 
for the project also be developed assuming only a 5% mode split. In this case the present value 
of user benefits are reduced from $394.3 million to $220.5 million and the present value of NSB 
would be - $94.9 million. The smaller proportion of travelers switching from auto travel to rail 
travel between Lincoln and Castle Rock would result in the EEA conclusion to recommend 
against this rail project. 

Of course, the results presented above are due to assumptions believed to be the best "ballpark" 
estimates. However, since the sensitivity analysis suggests that the proposed rail project would 
be recommended against if trip demand growth is slower than projected, or if a mode split of 
10% is considered to be high, or if the value of time is most likely about 35% of the wage rate; 
then one might be a bit cautious in accepting the conclusion that efficiency analysis would 
recommend this project. In order to produce a more accurate estimation of economic efficiency 
for this project, more effort is required to develop better estimates of project benefits and costs 
that would be specific to the project. 

Sensitivity Analysis Summary 

The sensitivity analysis described here illustrates how one might test the confidence in the results 
of the EEA and the resulting recommendations in favor or against proposed corridor 
investment alternatives. The basic EEA suggests that neither a project to expand highway 
capacity, nor a project to create a rail alternative between Lincoln and North Academy can be 
recommended at this time. The sensitivity analysis primarily suggests that one can be quite 
confident in this conclusion in general, with one caveat. That, if trip demand in the 
communities served by this corridor can be expected to experience a significantly larger growth 
than assumed by the basic analysis, then both projects would be recommended by efficiency 
analysis. The basic EEA analysis also suggests that smaller versions of these projects for only 
the Lincoln to Castle Rock segment would be recommended. The sensitivity analysis suggests 
that the recommendations to expand highway capacity or to create a rail alternative are sensitive 
to changes in the basic assumptions that generate the user benefits for the projects. One might 
therefore be cautious in accepting the conclusions that these projects are recommended by 
EEA. In terms of "sketch planning" each of these smaller projects would certainly be worth 
continued consideration now or perhaps, in the not too distant future. 

Example MOE and EEA Forms 

Filled-out MOE and EEA forms are shown next for the scenario that adds a lane to the entire 
corridor. Although this case consists of three segments, filled-out forms are only shown for 
segment 1. The present value of NSB for this case is negative as explained in the previous 
sections. 
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FORMA 
Corridor Description and Baseline Data - Segment #1 

CORRIDOR 
IDENTIFICATION 

BASELINE YEAR 

IJUMBER OF HOURS FOR 
ANALYSIS PERiOD 

ANALYSIS PERIOD LABEL 
0 .• . , 24-hr, 7-8 PM. 3:30-6:30 PM) 

tlUMBER OF CORRIDOR 
SEGMENTS TO BE ANAL ¥ZED 

12921 

I 2;1 (1) 

(2) 

(One 10 th199 segmsnts are recommended wh8n using _ . WIlen """" than _ 
segments 8f9 to be analyzed. a spreadsheet program wi. facilitate the caJcuJations) 

BASELINE TRAVEL CONDITIONS FOR AVAILABLE MODES BY CORRIDOR SEGMENl 
(Trfps for analysis period - from available counts; 

MODE TOTAL TRIPS TOTAL TRIPS 
SEGMENT 1 SEGMENT 1 
Dir A-B Dir B-A 

SOY (vohlcl. trios) 266Q 3e9Q • (a) 

HOV (vohielo trios) (b) 

HOT (vohiel. trips) (e) 

BUS (p9SS9ngor trips . (d) 

LRT ( r trios . (0) 

CRT (cassoncor trios • (I) 

BIKE rlrlos: (g) 

PED rtrlos:- (h) 
(3) (4) 

Note: Shaded cells require user Input 



FORM B-a1 SOV 
MOEs for Segment # 1 under Baseline Conditions for Passenger Cars (Part 1) 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION 1 Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 1 

BASELINE YEAR 1 19901 

LENGTH OF SEGMENT 1 11.201 (1) TYPE OF LANES 1 SOY 1 (2) 
(Milos) (Ind/caw lane type: SOV; HOV, or H01) 

NUMBER OF LANES I gl (3) I 21 (4) 
DIRA-B DIRB-A 

CAPACITY PER LANE (Veh I Hr) I gpQol (5) 
See Reference Table R-ll 

0 From (5) (rom A (1), DIRA-B 

VEHICLE CAPACITY ( 2 * 1 20001 * 2) = I 80001 (6) 
PER DIRECTION N.oflanes Gap. per Lane N.ofHours Capacity in Vehicles 

per analysis period 

From (4) From (5) From A (1) DIR B-A 

(I 21 * I 20001 * I 21> = I 80001 (7) 
N. of Lanes Cap. per lane N.ofHours Capacily in Vehicles 

per analysis period 
FREE-FLOW SPEED I 7111 (8) 
(Posted speed + 5) (Mil Hr) 

Free-Flow ~ = ( 11.2 I 0 70 )= I 0.1 601(9) 
TravelTime Length of FFSpeed FFTT (hrs) 

Segment 

Parameters for the Alpha =1 o.B41 (1 0) Beta =~ 5.51(11) 
Highway Travel Time Function 
(Va.lues recommended for freeways are 0.84 for Alpha and 5.5 for Beta respectively. See Table Rt1) 

From A (a,3) From (6) 

VIC Ratio A-B = (I 26601 I I 80001) = I 0.331 (12) 
A-BVolume Capacily VIC Ratio A-8 

From A (a,4) From (7) 

VIC Ratio B-A = (I 39901 I I 80001) = I 0.501 (13) 
8-A Volume Capacity VIC Ratio B-A 

~ 
From (10) 

~ ~ 
Dir. A-B 

TravelTime =( 0.16*(1+1 0.841* ( 0.33) I\. 5.5 » = I 0.1601 (14) 
FFTT (hrs) Alpha VIC RatioA-B Beta Travel Time 

From (9) From (10) From (13) From (11) Dir. B-A 

Travel Time = (I 0.161* (1+ I 0.841* ( I 0.501) I\. I 5.51» = I 0.1631 (15) 
FFTT (hrs) Alpha VIC Ratio B-A Beta Travel Time 

Vehicle Occupancy = I Lal (16) 
PaSS.! Vehicle 



FORM 8-a2 SOV 
MOEs for Segment # 1 under BASELINE Conditions for Pass. Cars (Part 2) 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICA lION IUncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 
BASELINE YEAR 1 19901 

From B·allH From B-a1l14) Olr.A·B 

Avg. Speed = (I 11.21 / I 0.1601> = I 69.91 (1) 
S8gm Length Traval Tlme (Mila. I Hour) 

From B·alPl From B-al(15) Olr.B·A 

Avg.Speed = (I 11.21 / I 0.1631> = I 68.71 (2) 
Segm Length Travolllme (Milos I Hour) 

From A (a,3) From B-al(I4) 

VlfTDI_A-B = ( I 26601 .. I 0.1601> = I 426.41 (3) 
A-B Volume Travel Time VHT Oir. A·B 

From A (a,4) From B-a1(15) 

VIfT Direction B·A = ( I 39901 .. 1 0.163> = I 650.11 (4) 
B-AVolume TraYe' Tima VHTOir. B-A 

From A (8,3) 

VlIT OlrecUon A·B = (I 26601 .. From B-al(I) 

I 11.21> = I 29792.0f (5) 
A-BVoluma Segm. Length VMT Dir. A·B 

From A (a,4) From B·a1(I) 

YIlT DIrection B·A = (I 39901 .. I 11 .21> = I 44688.01 (6) 
B-A Volume Sogm. Length VMT Oir. B-A 

From (5) 

Pt.1T DIrection A-B = (I 297921 .. 1 
From B-a 1(16) 

1.2> = I 35750A (7) 
VMT Oir. A·B Pa ••. I Vehiclo PMT Oir. A·B 

From (6) From B-al (16) 

PMT Direction B·A = ( I 446881 .. 
I 1.21> = I 53625.61 (8) 

VMTDlr. B-A Pa ••. I V.hlclo PMTDlr. B·A 

From (5) From (6) 

Total VMT = ( 1 297921 + 1 446881) = I 744801 (9) 
(Both Direction.) VMT Oir. A·B VMT Dir. B-A TotalVMT 

From (9) Table AI6 

Annual VMT = (I 744801 I I O.t41 .. I 3651> = I 1941BOOOOI (10) 
(Both Direction. ) Total VMT Total Volume as Day. por year AmualVMT 

a % oIAADT 



FORM B-AQ 
Air Quality MOEs for Segment #1 under BASELINE Conditions per mode 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION I Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 
BASELINE YEAR 1 19901 

From B-02(1 0) 

Emissions lor SOY mode = <I 1941800001 * I 3.871/1 907 ,200[ > = I 828.351(1) 
SOY Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' SOY VMT) per year 
From 8-02(10) 

Emissions for HOY mode = <I 01 * I 3.871/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(2) 
HOV Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsfTon Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' HOV VMT) per year 
From 8-02(10) 

Emissions for HOT mode = <I 01 * I 3.871/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(3) 
HOT Annual VMT Emissions rate grams/Ton Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' HOT VMn per year 

From B-b(14) 

Emissions for Bus mode = <I 01 * I 24.91/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(4) 
Bus Annual VMT Emissions rate grams/Ton Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' Bus VMT) per year 

From B·c(14) 

Emissions for LRT mode = <I 01 * I 01/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(5) 
LRT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsfTon Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' LRT VMT) per year 
From B·d(14) 

Emissions for CRT mode = <I 01 * I 316,51/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(6) 
CRT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of pollutants 

(grams' CRT VMT) per year 

From 8-e(10) 

Emissions for Bike mode = <I 01 * I 01/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(7) 
Bike Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' Bike VMn per year 
From B-I(10) 

Emissions for Ped mode = <I 01 * I OJ! I 907,2001> = I 0.001(8) 
Ped Annual PMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of pollutants 

(grams' Ped PMT) per year 

Emission rates per mode are given in Table RS in grams per mile. These are: 
3,87 for SOY, HOY, and HOT modes. 

24.9 lor Bus. 

0.0 for LRT, Bike, and Pedestrian modes. 
316.5 for CRT with one diesel locomotive. 



FORM B-S 
Safe~ MOEs for S~ment #1 under BASEUNE Conditions per mode 

CORRIDOR IDENTlFICATlOH I Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 

BASELINE YEAR 19901 

From 8-82(10) From~10) 

Crnhn for SOY mode = <I 1941sooool * I 0000001461> = I 283.50281(1) Fatallti .. for SOY mode = <I 1941800001 * I 1.13E.osl> = I 2.1942341(9) 
SOY Annual VMT Crash rata lor SOY Crashes per year SOY Annual VMT Fatality rate for SOY Fatalities per year 

(crashes per VMT) (fatalltles per VMT) 
From 8-a2PO) From B.a2~10} 

CrahMi for HOV mode =<1 01 * I \> = I 01(2) F ..... for HOV mode =<1 01 * I I> = I 01(10) 
HOV Annual VMT Crash rate for HOV Crashes per yeQI HOV Annual VMT Fatalily rate for HOV Fatalities per year 

(cnosho& per VM1) (fatalities per VMT) 

From B-a2t101 From B-a2l10! 

Cruhal for HOT mod. = <I 01*1 I> = I 01(3) flllalltl .. for HOT mode = <I 01 * I I> = I 01(11) 
HOT Annual VMT Crash tale for HOT Crashes per year HOT Annual VMT Fatality rate for HOT Fatalities per year 

(cl'88het per VMT) (Ia ...... per VMT) 
From~14) From !!:!!!14! 

C,..he. for Bus mode = <I 01 * I 0.00002481> = I 01(4) F ... Hliu for Bus mode = <I 01 * I o ooOOOOO4BI> = I 01(12) . 
Bus AnnuaJ VMT Crash rate for Bus Crashes per year Bus Annual VMT Fatality rate for Bus Fatalities per year 

(cruh81 per VMT) (fatalities per VMT) 
From B-cP4} From~141 

CruhM tor LRT mode = <I 01 * I 0.0000292~1 > = I 01(5) FmAdM lOt LRT mode = <I 01 * I o·(1(J()()()()Z'..sI> = I 01(13) 
LRT Annual VMT Crash rate for LRT C<aBhes per year LRT AMuaJ VMT Fatality rate for LRT Fatalities per year 

("""",,, perVMT) (f_perVMT) 

From B-dl'4} From B-d~14l 

Cr .. hes for CRT mod. = <I 01 * I o 000009181> = I 01(6) Fetalltl_ for CRT mod. = <I 01 * I 00000003121> = I 01(14) 
CRT Annual VMT Crash rate for CRT Crashes per year CAT Annual VMT Fatality rate for CRT FataI"les per year 

(..-perVM1) (fBlal_ perVM1) 

From B-elll~ From B-e~11~ 

Cruh .. for Bike mod. = <I 01 * I 01> = I 01(7) FIdlIIIiu for Bike mod. = <I 01 * I 01> = I 01(15) 
Bike Annual VMT Crash rate for Bike Crashes per year Bike Annual VMT Fatality rate for Bike Fatalities per year 

(crashes per VMT) (fatalitle8 per VMT) 

From B-f~l1l From B-f~ll! 

cruhellor Peel mode =<1 01 * I 01> = I 01(8) fatl;ItUes lor Peel mode = <I 01*1 01>= I 01(16) 
PadAnouaJ PUT Crash rate for Pad Crashes per year Ped Annual PUT Fatality rate for Ped Fatalities per year 

(crashes per PMT) (fatalities per PMT) 

Crashe. and fatality rates per million miles traveled per mode are given In Tables Rl and 51. Cl'88h rates are as follows: Fatality rates are as folloW8: 
0.00000124 arxl 0.00000271 for R...-aI and Urban hi~ys. respectively. 0.0000000:281 ar.d 0.0000000118 tor RlraI and UrbM highways. reepecl:lve1y. 
0.0000248 ncidants per AMual VMT lor Bus. o 000000043 incIdenaa per Annual VllT tor BUll. 

0.00002924 incidents per.Amual VMT for LAT. 0.Q00000235 Vlcidents per AmuaI vvr for LAT. 
0.00000918 incidents per AMuaI VMT for CRT. 0.000000312 incidents per Annual VMT milu for CRT. 
No rates aval1able for Bike and Pedestrian mod9S. Use 0.00. No rates available for Bike and Pedestrian mod ... Use 0.00. 



FORM C, Tabl" for ~A"~I II.I~ , Travel Conditions #1 

CORRIDOR KJENTFICATtON IUncoin AvonlJ&oAcadem~ Blvd corridor 1 
EMELINE YEAR 1 .9901 
MOE. 

Pi SOY HOV HOT BUS LRT CRT BIKE ~. 
IFromA" .• } FromAI3 .• } IFromAl3.,} From Ala .• } . ", .. , .... h' 

,. A-. 2860 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 

IFromAI""} From AI".} I From AI4.'} From AI ... } • ". h ....... 39901 0 0 C C 0 0 ( 

IFrom I ,8-.,n4} I From 8-.10} 

~.-' ., .... (, .. ) 0 •• 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 onn 000 0.00 

.... ",.} IFroml ,8-.H'5} IFrom B-bl0} From""O' From IkIIBl 

._' ..... 1 ... ' 0 .• 6 0 .00 0.00 0.001 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 

,...,,01 From I , ...... From ... 11., 

-">-"- , .... 4261 c C n n 0 0 0 

From ..... 14} 'From "'a2I4} From ..... 14} IFrom "',110} IFroml , "''''5} From "'''51 
V ... ,n-A 650 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IFrom ..... ,,} From 8-a2I6} From"'''I'} From , 8-,l1n IFrom 8-dlH' IFrom 6-.10} 

V ••• A ... 29792 0 0 r 0 0 0 

IFrom e ' '''IO} From 6-a216} I From B''''IO} From , 6-el7l 

V.h. ,.-A 446881 0 0 C C 0 0 

From 8-.2In I From 8-.211l IFrom 6-.2(1} I From 8-.14} 

" A-B 1m",' 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 

F,om B''''12} IFrom 6-a212} From B,"12} 'From B·bI'} F,om 6-,(4} From 8-.14} From 6-.12} From 6-112} 

, .... (m''''' 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

From 6-.1(' 2} .From 8-., 112} From 6-.1('2} From 6-bl7l IFrom 8-,m From 6-dl71 

Aver_' , ...... .0 •• 0.33 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 
.0 IFrom 8-e(0} IFroM "-"'AI 

"--...,..,Oy , ' ...... B-A 0 .50 0 .00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0 .00 

From8-a2m From 8-02m From ..... m F,om .. bm, From "0/12' From.· .. , ... ,., IFrom .. U., 

P .... ..- · 'A·. 35750 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 

From 8-"'0' From 6-&2'. ' IFrom6-82'O' From I I.' 

P .... M ....... _.6-A 53626 0 0 01 0 0 0 C 

," 
IFrom 6-AolnlFrom 6-ACI2}IF,om B·ACIS} IFroml ,"'ACIO} 

, ...... {}OO.of, 828.31 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 .0 - " 
From "811' From ".'2' From R·S'" F,oro "815' 'From .. 81.' IFrom ".'7' IFromR-S'O' 

"' ..... Soam • 284 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

From B·Sl1l1 FromE ,0 .... " 0 .. , .. 8/141 From I ,R-SlI.' 
F ___ • (p .. y-) 22 0.01 0.0, 0.0 0 .0 0 ,0 0.0 0 .01 



FORM 0 
Expected Corridor Travel Conditions under the NO·BUILO Scenario (Segment #1) 

CORRIDOR IDE"TIFICATION IUncoln Avenu&-Academy Blvd corridor I 

ANAl. YSIS YEAR I ~l BASELINE YEAR I 19901 

EXPECTED % GROWTH IN SOY VEHICLE TRIPS (Between baseNne and anatysls years) ! lli!i1/100 = 1.541 (1) 

EXPECTED % GROWTH IN HOV VEHICLE TRIPS (Between baseline and analysis years) [ It 100 = 01 (2) 

EXPECTED % GROWTH IN HOT VEHICLE TRIPS (Between baseline and analysis years) 1/100 = 01 (3) 

EXPECTED % GROWTH IN BUS PASSENGER TRIPS (Between baseline and analysis years) It 100 = 01 (4) 

EXPECTED % GROWTH IN LRT PASSENGER mlPs (Between baseline and analysis y ..... ) 1/ 100 = 01 (5) 

EXPECTED % GROWTH IN CRT PASSENGER mlPs (BoIweon baselno..,d analysis y .... ) J 1 100 = 01 (6) 

EXPECTED.,. GROWTH IN BICYCLE PASSENGER mIl'S (lIeIw- baseline and 8/l8Iy9Is years) I 1/ 100 = 01 (7) 

EXPECTED.,. GROWTH IN PEDESTRIAN PASSENGER mIl'S (lIeIw- baseline and analysis years) I 1/100 = 01 (8) 

FUTURE TRAVEL CONDITIONS FOR AVAILABLE MODES FOR SEGMENT #1 
(TrVs lor analysis perlod) -

(Reference columns 3 and 4 from fann A are for s.gment t. For s.gments 2 and 3 th .... will be 5, 6 and 7, 8 respectively) 

FromA(a,3) (From (1) I A~Dlr From Afa,4) (rom (1) I SA Dlr 

SOY = 1 26601*( 1 + 1,54 ) = 1 6756.~ (9) =1 39901* (1 + 1.54 ) = I 10134.61 (10) 
Trips A-8 Oir. Exp. % Growth Future Volume Trips 8-A Dir. Exp. % Growth Futul'Q Volume 

jFromA(b,,) I From (2) , A~9 DIr (romA(br ,From (2) I B-A [)ir 

HOV = o • (1 + o ) = I 01 (11) = 0*(1+ o ) = I 01 (12) 
TrfpsA·B DO. Exp. % Growth Future Volume Trfps B·A 00. Exp. % Growth Futwe Volume 

(romA(C,3( ,From (3) , A-B DIr IFromA(Cr IFrom
(3) f B-ADJr 

HOT = 0* (1 + o ) = I 01 (13) = 0*( 1 + o )= I 01 (14) 
Trfps A-B Dir. Exp. % Growth Future Volume Trfps B-A Dir. Exp. % Growth Futt.n Volume 

,From A(d,,) (rom (.) I A·a DIr FromA(d,4) ,From (4) , B-A Dlr 

BUS = 0*( 1 + o ) = I 01 (15) -I 01* ( 1 + o ) = I 01 (16) 
Trips A-B DIr. Exp. % Growth Future Bus Votume Trips B·A Dir. Exp. % Growth Future Bus Volume 

FromA{e,3) ,From (5) , A08Dlr FromA(e,4) ,From (5) , B~A Dir 

LRT = I 0[* ( 1 + o ) = I 01 (m I 01* (1 + o ) = I 01 (18) 
TripsA-B Dlr. Exp. % Growth Future LRT Volume Trips B-A Oir. Exp. % Growth Future LRT Volume 

I From A(f,3} ,From(S) I A-B Dir FromA~,4) ,From (S) , B-A Dir 

CRT = 0*( 1 + o )= I 01 (19) =1 01* ( 1 + o ) = I 01 (20) 
Trfps A·B Dir. Exp . .,. Growth Future CRT VolOOle Trips B·A 00. Exp. % Growth Future CRT Volume 

BIKE = 
,From A(g,,) 

0*( 1 + 
~ A-BDlr 

o ) = I 01 (21) 
(,omA(ar 

= 0*(1 + 
~ B-ADlr 

o ) = I 01 (22) 
TrfpsA-B D~. Exp. % Growth Future BIte VoUne Trips B-A Dir. Exp • .,. Growth Future Bike Volume 

rromA(h,,) rrom(8} , A-B Dlr I From A{h'j' IFrom{S} I B-A Dlr 

PED = 0*( 1 + o ) = I 01 (23) = 0*( 1 + o ) = I 01 (24) 
T,..,sA-B Oil". Exp. % GroWlh Future Ped Volume Trfps B·A D~. Exp. % Growth Future Peel Volume 



FORM E-a1 SOV 
MOEs for Segment #1 under the NO-BUILD Conditions for Passenger Cars (Part 1) 

CORRIDOR IDEI'mFICATION I Lincoln Avenue-Academ;t Blvd corridor I 
ANALYSIS YEAR I 20201 

From So.1!1) 
LENGTH OF SEGMENT I 11 .21 (1) TYPE OF LANES I SOY I (2) 

(Mil •• ) (Indicate lane type: SOY. HOY, or HOT) 

From So.1(2) From Soa1 (3) 

NUMBER OF LANES I 21 (3) I 21 (4) 
DIRA-8 DIRSoA 

From Soa1J6) 

VEHICLE CAPACITY I 80001 (5) 
PER DIRECTION DlRA-B 

Capacity in vehicles per analysis period 

From B-.1(7) 

1 80001 (6) 
DIR SoA 

FREE-FLOW SPEED I 701 

Capacity In vehicles per analysis period 

(7) 
(Posted speed + 5) (Mil H,) 

Free-Aow C5tJ = ( 11 .2 I 0 70 )= 1 0.161(8) 
Travel TIme Length of FFSpeed FFTI (hrs) 

Segmenl 

Paramat8ra for the Alpha =1 0.841(9) Bola = 1 5.51 (10) 
highway travel Ume function 
(VaJuQS recommended for freeways 8f9 0.84 for Alpha and 5.5 tor Beta respectively. 599 Tab/9 R11) 

From D (9) From (5) 

VIC Ratio = (I 6756.41 I 1 80001) = 1 0.841 (11) 
Analysis A-8 Volume Capacity VIC Ratio A-8 

From 0 (10) From (6) 

VIC Rdo = (I 101351 I 1 8000i> = 1 1.271 (12) 
Analysis SoA Volume Capacity VIC Ratio 8-A 

(Reterence. D(9) and 0(10} are for SOY. For HOV and HOT the.e will be O(II}, 0(12}, and 0(13}, 0(14}, re.pec~v.ly .. 

~ ~ 
From (11) 

Travel Time =( 0.16*(1+ 0.84*( 1 0.844551) A 

(rom PO) 1 Dlr. A-B 

5.5 » = 1 0.213071 (13) 
FFn (hrs) Alpha VIC Ralio A-B Bola Travel Tme 

~ F,om(9) From (12) 1 From (10) I 01,. SoA 

Travel Time =( 0.16*(1+1 0.841*( I 1.266831) A 5.5 ) ) = 1 0.653561 (14) 
FFn (hrs) Alpha VIC Ralio B-A Beta TraVelTIme 



FORM E-a2 SOV 
MOEs for Segment #1 under the NO-BUILD Conditions for Pass. Cars (Part 2) 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION 1 Lincoln Avenue·Academy Blvd corridor 1 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

From E·al(l) From E·al(13) Dir.A·B 

Speed = (I 11.21 I 1 0.213068741> = 1 52.571 (1) 

Segm Length Travel Time (Miles I Hour) 

From E'al(l) From E·al(14) DI •. B·A 

Speed = (I 11.21 I 1 0.653560861> = 1 17.141 (2) 

Sagm Leng1h Travel lime (Miles I Hour) 

From D (9) From E·al (13) 

VHT DI.acHon A·B = (I 6756.41 * 1 0.213068741> = 1 1439.581 (3) 
Future A-8 Volume TravelTime VHT Dir. A·B 

From D (10) From E-a1(14) 

VHT Direction B-A = (I 10134.61 * 1 0.653560861) = 1 6623.581 (4) 
FulUre B-A Volume Travel Time VHTDir.B-A 

(References D(9) and D(10) are for SOV. For HOV and HOTthese will be D(II), D(12), and D(13), D(14), respectively.) 

From D (9) From E-al (1) 

VMT Direction A-B = (I 6756.41 * 1 11.21>= 1 75671.681 (5) 
Future A-B Volume Segm. Leng1h VMT Dir. A-B 

From D (10) From E-al(l) 

VMT Direction B-A = ( 1 10134.61 * 1 11.21>= 1 113507.521 (6) 
Future B-A Volume Segm. Length VMT Dir. B-A 

From (5) From B-al(16) 

PMT Direction A-B = ( 1 75671.681 * 1 1.21> = 1 90806.0161 (7) 
VMT Dir.A-B Pass. I Vehicle PMT Dir. A-B 

From (6) From B-al(16) 

PMT Direction B-A = (I 113507.521 * 1 1.21> = 1 136209.0241 (8) 
VMT Dir. B-A Pass. I Vehicle PMT Dir. B-A 

From (5) From (6) 

Total VMT = (I 75671.681 + 1 113507.521> = 1 189179.21 (9) 
(30th Directions) VMTDir. A-B VMT Dir. B-A Total VMT 

From (9) 

Annual VMT = ( 1 189179.21 I 1 0.141 * 1 3651> = 14932172001 (10) 
(Both Diractions) Total VMT Total Volume as Days per year AnnualVMT 

a%ofAADT 



FORM E-AQ 
Air Quality MOEs for Segment #1 under NO-BUILD Conditions per mode 

CORRIDOR IDENTIRCATlON IUncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 1 
AIIALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

From E-a2(10) 

Eml •• lons for SOY mode = <I 4932172001 * I 3871/1 907,2001> = I 2104.001(1) 
SOy Annual VMT Emissions rata grams/Ton Tons of pollutants 

(grams' SOY VMn peryaar 

From E-a2(10! 

907,2001> = I EmIuIon.'or HOV mode = <I 01 * 1 3.871/1 0_00/<2) 
HOV Annual VMT Emlsskxls rate gramslTon Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams, HOV VMl) peryaar 

From E-a2(10) 

EmIaolone lor HOT mode =<1 01 * 1 3871/1 907,2001> = 1 0.001(3) 
HOT Annual VMT Emlssions rate grams/Ton Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams' HOT VMn per year 
From E-b(14) 

Err.I .. lona for Bus mode = <I 01 * I 24.91/1 907,2001> = I 0.00/<4) 
Bus Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of pollutants 

(grams' Bus VMT) per year 
From E-C(14! 

Eml •• lons for LRT mode = <I 01 * I 01/1 907,2001> = I 0.001 (5) 
LAT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tans of pollutants 

(grams' LRT VMT) per year 

From E-d(14! 

ErrJ.sions for CRT mode = (I 01 * I 316.51/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(6) 
CRT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramslTon Tons 01 pollutants 

(grams, CRT VMn peryaar 

From E-e(10! 

Emissions for Bike mode =(1 01 * 1 0/1 1 907,2001> = I 0.001(7) 
Bike Annual VMT Emissions rate grams/Ton Tons of pollutants 

(grams' Bike VMl) per year 
From E-f(10) 

Eml.llona for Pad mode = (I 01 * I 0/1 I 907,200f> = I 0.001(8) 
Pod Annual PMT Emissions rate grams/fon Tons of pollutants 

(grams' Pod PMT) per year 

Emission rates per mode are given in Tabla RSln grams per mile. These are: 

3.87 for SOY, HOV, and HOT modes. 

24.9 for Bus. 

0.0 lor LRT, Bike. and Pedestrian modes. 
316.5 lor CRT with one diesel locomotive. 



FORM E-S 
Safety MOEs for Segmen.!. #1 unde!.!':!O-BUILD Conditions per mode 

CORRIDOR IDENT1ACATlON I Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 

ANALYSIS YEAR 20201 

Hom E-a2(1QJ HomE"'I'O) 
Crash •• for SOY mode = <I 4932172001 *1 0000001461> = I 720.097,,21<, ) Fat .. ltl .. for SOY mode = <I 4932172001 *1 113E-06I> = I 5.573354361(9) 

SOY Annual VMT Crash rate for SOY Crashes per year SOY Annual VMT Fatality rate for SOY Fatalities per year 
(crashes per VMT) (fataliliea per VMl) 

From E-e2PO) FftIm E-e2{10! 

CruhH for HOY mode = <I 01*1 01> = I 01(2) FaIaNtln for HOY mode = <I 01*1 01> = I 01(10) 
HOV Annual YMT Crash rate for HOV Crash" par year HOV Annual VMT Fatality rate for HOV Fatalities pet year 

(crashes per VMT) (fatalities per VMT) 

From E-a2!10) FromE~!I01 

CraehM tot HOT mode = <I 01*1 ~I> = 1 01(3) fIItIIII_ tor HOT mode = <I 01*1 01>= 1 01(11) 
HOT Annual YMT Crash rate for HOT Crash .. par year HOT Annual VMT Fatality rate tor HOT Fatalities per year 

(crashes per VMT) (fatalities per VMT) 

From e-b!'4l From E~141 

CI'8IheI tor But moda = <I 01*1 o 00002481> = 1 01(4) fftIIR6M tor Bus modt =<1 01*1 o 00Il0000431> = I 01(12) 
Bus Annual VMT Crash rate for Bus Crashe, per )'Bar Bus Annual WT Fatality late lor Bus Fatalities per year 

{cr.shas per VMT} (fatalities per \lMT} 

From E-c!'41 From E~141 

CruhH 10r LRT modi =<1 01 *1 o 000029241> = I 01<5) Fm",. for LRT mode = <I 01*1 o.o:JOooo235l> = I 01<,3) 
lRT Annual VMT Crash rata for 1.RT Crashes '* year lRT AMull VMT Fa1dy ml kif lRT Fataliies per y&aI 

(orashes per VMT) (fe,taliiel per VMT) 

From E-d(14) From e-d!141 

Cruhulor CRT modi = <I 01 *1 0000009161> = 1 01<6) Fatalltlulor CRT mode = <I 01*1 0.0000003121> = I 01(14) 
CRT Anooal VMT Crash rate tor CRT CrBShel per year CRT AmuaI VMT Fatally rate lor CRT Fatalities pet year 

Icwhoo ... VM11 (fatalillea per VMl) 

From E""01 Fro~ E-e'10) 

Crash .. for Bike modi = <I 01*1 01> = I 01(7) Fat8l1d,,'or Bike medii = <I 01*1 01> = I 01(16) 
Bike Annual VMT Crash rate for Bike Crashea per year Bike Annual VMT Fatality rate fOr Bike Fatalities per year 

1 ........ ... VM11 1-... VM11 
From E-tI'0} From e-5'2l 

er.sh .. fOf' hd mode = <I 01*1 01> = I 01(8) F ... IIII,,'or Pld modi = <I 01*1 nl> = I 01(16) 
Pad Annual PMT Crash rate lor Ped Crashes per year Pad Annual PMT Crash rate lor Pad Fatalities per year 

(crashes per PMl) ( ........ ... PM!) 

Craehn end fatally rates per m'llon miies lraveled per mode a .. gIwn i1 Tablas R1 and 81 . Crash rat. are as 1oIowa: FatalMy rates are u: follows: 
0.00000124 and 0.00000271 for Rural and Urban highways, respllCllvely. 0.0000000261 and 0.0000000116 lor Aural and Urban highways, respectively. 

0.0000248 Incidents per Annual VMT for Bu • . 0.000000043 Incident. Plf Annual VMT lor Bu •• 

0.00002924 Incid8nls per Annual VMT for LRT. 0.0CI00CI0235 ~. pet Annual VMT tor LAT. 
0.()()(I()OS18 1nddents per Annual VMT tor CAT. 0.Q00000312 incidIInts per Annual VMT mllet tor CRT. 
Ha rates a¥llable lor Blk. and Pedestrian model. Use 0.00. No ..... avMabia for BIke and PedastTIan modes. Use 0.00. 



;" ...... F 'Table of MOEs for NO-BUILD I ravel Conditions #1 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION I Uncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

1=: 'PERIOO 
SOY HOY HOT ..!!!!S LRT ~ ~ ;y . . ~'. 

From 1)(9) I From 0(11) From 0 (13) 'From 1)(15) I From 0 (17\ I From 0 (10) I From 0 (21) I From 0 (23) 

• Seam 1 A-B FromD~ 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 

I From 0 (12' From 0 114' From 0 116' From OI1B' From 0 (201 I From 0 (22' I From 0 (24' 

" B-A 101351 0 0 0 0 0 

From E-a1(13) I From E-a1(13) I From E-a1(13) From E-b(6) I From E-o(6) I From E-d(6) From E-o(3) From E-I(3) 

Travol' 11 A-B (hrs) 0.211 0.00 o.oe 0.00 o.oe o.oe o.oe o.oe 
IFrom E-01(14) I From E-01(14) IFrom E-a1(14) From E-b(B) IFrom E-o(B) From E-<I(B) From E ... (3) From E-1(3) 

11 B-A (bra) 0.1 ).00 0.00 0.00 o.oe o.oe o.oe o.oe 
I From E-a2(3' From E-a2(3' I From E-a2(3' I From E-bl1 01 From E-c1101 From E-<l11 01 From ;.0(4' From E-I(4' 

Veh. Hou .. Ttaveled 8egm 1 A-B 1440 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 
IFrom E-a2(4) From E-a2(4) From E-a2(4) IFrom E-b(10) From E-o(lO) From E-<I(10) IFrom E-o(5) From E-1(5) 

Veh. Hours Travaled 80gm 1 B-A 6624 C 0 C 0 0 0 e 
I From E-a2(5' I From E-a2(5) From E-a2(5) IFrom E-b(l1) From E-o(11) From E-<lI11\ I From E-o(6) 

Veh. Mil •• Travel.d Seam 1 A-B 75672 e 0 0 0 0 0 

From 1'-<>216' From E-a2(B' From E-a2(6' I From E-b11 1) From E-ol1l1 I From E-dl1l1 I From E ... m 
Veh. Mil .. Traveled Seam 1 B-A 1135081 0 0 0 

From E-a2(l) I From E-a2(l) From E-a2(l) From E-b(4) From EoO(4) IFrom E-<I(4) I From E-o(2) IFrom E-I(2) 

Avar .. o' 11 A-B (mUhr) 53 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 

From E-a2121 'From E-02(21 I From E-a2(2) From E-b(41 I From E-,(41 IFrom E-dI4) From E ... (2) I From E-1I21 
l Sogm 1 B-A (m""r) 17 0 0 0 0 C 0 e 

I From E-oll11 I From E-a1(l1' IFrom E-01l11) From E-bm IFrom EoOm From E-<lm 

I 1 80am 1 A-B 0.8~ ).00 o.oe 0.00 o.oe o.oe 
IFrom E-01l12' From E-o"'2' From E-a1l12' From E-bIB' From E-,(B' From "-d(B' 

Avoraa. CODacltv I 1 8.om 1 B-A 1.2~ 1.00 0.00 ).00 o.oe o.oe 
I From E-a2m From E-a2I7) From E-02(7) I From E-b(12) From E-o(12) From E-<I(12) I From E-<I(6) From E-I(6) 

• 8egm 1 A-B 90806 e 0 c 0 0 0 c 
I From E-a2(B) I From E-a2(8) From E-a2(B) I From F_hl1?\ F" I E-,(12) From E-d(12) IFrom E-em From E-Im 

~. 
11 B-A 136209 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.. ',' YLI" ,' 

I From I-AQI1' From E-AQ(2' I From I-AQ(3' I From I -AQ(5,1 From 1 E-AQmIFrom E-AQ(B' 

~'ftOn ... I I 2104.01 0.01 1.01 0.01 ).01 ).0 l.Ol 0.0 

From E-S(1\ I From E-SI2) I From E-8(3) From E-S(4) I From &S15) I From E-S(6) From E-8m I From E-8(8) 
Cra.ho, 80gm 1 720 0 0 0 0 C 0 e 

From E-8(O) From E-8(lO' I From E-S(11) From E-8(12) I From E-8(13) From I • E-S(16' 
., (Par Yo.r' 5.6 ).0 0.1 ).0 1.0 0.' 0.0 o.e 



FORM G-1 
Expected Corridor Travel Conditions under an Alternative Scenario for Segment #1 (Part 1) 

COR~IJOR IDENnFICATIOH IUncoln Avenu.Academv Blvd conidor 1 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

NEW MODE OR ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED 
(Enler onlil 0': Addillonal capacity (SQY:.!::!QY. or.!::!QD Lanu, ,~ CRD. Bike path, or Pedeslrlan walkway) 

Convert vehir:/e tri/M to paaenger trips Direction A-B Direction B-A 
From D19! From 8-811'61 From 0(10) From B-a'(I~ 

SOY tripe (NO-Build seen.rlo) = I 6756.41 · I 121 = 1 8107.881 (1) = I 10134.6~ · I 1.21 =1 12161.521 (2) 
(Vehicle trips) SOV veh. occupancy (Passenger tripa) A-B (Vehicle trips) SOY veh. occup. (PasHngar trips) A-B 

FromD!11! From 8-31,,61 From D(12) From B-al(16) 

HOY tr.ps (NO-Build scenario) = I 01 · I 2.51 = 1 01 (3) = I 01 · I 2.51 = I 01 (4) 
(Vehicle trips) HOY veh. occupancy (Passenger trips) A-B (Vehicle trips) HOY veh. occup. (PaIse~ trips) A-B 

From D(13) From 8-81(16) From 0(14) From B-al(16) 

HOT trIps (NQ.Bulld IICIIMI'lo) =1 01 · I 2.51 = 1 01 (5) • I 01 • I 2.51 ;;1/ 01 (6) 
(Vehicle trips) HOT veh. occupancy (Passenger trips) A-8 (Vehlcleb1Js) HOT veh. OIlCUP. (Passenger trips) A-B 

CIJlcuIar. the total number 01 passenger tt1pIJ fDI' ths No-BuIId SI:INWIrJ. 
DIrection A-B DIrection B-A 
From (1) From~ 

SOY trl~ (NO-Build sc.nll'lo) II I 8107.681 (7) • I 12161.521 (8) 
(Passln~er tips) + + 

I 
From !3l 

01 I 
From~4l 

01 (I.) HOY trips (HO-Bulld scs ..... o) = (9) = 
(Passer.~ trlPI) + + 

=1 
From ~5l 

01 (11) I 
From ~6) 

01 (12) HOTtrlpe (NO-Bulld acenarlo) = 
(Passln~'r Irlps) + + 

From 0(15) From 0(16) 

Bus trl~ (NO-Build seenlrlo) = I Or (13) = I 01 (14) 
(Passer.;er rips) + + 

From 0(17) From 0(18) 

LRT trips (NO-Build $Cenulo) DI 01 (15) = I 01 (18) 
(Passlnger trips) + + 

From Ci19l From O{20l 
CRT tripe (ND-Bulld scenario) = 1 01 (11) = I 01 (18) 
(Passen;;:srtrlps) + + 

From 0{211 Fromo~ 

Bike trips (NO-Build scenario) . 1 Or (19) • I 01 (2.) 
(Pule"'!;er IIIps) + + 

From 0(23) From 0(24) 

PlldUtr!sn trips (NO-Build SC8rN1r10) =1 01 (21) = I 01 (22) 
(Pa5Slf1G'sr trips) 

Totll number of tripe 1 (23) 1 12161.521 (24) 
"'~p .... ; A-B Tota! pass. trips B-A 

Pa'clntlge (In dec:lmll) of to1aI pass. trips expected 
to Iwl1ctl to th, n_ or Improwd mode allam.lYe. =1 I (25) = L=-:J (26) 

Number of tripe. using the From {231 From~l From {241 From !,g61 
new .It.m.tin by dlr.ctlon sl 8107.681 • I 01 • 1 01 (21) = I 12161.521 • I 01 = 1 01 (28) 

(Total pISS. trips) % of A-B II1ps Pass. b1ps for all. A·B (Total pass. trips) %of B-A IIIps Pass. trips for BIt. B ..... 

Enter change In the number of passenger ttlps for the highway modes due to the IJltern6tive COMideted. 

Increase/decrease In SOY pass. trips =1 01 (29) = I 01 (30) 
Changl in pass. trips A-B Change in pass. trips S-A 

Increase/decrease In HOY pass. bips - I 1 (31) • 1 1 (32) 
Change in pass. b1pe A-B Change In pass. trips S-A 

Increase/decrease in HOT pass. trips =1 1 (33) = 1 1 (34) 
Change In pass. trips A-B Change In pass. tripe B-A 

Converl passenger rripll for",. high WIly modo to nhH* trlpll Direction A·B Direction B-A 
From (29) From S-al(16~ From (30~ From B-a1(16) 

IncJdec. in SOY veh. trips =1 01 I 1 1.21 = 1 01 (35) = 1 01 I 1 1.21 = I 01 (36) 
Change In pass. trips SOY vBh. occupancy Change In SOY wh. b1ps A-B Change in pass. trips SOY VIIh. oocup. Change In SOY veh. trips 
From (31) From B-aljI6! From (32) From B-alj16) 

IncJdec. In HOY veh. trips = 1 01 I 1 2.51 = 1 01 (31) = 1 01 I 1 2.51 = I 01 (38) 
Change in pass. trips HOV vaII_ occupancy Change in HOV veh. trips A-B Change in pass. trips HOY wh. oocup. Change In HOV veh. trips 
From (33) From S-al(16) 

IncJdsc. In HOT veil. trips =1 01 I 1 2.51 = 1 01 (39) 
From {M! From B-a1{16l 

= 1 01 I 1 2.51 :I 1 01 (40) 
Change in pass. lrips HOT Yah. occupancy Change In HOT wh. trips A-B Change In pass. b1ps HOT veh. occup. Change In HOT veh. IlIps 



FORM G-2 
Expected Corridor Travel Conditions under an Alternative Scenario for Segment #1 (Part 2) 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION t Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 1 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

NEW MODE OR ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED Isov 1 
(Err,er one of: Additional capacity (SOY, HOV, or I-OT lanes), Transit system (Bus, LRT, or CRT). BIke path, or Pedestrian walkway) 

I Increase or R-ductlon Incre .. or Reduction 

Pweent of gener.ted highway trllffic due to AJ_native I 01 In Trlpa - A-B Direction In Trips - B-A Direction 

.1 
From G-1 (29) From G-1 (30) 

Expected inC19aseidecrease in the number of SOY passenger trips due to the alternative considered 01(1) I 01 (2) 

From G-t (31) From G-t (32) 

Expected increaseJdecrease in the nurmar of HOV passenger trips due to the alternative consld .... d 01(3) I 01 (4) 

From G-t (33) From G-t (34) 

Expected IncreaseJdecrease In the rumbar of HOT pa88enger trips due to the alternative considered 01(5) I 01 (6) 

Expected Increaseldecrease In the number of Bus passenger trips due to the alternative considered f £1(7) 1 \\1 (8) 

Explctad Incraase/dacTllase In the number of LRT passenger trips due to the aHarnatJve considered I 01(9) 1 !lI (10) 

Exptteted increasa/dltCl'eaS8 in the numbar of CRT passengertrlpa due to the alternative conaldwe~ £1(11) 1 21 (12) 

Expected Incrnsltldecrease In the numbar of Bike passenger trips ctJa to the ."amatlve conslderedl .91(13) I !!I (14) 

Expected increaseldecrease in the number of Pedestrian passenger trips due to the an. considered I £1(15) I @ (16) 

FUTURE TRAVEL CONDITIONS FOR EXISTING MODES FOR SEGMENT *1 
(Trips for analysis period under the aHernatlve scenario conditions) 

From 0 (9) From G-t (35) A-B Dudlon From D (10) From G-t (36) B-A Dll'Ktion 

SOV =(1 67561 + I 01 ) = 1 67561 (17) = ( I 101351 + I 01 ) = I 10134.61 (18) 
TrlpsA-B Dlr. Change In veh. trips Analysis SOY Volume Trips B-A Dlr. Change In wh. trips Analysis SOY Volume 

From D (11) From G-1 (37) A-B Direction From D (12) From G-l (38) B-A Direction 

HOV =(1 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (19) = ( I 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (20) 
Tl1psA-B Dlr. Change In veh. trips Analysis HOV Volum. Trips B-A Drr. Change In veh. trips Analysis HOY Volume 

From 0 (13) From G·l (39) A-B Dir.ction From 0 (14) From G·1 (40) B-A Dlrectton 

HOT =(1 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (21) = ( I 01 + I 01 )= I 01 (22) 
Trips A-B Olr. Change In veh. trips Analysis HOT Voklme Trips B-A Oir. Change In wh. trIps AnalysIs HOT Volume 

From 0 (15) From (7) A-B Ductlon From 0 (16) From (8) B-A Direction 

BUS = ( I 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (23) = ( I 01 + I 01 )= I 01 (24) 
Trips A-B Olr. Change in pass. trips Bus Analysis Voluma Trips B·A Olr. Change In pass. trips Bus Analysis Volume 

From 0 (17) From (9) A-B Direction From 0 (18) From (10) B-A Direction 

LRT =(1 01 + I 01 ) = 1 01 (25) = ( I 01 + I 01 )= I 01 (26) 
Trips A-B Olr. Change In pass. trips LRT Analysis Volume Trips B·A Olr. Change In pass. trips LRT Analysis Volume 

From 0 (19) From (11) A-B Direction From 0 (20) From (12) B-ADirectlon 

CRT = ( I 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (27) = ( I 01 + I 01 ) = 1 01 (28) 
Trips A-B Oir. Change in pass. trips CRT Analysis Volume Trips B·A Olr. Change In pass. tripe CRT Analysla Volume 

From 0 (21) From (13) A-B Direction From 0 (22) From (14) B-A Direction 

BIKE =(1 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (29) =( I 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (30) 
Trips A-B Olr. Change In pass. trips Bike Analysis Volume Trips B-A Oir. Change in pass. trips Bike AnalysIs Volume 

From 0 (23) From (15) A-B Dlrectton From 0 (24) From (16) B-A Direction 

PED = ( I 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (31) = ( I 01 + I 01 ) = I 01 (32) 
Trips A·B Oir. Change in pass. trips Pad Analysis Volume Trips B-A Olr. Change In pass. trips Ped Analysis Volume 



FORM H-a1 SOY 
MOEs for Segment #1 under the Alternative Scenario for Pass. Cars (Part 1) 

CORRIDOR IDENTlFlCATION I Lincoln Avenu ... Acad.m~ Blvd corridor I 
ANALYSIS YEAR I 20201 

LENGTH OF SEGMENT 
tomB-aW~1 (1 ) TYPE OF LANES I SOY I (2) 

(Miles) (lndicat. /an. typo: SOli, HOV, or HOT) 

NUMBER OF LANES I ~I (3) I ~I (4) 
DIRA-B DIR B-A 

CAPACITY PER LANE (Voh I Hr) I 200ii] (5) 
See ,qeffUflnCfl TIlbI6 R-11 

From 13! From l!?l FromA!I! DlRA-B 

VEHCLE CAPACITY (I 31 * I 20001 * I 21> = I 120001 (6) 
PER DIRECTION N_oILe_ Cap. per Lane N. 01 Hours CapacI1y In Vehicles 

per analysis period 

From 141 From (5) From A 111 DlR B-A 

(I 31 * 1 20001 * 1 21> = 1 120001 (7) 
N. of lanes Cap. per Lane N.ofHotn Capacity in Vehicles 

FREE-FLOW SPEED I 1!!1 
per analysis period 

(8) 
(Posted spoed • 6) (Mi/Hr) 

From {1} From {8} 

Fr .. -Flow = ( I 11.21 I 1 701>= 1 0.161(9) 
Travel Time Lenglh 01 FFSpeed FFTT (hrs) 

Segment 

P.,.m.tws for the ~ =1 ~,M1(10) Bela =1 5SI(11) 
Highway Trav" nme Function 
(VaJt;es recommended tormu/tilane freeways are 0.84101 A.pha and 5.5for Beta respectively. See Table Rtl) 

From G-2 (17) From 161 

VIC Ratio A-B = (I 6756.41 I I 120001> = 1 0.561 (12) 
A-8 Volume Capacily VIC Ratk> A·B 

From G-2 (18) From El 
VIC Roll. B-A = (I 10134.61 I 1 120001> = 1 0.841 (13) 

f3.AVolume Capacily VIC Ratio B-A 

(Roloronc_, G(17) and G(18) are for SOY. For HOVand HOTth,so will be G(19), G(20) andG(21), G(22), ro'poc"vely) 

From {9) From !I01 From !121 From !111 Dlr. A-B 

TravelTIme = (I 0.1601* (1+ 1 0.641* ( I 0.561> " I 5.51> > = I 0.1661 (14) 
FFTT (hrs) ~ v,c Ralio A-B Bela TravelTme 

From (9) From (101 From (13) From 1111 Dir. B·A 

TravelTIme = ( I 0.1601*(1+ I 0.841* ( 1 0.641> " I 5.51> > .. I 0.2131 (15) 
FFTT (hrs) Alpha V,c Ratio B-A Bela Travel Time 



FORM H-a2 SOV 
MOEs for Segment #1 under the Alternative Scenario for Pass. Cars (Part 2) 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION I Uncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd conidor I 
ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

From H-a1!1l From H-a1(14) Dlr_ A-B 

Speed = (I 11_21 I I 0_1661) = I 67_61 (1) 
Sogm Langth Traval Tlme (Mlle.! Hour) 

From H-a1!1l From H-a1(15) Dlr_ B-A 

Speed =(1 11_21 I 1 0.213/) = I 52.61 (2) 
Segm Langth TravelTIme (Miles! Hour) 

(References G(I7) and G(IS) are for SOv. For HOVand HOT these will be G(19), G(20) and G(21), G(22), respectively) 

From G-2 (17) From H-a1(14) 

VHT Direction A-B = (I 6756.41 * I 0.1661) = I 1119.61 (3) 
Analysis Volume A-B Travel Time VHT Dir. A-B 

From G-2 P8l From H-a1(15) 

VHT OfrecHon B-A = (I 10134_61 * 1 0.2131) = I 2159.41 (4) 
Analysis Volume B-A Travaillme VHTDlr. B-A 

, 
From G-2 (17) From H-a1(1) 

YIlT DirecHan A-B = ( I 6756.41 * I 11 .21> = I 75671 .71 (5) 
Analysis Volume A-B Sagn. Length VMT Dlr. A-B 

From Q-2 (18) From H-a1(1) 

VMT Direction B-A = ( I 10134.61 * I 11 .2) = I 113507.51 (6) 
Analysis Volume B-A Segm. l ength VMTDlr. B-A 

From (51 From B-a1116) 

PMT IlirecHon A-B = (I 75671.71 * 1 1.2J) = I 90806.01 (7) 
VMT Dlr. A-B Pass. ! Vehicle PMT Dlr. A-B 

From (6) From B-a1 (1S) 

PMT Direction B-A = ( I 113507.51 * I 1.21) = I 136209.01 (8) 
VMTDlr. B-A Pass. ! Vehicle PMTDlr. B-A 

From (5) From (S) 

Total VMT = (I 75671 .681 + 1 113507.521) = I 189179.21 (9) 
(Both Di'ections) VMT Dlr. A-B VMTDlr. B-A Tola! VMT 

From (9) 

AnnualVMT = ( I 189179.21 I I 0.141 * I 3651) = 14932172001 (10) 
(Both Directions) TotalVMT Total Volume as Days par year AnnualVMT 

a % ofAADT 



FORMH-AQ 
Air Quality MOEs for Segment #1 under the Alternative per mode 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION IUncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 
ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

From H·a2(10) 

Emissions for SOY mode = <I 4932172001 * 1 3.871/1 907,2001> = I 2104.001(1) 
SOY Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of pollu1ants 

(grams I SOY VMT) per year 

From H-a2!1 01 

907,2001> = I 0.001(2) emissions for HOV mode = <I 01 * I 3.871/1 
HOV Annual VMT Emissions rate gramslTon Tons of pollutants 

(grams I HOV VMT) per year 

From H-a2(10) 

emissions for HOT mode = <I 01 * I 3.871/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(3) 
HOT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of poIlu1ants 

(grams I HOT VMT) per year 

From H-b(141 

Emissions tar Bus mode = <I 01 * I 24.91/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(4) 
Bus Annual VMT Emissions rate gramstron Tons of pollutants 

(grams I Bus VMT) per year 
From H-c(14) 

Emissions for LRT mode = <I 01 * I 01/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(5) 
LRT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of pollutants 

(grams I LRT VMT) peryesr 
From H-d(141 

emissions for CRT mod. = <I 01 * I 316.51/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(6) 
CRT Annual VMT Emissions rate gramslTon Tons of pollutants 

(grams I CRT VMT) per year 
From H·e(10) 

Emissions for Bike mode = <I 01 * I 01/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(7) 
Bike Annual VMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of poUutants 

(grams I Bike VMT) per year 
From H·f(10) 

Emissions for Ped mode = <I 01 * I 01/1 907,2001> = I 0.001(8) 
CRT Annual PMT Emissions rate gramsITon Tons of pollutants 

(grams I Ped PMT) per year 

Emlss:on rates per mode are given in Table RS in grams per mile. These are: 

3 .87 for SOV, HOV, and HOT modes. 

24.9 for Bus. 

0.0 for LRT, Bike. and Pedestrian modes. 

316.5 for CRT with one diesel locomotive. 



FORM H-S 
Safety MOEs for Segment #1 under the Alternative per mode 

CORRIDOR IDENT'-=ICATlON I Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 

ANALYSIS YEAR 20201 

From "'02(10\ From "'02(1 0\ 

Craahn for SOY mode = (L 493217200] *1 0000001461> = I 720.11(1) Fatalities for SOY mode = (I 4932172001 * I 1.13E.()IjI> = I 5.571(9) 
SOY Annual VMT Crash rate for SOY Crashes per year SOY Annual VMT FatalIty rate for SOY Fatalities per year 

(crashes per VMT) (fatalitles per VMT) 
From H·a2~1 O} From H-a2~1 O~ 

CrashM for HOY mode = (I 01*1 01> = I 0.01(2) F ....... or HOY mode = (I 01*1 ~>= I 0.001(10) 
HOV Annual VMT Crash rate for HOV Crashes per year HOV Annual VMT Fatality rate for HOV Fatalities per year 

(cruhes per VMT) (fatalitiea per VMT) 
From H-a2~10~ From H-a2l10! 

CtMhn for HOT mode = (I 01*1 O\)= I 0.01(3) F ___ fot HOT mode =c! 0\*1 01> = I 0.001(11) 
HOT Annual VMT Crash rate for HOT Crashes per year HOT Annual VMT Fatality rate for HOT FataJitiBS p&r year 

(cruhas per VMT) (fatalities per VMT) 

From H-bP4! From H-b~14~ 

Crashes for Bus mode =cI 01*1 0.00002481> = I 0.01(4) FltaJities for BUI mode = (\ 01*1 00000000431> = I 0.001(12) 
Bus Annual VMT Crash rate for Bus CrasheI per year Bus AMuaJ VMT Fatality rate for Sui Fatalities per year 

(cruhes per VMT) (fatalities per VMT) 

From H-c~141 From H-ci141 

Crashes for LRT mode = (I 01*1 0.00002924\> = I 0.01(5) Fattlltlelfor LRT mode = (\ 01*1 o OCOO002351 > = I 0.001(13) 
lRT AMuaI VMT Crash rate tor LRT Crashes per year lRT AMuaJ VMT Fatality rate for tAT FatMties per year 

(ClUhesperVMT) (fataJities per VMT) 

From H-d~141 From H-d(14} 

Cruhn for CRT mode = (I 01*1 o oooo0918\> = I 0.01(6) Fatalltl_ for CRT mode = (I 01*1 00000003121> = I 0.001(14) 
CRT AmuaJ VMT Crash rate for CRT Crashe& per year CRT AnnuaJ VMT Fatality rate tor CRT Fatalities per year 

(_perVMT) (fatalities per VMT) 

From H-.~' O~ From H-e(10~ 

Crash •• for Bike mod. = (I 01 *1 01> = I 0.01(7) FetelitiN tor Bike mode = (I ol*r- 01> = I 0.001(15) 
Bike Annual VMT Crash rate for Bike Cr85he& per year Biks Annual VMT Fatality rate for Bike Fatalities per year 

(-perVMT) (fatalitiu per VMT) 

From H-!l' o~ From H-~10~ 

Cre.h •• for Pad mod. = (I 01 *1 O\> = I 0.01(8) F_lllia for Ped mod. = (I 01*1 01> = I 0.OCI(16) 
Pad Annual PMT Crash rate for Ped Crashea per year Ped Annual PMT Crash rate for Ped Fatalities per year 

( ......... per PMT) ( ....... perPMT) 

Crashes and fatality rates per million miles traveled per mode 81'8 given in Tables At and SI. Crash rates are as follows: Flllality rates are as follows: 
0.00000124 and 0.00000271 for Aural and Urban highways, respectively. 0.0000000281 and 0.0000000116 lot Aural and Urban hlghwaya. respectively. 
0.0000248 incidenta per Annua/ VMT for Bus. 0.000000043 Incidents per Amual VUT tor Bus. 
0.00002924 incidents per Annual VMT lor LRT. Q,1JOOOM235 incidents per AmuaI vvr for lAT. 
0.00000918 incidents per AmuaI VMT lor CRT. O.0000003121ncid&n1a per AmuaI vt.tT mIes for CRT. 
No rates available for Bike and Pedestrian modes. Use 0.00. No l'1li81 available for Bike and PedMtrian modN. Use 0.00. 



FORM I 
of Travel Conditions under The Alternative Scenario #1 

CORRIDOR IDENTlACAnON I lincoln Avenue-Academ;t Blvd corridor I 

ANALYSIS YEAR I =01 
MOE. 

_YSIS PERIOD SOY IfOY IfOT BUS LRT CRT ~ , 

IF,om G 1171 IF,om G 1101 From G 1211 IF,om G (231 From G 1251 F,om G (271 I From G (291 IF,om G (311 

Tato!Tr;.,. S.om' A-. 67561 0 ° C 0 ° ° C 

I From G 118) IF,om G (20) F,om G (22j From G (24) F,om G (26) From G (28) I From G (30) IFrom G (32) 

T .... Ttlps ...... B-!o .0.35 0 C ° 0 C 

FromH .. " .. ) I From H ... '(14) From ,H-b{81 IFrom H-<I(8) I "'om H-e{3} IFrom H-f(3} ........ "!0-8 (In] _0.17 0.00 _0.00 0.00 _0.00 0.00 _0.00 0.00 

IF.om H .. H,5I IF,om H·.H'51 From H-h(.' IF,omH .. (8\ IFromH .... , 'F,omH-oI31 

T' .... ,· ., B-A Ibra) 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

F.om H",(3\ FromH ... (3} IF.omH"'(3} I F,om H·b(10) IF.om H .. 110} From H-<I110} From H .. (4} F,om H·ff4} 

IS.om'A-. 1120 0 0 0 C 0 0 ( 

I From H·&2(4) F,omH ... (4} From H.a2(4) I From H-b('O) I From H-c(,O) F,om H-<I(,O) FromIH5) 

V ... Hour. T' ...... "-, B-A 2159\ C 0 ( C 0 0 ( 

I From fl."(51 : From fl.b( 11) From >kI,1I " ""'''' IFromH .... , 

V ... 1_, A·. 76672 0 C C 0 ° 0 

From H"'(8) IFromH ... (.) From H ... (.) F,om H·b(11) 11) I F,om H·d(l1) IF,omH·.m 

V.h. I I S.am' B-A 1135081 0 c 0 0 0 . 0 

From H·02(11 IF,om H·"'''' I F,om H·a2'" From H·b,., I From H.o(4) F,omH .. (21 F,om H·'(2) 

A_ ... , " A·B 'm."" 67.6 0 C 0 ° ° C ° IFromH""2} IFromH-&2(2} From H-cf4\ IFrom H.o(4} From H"'2} 

,'B-A (OI"~ 52.E 0 ° ° C 0 0 ( 

I H .. 1('2) I From 11-.1('2) IF,omH.tJm I From fi.<:m IFmmH-<Im 

'0"' _~ , Sogm , A •• _O.sE 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,--0.00 0.00 

IF,om I H .. H'3} F,om H .. H'31 I F,om H·b'S} I From H·,'81 F.om H.o(SI 

Av ..... I ,.ogm' B-A 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

IF,omH ... m F,omH.a2m FromH ... m I Fmm H-b('2} From H .. (12} From H.o('2) IF,omH ... S} IF,om H·f(6} 

D. ._u·. 90806 0 C C 0 ° ° 0 

I From H·&2(81 From H-A2(8) From H·0218) IFrom H.o(12) IFromH.aI7) Ie. ,~ ..... ,'B-A '36209 0 0 0 ° ° ° .. <-
From H·AQ(1l IF.om H·AQ(2) I From H·AQI3} I From H·AQ(4}I I F,om H·AQ(5} I From H-AQ(6} I From H·AQm I F,om H-AQ(8} 

" fto .. ", 2'04.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.01 0.( 
. ~ '* • 

From H-S(2} IFrom H-Sf31 I From H-S(4) I From H·S{5) "'om H-S{6) IFrom H-Sen I F,om II-S{8} 

Ct .. ".. ..... , 720 C ° ( C 0 ° c 
I F,om H-S(.' From II-SI111 I ..... II-S(121 ,From H-S(131 From H-SI141 IFrom H-SlI51 IFromH-S1181 

F ........... m' 5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



----..=-- - -- _ _ ~ ... n~::O_ · 

FORM J-1 
Corridor Capital Costs for the Alternative Scenario 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION I Lincoln Avenue-Academ:i Blvd corridor I 
ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

SOY HOV HOT BUS LRT CRT BIKE PEDS 
Corridor Lenath affected by alternative 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42_8 42_8 42.8 42.8 

Number 01 Additional LanesfTracks 2 

Unit Cost Dor Lane/Track (Table R-\21 $8000000 

Number 01 ComponentsiEqulpment 1 

Number~COmDOnentslEQuID~t2 

Unit Cost Per Componenl/Equipment 1 (Tabl. R2) 

Unit Cost Per Componenl/Equlpment 2 (Table R2) 

Subtotal 684800000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Preliminary Engineering % (Table RB) 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Construction Engineering % (Table RB) 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 

ROW% (Table RBI 7% 70/0 7"k 7"k 7"k 7% 7°/0 7% 

Total I mod. (In Millions $1 929.27 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 

ALTERNATIVE CAPITAL TOTAL (In MIllions $1 929_27 

Number of Vears to Conatruct/Purchase 5 
Annual ConstructlonlPurchase Costa (Millions $) 185_85 



FORM J-2 
Corridor Annual Maintenance & Operation Costs under the Alternative Scenario 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION IUncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 1 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

SOY HOV HOT BUS LRT CRT BIKE PEDS 
Conidor Length affected by alternative 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 

Number 01 Additional Lanes/Tracks 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M&O Unit Cost gar LaneITrack1!abla RBI $60,COO 

Subtotal 5136000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Administration/Overhead (%) 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 
Total (par mode) 5649600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ALTERNATIVE M&O TOTAL (Annuan 5649600 

Sarvlce Dellve!y Com.Jl.onent • ..i~ (Table R10) 0% 0% 5% 75% 72% 72% 0% 0% 

Service Delivery Componants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



FORM K-1 
Summary Table for Corridor Mobility Conditions for All Segments Each Direction 

COfmJDOR IDENTlFtCATION ILincoin Avenue-Academy Blvd corrido, 1 

BASEUNE YEAR 1 19901 ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 

MOE. PER ~I SOY 1 HOV I HOT BUS I LRT I CRT 1 BIKE I~ 
ITYMOEafor 

Avg. ,Trips A-B 

~ 
0.001 0.00 ),00 0.001 0.00 ).00 

Ava. T~DS"'A S ),00 ),001 ).00 0.0011 
ColTld.r T ... 01 nme A·B (hro) 0.0 0.001 0.0; O.OOu 

[T,.voI nmo B-A (hro) • ~OO 0.0 ).001 ).Q; 
0; 

YeO. A-II 
Yoh. B-A 

Yoh. MlloHrovoIod A-B 

, Yoh. B-A 

~-. ' I~ O. 0.' 0.' O. O. 0.' 
1_. , I~ 0.' 0.0 0.' 0.' 0.' 0.' 0-' 

.... rov. A-B 0 
'Trov. B-A 0 

CopocJty 0.00 0.00 ).0 0.' 0.00 
c..oclty , ... A 0.00 0.00 ).0 0.1 0.00 

96001 

~jfi;'y MOIOa tor 
I SOY I HOY I I!. BUS I LRT I CRT I I~ 

Ava. TrIDSA-B B ~ A ••. Trl .. B-A 

COlTld.r Tro.oI nmo A-II Ihrol 1.0 
Corridor T ... ol nmo B-A Ihrs} 

Yeh. A-II 0 
Yoh. H .... Tr._ B-A 0 
Yoh. M;1es TrsvoIod A-B 0 

~T""Iod"'A 0 
1_, , (mVhr) 64.9 0.' O. 0.0 0., 0-, . O.C ...Q.I 
1- ' ImUM 56. 0.' 0 D.' 0.' 0.' 0.' 0.1 

,TroY. A-II 0 0 
.Tra ..... A as! 

copoc;~ ).0 0.' ).0 ),0 ).0 
Copocl1y , ... A 0.0 0.00 0.0 ).OO~ Q,Q 
..... Thoor.C .... 9601 0 01 

MOEsP oR SOV I HOV I HOT I SUS I LRT I CRT I SIKE I PEDS 

Avg.Num 
:-~Esunder 

>.001 O.DC 0.00 O.OC 
Ava. Numb.r 011 , ... A 83· ).001 0.' .OC 

Cor~d.r Tro.o ~ A-B (hr.) 1.5, WO 0.' 00 
Corrld.r T<avo! n • B-A (hr.) 

~ 
I.C 0.0 O.OC O.Q<J 

YeO. H ..... TrOY;i;d A-II 
Yoh. I B-A 

Yoh. UlIM Tr_. A-B. 

~ Yoh. UlIM TrsvoIod ... A 
I __ A-B(m~ 

_O~O O.C 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0, 
I &loon , peed B-A. ImUM 

~ 
0.0 0.' ).0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0 

~ 
TraY. A-B 0 0 0 0 C 
Trov. B-A 0 0 0 0 .J 

Capacity 'A-B :II ).0 0.1 0.00 ).00 0.0 
Copoclty , ... A 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 
"0 •. ",eo •. ,rrable Rm 0 0 



FORM K-2 
Summary Table for Corridor Mobility Conditions for All Segments Both Directions 

CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION I Lincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 

BASELINE YEAR 19901 ANALYSIS YEAR 

MOEs PER ANALYSIS PERIOD SOY I HOV I HOT I BUS I LRT CRT BIKE PEDS 
.. MOBILITY MOys~ .... ~.aiNE ~ ~ ~n;1. 

-

Total' of Pau.Trlpe both Directions 7439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Corridor A¥g. Trftel nme o.r DIrection 0.56 

Total Vah. Hours Traveled 3481 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOlII V.h. Miles TrPeJed 265335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

W.lah.dM_nS~(m~~ 76.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TOUlI Passenger Miles Traveled 318402 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

"\Ill. ca •• clty U,'llzodon 0.39 

Weighted Mean Speed for all Aullable Modes both Directions Cmlfhrl = 76.8 

I MOEs PER ANALYSIS PERIOD SOY HOV HOT BUS LRT I CRT I BIKE I PEDS 
I ,.1OIUl.ITY Iom!;a foq\l..,:rJliilcl ..... ...:;....'r. J p.lJIt! ~i .~.--- -~ ~ .-.----- ,".' ~ --=-

To'" t of P .... Trlps both Directions 15433 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Corridor Avg. Travel Time per Direction 0.91 

Total Vah. Hour. Tl'llveled 13342 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tota' Yeh. Mile. Traveled 550456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Welahted M •• n SDeed (mllhrl 60.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total Passenger Miles Traveled 660547 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

"VII. ca •• clty utllizadon 0.81 

Weighted Mean Speed for all Available Modes both Directions fmilhrl = 60.2 

MOE. PER ANALYSIS PERIOD SOY HOV I HOT BUS LRT I CRT I BI~'LL.!.'¥.!?.!L 
-ooa~.m&-::m;·A~~[~ directionS'. • 

-"'- . 
Total' of P •••. Trlp. both DIrections 15433 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 

Corridor Avg~ Travel Time Der Direction 0.59 

Total Veh. Hours Traveled 7877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Veh. Miles Traveled 550456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Weiohled M .. n SPMd (ml/M 73.7 0.0 0.0 G.O 0.0 0.0 G.O 0.0 

Total Passenaer Mil .. Traveled 660547 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ava. CaDacltv UtlllZlltion 0.54 

Corridor Averaae Saeed Limit 72.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Weighted Mean Speed for all Anllable Modes both Directions (mllhr) = 73.7 



FORML 
ANNUAL USER COSTS' 

CORRIDOR IDENTlFlCAT10N jU!!i2ln Avenue-Academll BlVd corridor I 
ANAL YIII YEAR I 20201 

U,k SOY HOV HOT U,k BUS u"" _JIlL __ U,k _J:I!L U,k BIKE U,k '-:_~E~_ 
BASELINE CONDITIONS .... U"'" Cod U,b Cod U," Cod Cod U,b .... .... Unitt ea.t Cod U.... Cast .... U,b .... Cod Unit. Cost 

Auto GuallnollUna..vun cr,ble,.1 .... , ..... 822538 

AIIlo Pdln----'I..fiLnIt=AIM TriDa\ , .,..,~ , '00 
Auto ToIlI fUnlt=Auto TIi.} "'OJ , 000 , 00< 

rr.n.1t ....... IUn!t=P._n ," 
VARIABLE COSTS C_ modi) 1.1'E+07 

Clllltt.I IT"''' R2) '"'" " ... 3.5E+Oj 

lnaur.nCI iTlbl, RI\ .... , .... " ... ., , 
.... nbonMCe cr,bl, RI'J . '" , .... 1.110+01 , 

_IT __ Rat 
'001 , .... 

1 ""'" 
PERIODIC COSTS IPI'r mfld, 5.41::+01 

TOTAL V.rt,btl CoD ~III $) _ I 11.33 TOTAL P,rlDdle CoeI8 Min 54 

TOTAL ANNUAL USER COSTS On Mlllol'IIII $) 65.321 

UnA SOY HOY HOT UnA BUS Uo' LRT ",k CRT ",k BIKE "" PEDS 
NO-BUILD SCENARIO .... ", .. Cod u,,, Cod U,b Cod C ... u,,, .... .... U,,. C ... Cod ",,. .... Cod U,,. C ... C ... u," Cod 

Auto Quo1ln. UnlbV .b. , 
'" 1.7E+07 

AutIII~(~Trtc-I , .. ...,.. ..,..., 
AIM ToIl~bALIIo T1t~ bt3G'i~ 

Tranall F ..... (UnIhoP .... nger TrlPlll • • • • 
VMIABLE COSTS .rmod, 2.3E+07 

_,fob • ." . .., ..... , ...... 
In'III1I~~u" R_B) " .. -1.5E+Q! 

Malnhlnancl crlbla RI) .'"' "' ... 2.3E+07 • • 
R811~ .... lonIT._ £Tabl. AI'! ' .002 ...... I ..... 
PENOOtC COSTS lP-f 1'IIOdtI) 1,1E+01 

TOTAL Vart.ble Co .. (Mill $} I23M4 TOTAL Per1Dd1lI eo... (MIll S) ~ .112.01 

TOTAL ANNUAL USER eOSTS In MIIIIoIUl4) 135.51 

"" SOY HOY HOT ... BUS .... LRT .... CRT una BIKE ... PEDS 
AL TERNA TIVE SCENARIO Cod u,,. .... u,,. .... u, .. Coot Cod u,,.. .... .... ", .. Cod .... "',. Cod .... ",,.. Cod .... ",,, eo. 
Auto G.le»lln. UnlboVMTI crabl. RI) .... ~ 1.7E+<f7 • 0 

Auto p.tklna IUnll=Auto Trip.) , .. ... , .. "'''~ • • 
_T .............. T __ -T....,.n F.r. [Unlt=P ..... ng.rTrIp.) 

VARIAIIL.E COSTS r mod. 2.3E+O'1 • 
Capital (labl. R2) om 1E.:.QB 7.3E+o7 

~(TAblaRS) . "" :IE ... 1.5E+O 

... Im.n.",,_ CTab .. Rf .... ,. ... 2.3E+O'1 

Reglantle»nlTaxn (T.bl-R~ ..... ..... ".45 • • • 
PERIODIC eosTS IP'I' InOCIa 1.1E+OI 

TOTAl. VIlI1 ... Caela (MaS) I 23.4 TOTAl.PModIaCo_[MII1) I " TOTAL ANNUAL USER eOSTS lin Million. $ 135.51 

• AmCUll' UMr coata are C81cu"tecf uMng numbM of"",. undIt CDIIgNtH (pHJc ~rIod) condition. only_ 



FORMM 
Summary Table for Corridor Annual MOEs (All Segments Both Directions) 

CORRIDOR IDENTlACATJON IUncoin Avenue-Academy BM:I corridor 1 

BASeUfE YEAR 1 19901 ANALYSts YEAR I 20201 

~~ 
I SOY I HOV I HOT I BUS I LRT I CRT I BIKE I PEDS I 

,1IIOtII, 

' .. P .... T" •• 19: ;3151 
~J ,0'-

~~~7-'" III 
, M'Ios"""'''' 001 0 , """.d)" 0 

~ 
01 01 -, 10101 01 01 01 01 01 01 

p- 7. 0.01 

V_le~ 11.331 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 - 54.001 0.001 0.001 I 0.001 

~ 
S~V_ I HOY I HOT I I UIT I C 

,P .... Trip. 

"'nue"".'" , ,Trawled 
, por'ocI)' 

~M""Tr."'ed 0 

~ 6'221 01 01 01 01 01 01 
SAFEl _.'C ... _ 20951 01 01 01 01 01 01 

16.: .01 

V'_U~ 23.491 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
ParIod'.' 112.021 0.001 0.001 I 0.001 

~~, SUY ~HOY HOT I BUS I UIT I CRT I 

, , ..... Trips 0 0 
Annue " .. "" .. 0 , , T",vo'''_ 

• 
0 0 
0 

,T_'ed 0 
0 

, ,"on •• " 6'221 01 01 01 01 01 01 
SAFETY 

]I21 
01 01 01 

F",,_ .01 0.01 .01 1.01 .01 0.01 
USER COSTS In mHIlono S 

V_le U-Cool 23.491 0.001 m 0.001 0.001 
1'otfodIo' 112·(f~ 1 0.001 0.001 

AGENCY 

,'- ~::m: o~ r-------o rl-~: ,MAOT ... ' -, 
Ii Only considers trips made under congested (puk pM/ad) conditions and 250 workdays In 8 yesr . 
... Tota' Agency Ca.' is not annualized, but reflects project'. total cost. 

,~ 
0 

III ~ 
li 10101 

7., 

I ~ I 

os I TOTAL 

OD 6'22 

01 

~ 
I 23.491 
I 112.021 

os I TUTAL 

"'i~ '43511, 

~ 
011 6'22 

III 20951 
.01 16.21 

I 
I 

~~ I 

o~ 
929, 

5 , 
I 0, 



FORMN 
MOE Index for the Alternative Scenario .. .. .. -- - .- -- ' . . - . 

CORRIDOR IDENTlFlCA110N IUncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1 20201 , 

MEASURES 
FOR EVALUATlON SOY HOV HOT BUS LRT CRT BIKE PEDS TOTAL 

FromM FromM FromM FromM FromM FromM FromM FromM 

Fatalities Der year 16.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.2 (M1) 

FromM From M From M FromM FromM FromM FromM From M 

Tons of DoliutantSj><!r yoar 6122 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 6122 (M2) 
From J-1 From J-l From J-l From J-l From J-1 From J-l From J·1 From J-1 

AGency cost ($ In millions} 929.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 929.3 (M3) 

From K-2 

WeJghlod Mean !!peed lor all Modes lor all Direction. (mllhr) = 73.7 (M4) 

Walght for Fatalltla. measura (Wf)= I 0&51 (1) Weighllor eost ",""sure (W$) • I 0251 (3) 

Weightlor Air Quality messuno (wPl= I 0201 (2) Weighllor SpMd moasure (Wal- l 0.201 (4) 

Note: The aummatlon of." weights mu. t add to 1.0 

From (Ml) From (11 

llM1"Wf = 0.061664 " I 0.351 = I 0.381 (5) 

From (M2) From (21 

llM2"Wp = 0.000163 " I 0.201 = I 0.171 (6) 

From (M3) From (31 

lIM3"W$ = 0.001078 " I 0.251 = I 0.181 (7) 

From(M4) From (41 

M4" Ws = I 73.71 " 1 0.201 = I 2.361 (8) 

From {51 From {61 Fromm From {81 

MOE Index = I 0.381 * I 0.171 * I 0.181 * I 2.361 = I 0.028221 

-_. -- -- -- _. -



FORM AA, Air Quality Benefits Worksheet 
Project/Alternative Name IriIL~ln~c':'o;"ln~A:;:;v'::en::u~e~-A'rc~a~dr.e~m=-=,y'="B=lv:":ld~c~o~rr~id~o=-=r~------------'I 

AI. Enter Analysis year and decision-making year from Form UI or MOE Form D. 
Analysis Year I 20201 Decision-Making Year I 19981 

A2. Enter total emissions in tons per year for each applicable mode under no-build and the 
alternative from Form M. 

No-Build Alternative 
Total Emissions (tons. of pollutants) I 6122.01(1) I 6122·ciH2) 

A3. Enter total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by all modes under no-build and alternative 
from Form M. 

No-Build Alternative 
Total VMT per year (all modes) I 2752281001(3) I 2752281001(4) 

A4. Enter total passenger miles traveled (PMT) by all modes under no-build and alternative 
from Form M. 

No-Build Alternative 
PMTperyear I 3302737201(5) I 3302737201(6) 

AS. Calculate Air Quality Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) for no-build and the alternative. 
MOE No-Build Alternative 

EmissionsIVMT (TonsIVMT) ! 0.0005222-11 fI.OOOO2224j 
(1 )/(3) (2)/(4) 

EmlsslonslPMT (Tons/PMT) oi500019S'11 
(1 )/(5) 

o.ofJa~ I aqJ 
(1)/(6) 

A6. Enter ratio of average annual concentration (ug/m3) to emissions (tonslyear) for the county 
from Reference Table R6. In case of multiple county alternatlvs, see Instructions In Table R6. 
County Name I EI Paso + Douglas 1(7) 

Ratio 0.0015831(8) 

A7. Calculate change In annual emissions (tonslyear) due to the alternative. 
I O·U'OI(9) 

(1 )-(2) 

A8. Calculate change in average annual concentration of emissions (ug/m3) due to the 
alternative. I 0.000001(10) 

(8)'(9) 

A9. Human Health Damages default value in dollars per ug/m3 per person per day (1992$) 
I $0.10521(11) 

AID. Update human health damages value to decision-making year using consumer price 
index (1992 CPI=140.3) 

DeCision-making year CPI 
Updated Human Health Damages Value 

...... __ 1;.;;6;;;;2."'21(12) I 0.12181<13) 
(11 )'(12)/140.3 

All. Enter population of county or counties impacted by emissions from Table R6. The population 
figures in Table R6 are for 2005. These figures may be used as a default for years up to 2010, for 
future analysis years, projections from the State Demographer should be used. State Demographer 
projections may also be used for all analysis years. I 5930081(14) 

A12. Calculate annual air quality benefit of the alternative (dollars). A negative value means 
the alternative harms air quality. I $61(15) 

(10)'(13)'(14)'365 

A13. Transfer annual air quality benefits to Form EE Part 2,the NSB Table. Round to Millions. 



FORM BB1 Part 1. User Benefit Worksheet for Project with New Mode. 

Project/Alternative Name: ILincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 

I New Mode Type: Isov I 

I 
Benefits of New Mode for Segment # 1 and Direction A-B , 

B1. Enter analysis year and decision-making year from Form UI. 
Analysis Year I 20201 Decision Making Year I 19981 

B2. Enter value for elasticity with its minus sign for new mode from Form UI . 

I .0.71(1) 

B3. Percentage (in decimals) of new mode daily trips that occur 
during the analysis period. I 0.201 

B4. Number of annual peak-period new mode passenger trips from Form I. 
(Multiply number of trips by 365 days/year and divide by the % of nelll 
mode dally trips that occur during the analysis period) I 01(2) 

BS. Enter the travel time per trip (in hrs) for new mode from Form I. 

I 0.00H3) 

B6. Enter the fare or toll per trip, or enter 0 if no fare or toll from Form UI. 

I $3.o0H4) 

B7. Enter the value of time from Form UI. I $7.07HS) 

B8. Calculate the user benefit (consumer surplus) of the new mode and place in 
Form BB-S, (Summation of User Benefits Form). 

ii -1(6) 
-0.5[[(5)*(3)+(4)]/(1 )]*(2) 



FORM BBI Part 2. User Benefits Worksheet for Project with New Mode. 

Project/Alternative Name. ILincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 

New Mode's Impact on Other Existing Modes for Segment # 1 and Direction A-B 

Existing Mode Type: !SOy ! 
B9. Speed for Segment # 1 (direction A-B) under the No-Build scenario from Form F. I 52.61 

If speed under the No-Build scenario Is greater than or equal to the speed limit, 
then skip Bl0 - B22 and enter $0 in B23. 

,Bl0. Number of days per year when congestion is present from Form UI. I 2501 

Bll. Number of analysis periods per day from Form UI. I 21 
B12. Average highway occupancy per car from Form UI. I 1.21 

B13. Enter value for elasticity with its minus sign for existing mode from Form UI. I -0.51(1) 

B14. Annual number of peak-period passenger trips for existing mode under the No-Build 
scenario from Form F. (Multiply number of trips by 250 dayslyear by 2 
peak-periods/day by the average occupancy per vehicle) I 40538401(2) 

B15. Enter travel time per trip for existing mode under No-Build from Form F. I 0.21 1(3) 

B16. calculate the price per trip for existing mode under No-Build. 
Use value of time from B6 (entry 5) In Part 1, times (3) on this form. ! $1.511(4) 

B17. calculate the slope of the trip demand curve. I: -':;13196-1171(5) 
[(4)1(2»)1(1) 

B18. Number of Annual Peak-period passenger trips for existing mode under the 
Alternative scenario from Form I. (Multiply number of trips by 250 dayslyear by 2 
peak-periods/day by the average occupancy per vehicle) I 40538401(6) 

B19. Speed for Segment 1 (direction A-B) under the Alternative scenario from Form I. I 67.61 

If the speed with the new mode Is greater than the speed limit, calculate values for B20 and 
B21 with the Speed Limit Constrained Worksheet below. Enter the values and continue with B22. 

B20. Enter the travel time per passenger trip for the existing mode under the Alternative 
scenario from Form I or Form BBI (3). I 0.171(7) 

B21. Calculate the price per trip for existing mode under the Alternative scenario. 
Use value of time from B6 (entry 5) in Page 1, times (7) on this form. I $1.221(8) 

B22. Calculate the intercept for the trip demand curve with the new mode built. I 4>231(9) 
(8)-(5)*(6) 

B23. Calculate the total benefit for the existing mode under the Alternative 
scenario and place It In Form BB-S (Summation of User Benefits Form). I' $1,112,3661(10) 

(0.5*(9-8)*6)-(0.5*(9-4)*«4-9)15) 

SPEED LIMIT CONSTRAINED WORKSHEET 

A. Segment speed limit for existing mode under the No-Build scenario from Form E-al. I 65.01(1) 

B. Enter the length of Segment # 1 In miles from Form UI. I 11.21(2) 

B20. Travel time (in hrs) per existing mode trip at the speed limit under the Alternative scenario. 

I 0.1721(3) 
(2)1(1 ) 

B21. Time price per trip at the speed limit under the Alternative scenario. I $1~I(4) 
(3) * [(5) in Form BBI Part II 

Enter the values form B20 and B21 in this worksheet in B20 and B21 on the worksheet 
for the New Mode's Impact on Exisitlng Modes, Form BBI Part 2 above. 



FORM BB2. User Benelit Worksheet lor Projects that Increase Highway Capacity. 

Proiect/Alternative Name ILlncoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 

User Benelits due to Increased Highway capacity for Segment # 1 and Direction A-E 

B201. Speed lor Segment # 1 (direction A-B) under the No-Build scenario Irom Form F. 52.61 

II average speed lor the No-Build is greater than or equal to the speed limit, 
then skip B202 - B215 and enter $0 in B216. 

B202. Enter analysis year and decision-making year from Form UI. 
Analysis Year I 20201 Decision-Making Year I 19981 

B203. Number of days per year when congestion is present from Form UI. I 2501 

B204. Number 01 analysis periods per day from Form UI. 21 

B205. Average highway occupancy per car from Form UI. 1.21 

B206. Annual number of peak-period passenger trips for existing mode under the No-Buil~ 
scenario from Form F. (Multiply number of trips by the number of days/year when 
congestion occurs by the number of analysis periods per day, and by the averagE .--==:-r.:t 
highway occupsncy per vehicle) I 4053840icl} 

B20S. Enter the value of time from Form UI. 

B209. Time price per trip for existing mode under No-Build conditions. 

B210. Speed for Segment 1 (direction A-B) under the Alternative scenario Irom Fonn I. 

fi S1lc4} 
(2}*(3) 

67.61 

lithe avg. speed under the Alternative scenario is greater than the speed limit, then calculate 
the values lor B211 and B212 with the Speed Limit Constrained Worksheet below. 

B21'. Enter the travel time per passenger trip lor the existing mode under the Altemativei-__ -nrn 
scenario Irom Form I or Irom the speed-limit constrained worksheet below. I O.171(5} 

B212. Calculate the time price per trip with the additional highway capacity. f10221(6} 
(3}*(5) 

B213. Number 01 Annual Peak-period passenger trips for existing mode under the 
Alternative scenario Irom Form I. (Multiply number 01 trips by the number of days/year 
when congestion occurs by the number 01 analysis periods per day, and by thE 
average highway occupancy per vehicle] 4053S4Oj(7) 

$1,I!;23!j(S} 
[(4}-(6}]*(1) 

B214. Calculate the benelits 01 travel time savings. 

B215. calculate the additional consumer surplus benellt 

B216. Calculate total user benefits due to additional highway capacity an~ 
place In Form BB-5 (Summation 01 User benelits Form). 

SPEED LIMIT CONSTRAINED WORKSHEET 

A. Segment speed limit lor existing mode under the No-Build scenario. 

B. Enter the length 01 Segment # 1 in miles Irom Form UI. 

I $Oj(9} 
[(4}-(6}]*[(7}-(1 }]*0.5 

$1 ,1SB;238j(1O} 
(S}+(9) 

65.ol(I} 

11.21(2} 

B211. Calculate the travel time per highway trip althe speed limit under the Alternative scenario. 
I 6:1'72!(3} 

(2}/(1) 

B212. Time price per trip at the speed limit under the Alternative scenario. I $122H4} 
(3) * [(3) in Form BB2 Part 1] 

Enterthe values lorm B211 and B212 in this worksheet in B211 and B212 on the worksheet 
lor the Benellt 01 Increased Highway Capacity, Form BB2 Part 1 above. 



FORM BB-S. User Benefits for Projects that Increase Highway Capacity. 

Project/Alternative Name: ILincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor 1 
Analysis Year: 1 20201 
Does the Project Alternative Increases the Highway Capacity (Yes/No)? Iyes 1 

User Benefits due to Increased Highway Capacity 
[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 1 Direction A-B 1 $1,168,238 1(1) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 1 Direction B-A 1 $18,937,1851(2) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 2 Direction A-B 1 $01(3) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 2 Direction B-A 1 $550,376 1(4) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 3 Direction A-B 1 $1,280,569 1(5) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 3 Direction B-A 1 $197,805 1(6) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 4 Direction A-B 1 $01(7) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 4 Direction B-A 1 $01(8) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 5 Direction A-B 1 $0 1(9) 

[From (10) in Form BB2J 

Benefits for Segment # 5 Direction B-A 1 $01(10) 

1 $22,134,174 1(11) 
Total (1) to (10) 

Enter Total in millions in Form BB (User Benefits Summary Table). 



FORM CC. Safety Benefits Worksheet 
Project/Alternative Name 1r.IL~in~c:;:o~l~n"'A~v':'::e~n~u~e-~A;;:c:-:a:-:d~e~m:-:y':"B=IV:-:d~c:-:o:-:r~ri~d:-::o':"r -------,1 

C1. Enter analysis year and decision-making year from UI. 

Analysis Year 20201 Decision-Making Year 19981 

C2. # of fatalities per year under the No-Build and Alternative scenarios from Form M. 

No-Build 

Total fatalities/year 

C3. Calculate change in fatalities due to Alternative. 

C4. Fatalitiy risk default value. (March 1998) 

1 

Alternative 

16.21(2) 

0,01<3) 
(1)-(2) 

$4,200,000 1(4) 

C5. Update fatality risk value to decision-making year using consumer price index. 
(March 1998 CPI = 162.2). See Table R3. 

Decision-making year CPI 

Updated fatality risk value 

162.21(5) 

I $4,200,0001(6) 
(4)*(5}1162.2 

C6. Calculate annual safety benefits of the alternative - in millions $. 
(A negative value means the alternative harms safety by its increase in fatalities: 

1 0·001 
(6)*(3) 

C7. Transfer annual safety benefit to Form EE Part 2, Net Social Benefits Table. 



Form EE Part 2. Net Social Benefit Table 

Project/Altemative Name: ILincoln Avenue-Academy Blvd corridor I 

Year Date User Air Qualllty Safety Capital M&O Net Social Present 
Benefits Benefits Benefits Costs Costs Benefits ValueNSB 

0 1998 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
1 1999 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
2 2000 0.00 0.00 0.00 185.85 0.00 -$185.85 -$166.18 
3 2001 0.00 0.00 0.00 185.85 0.00 -$185.85 -$160.10 
4 20D2 0.00 0.00 0.00 185.85 0.00 -$185.85 -$154.24 
5 2003 0.00 0.00 0.00 185.85 0.00 -$185.85 -$148.59 
6 2004 0.00 0.00 0.00 185.85 0.00 -$185.85 -$143.15 
7 2005 1.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 -$4.31 -$3.20 
8 2006 1.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.6~ -$3.83 -$2.74 
9 2007 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 -$3.34 -$2.30 

10 2008 2.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 -$2.86 -$1.90 
11 2009 3.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 -$2.37 -$1.52 
12 2010 3.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 -$1.89 -$1.1E 
13 2011 5.60 0.00 0.00 5.65 -$0.05 -$0.03 
14 2012 7.43 0.00 0.00 5.65 $1.79 $1.02 
15 2013 9.27 0.00 0.00 5.65 $3.62 $1.99 
16 2014 11.11 0.00 0.00 5.65 $5.46 $2.90 
17 2015 12.95 0.00 0.00 5.65 $7.30 $3.73 
18 2016 14.78 0.00 0.00 5.65 $9.13 $4.50 
19 2017 16.62 0.00 0.00 5.65 $10.97 $5.20 
20 2018 18.46 0.00 0.00 5.65 $12.81 $5.85 
21 2019 20.30 0.00 0.00 5.65 $14.65 $6.45 
22 2020 22.13 0.00 0.00 5.65 $16.48 $6.99 
23 2021 27.79 0.00 0.00 5.65 $22.14 $9.04 
24 2022 33.44 0.00 0.00 5.65 $27.79 $10.94 
25 2023 39.09 0.00 0.00 5.65 $33.44 $12.68 
26 2024 44.75 0.00 0.00 5.65 $39.10 $14.28 
27 2025 50.40 0.00 0.00 5.65 $44.75 $15.7~ 

28 2026 56.05 0.00 0.00 5.65 $50.40 $17.09 
29 2027 61.71 0.00 0.00 5.65 $56.06 $18.31 
30 2028 67.36 0.00 0.00 5.65 $61.71 $19.42 
31 2029 73.01 0.00 0.00 5.65 $67.36 $20.42 
32 203D 78.67 0.00 0.00 5.65 $73.02 $21.33 
33 2031 78.67 0.00 0.00 5.65 $73.02 $20.55 
34 2032 78.67 0.00 0.00 5.65 $73.02 $19.79 
35 2033 78.67 0.00 0.00 5.65 $73.02 $19.07 
36 2034 78.67 0.00 0.00 5.65 $73.02 $18.37 

Present Value $339.9 $0.0 $0.0 $n2.3 $n.1 ($509.4) ($509.4) 
Annual Value $17.7 $0.0 $0.0 $40.3 $4.0 ($26.6) ($26.6) 
Perpetuity Value $466.4 $0.0 $0.0 $1,059A $105.8 ($698.9 ($698.9 
• Declslon-Making Year 
.. Difference in yearly User Costs between No-Build and Altemative from MOE Form L 
Benefits and Cost are in millions $ 
Present Value Is based on the Interest Rate on Form EE-1 , as is Perpetuity Value 
Annual Valua is based on the Interest Rate and Annualization Period on Form EE-1 



APPendix 

Annotated Bibliography 

1. Eubanks, Larry S. and Mueller, Michael]. (1998). 'Safety Benefit-Cost Estimates', Prepared 
for CDOT Research Contract Common Perfonnance Measures - Multi-modal Research 
Study, Community, Environmental and Economic Development Analysis Program, Center 
for Community Development and Design, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. 

Synopsis: 
This technical paper discusses considerations about transportation safety as used in 
efficiency analysis and provides the basis for a calculation methodology for safety benefits. 
The concept of the value of fatality risk is explained. 

2. Eubanks, Larty S. and Mueller, Michael J. (1998). 'Transportation Economic Benefits', 
Prepared for CDOT Research Contract Common Perfonnance Measures - Multi-modal 
Research Study. Community, Environmental and Economic Development Analysis 
Program, Center for Community Development and Design, University of Colorado at 
Colorado Springs. 

Synopsis: 
This technical paper explains economic benefits of transportation as used in efficiency 
analysis and provides the basis for calculating estimates of benefits for projects that involve a 
new mode or that increase capacity of existing modes. It also discusses benefits in situations 
involving congestion considerations. 

3. Eubanks, Larry S. and Mueller, Michael J. (1997). 'Notes on the Booz-Allen Mobility Index', 
Prepared for CDOT Research Contract Common Performance Measures - Multi-modal 
Research Study. Community, Environmental and Economic Development Analysis 
Program, Center for Community Development and Design, University of Colorado at 
Colorado Springs. 

Synopsis: 
This paper provides some analysis of the Booz-Allen Mobility Index that helps one 
understand the potential usefulness of the index with respect to the Common Performance 
Measures research. 

4. Eubanks, Larty S. and Mueller, Michael J. (1998). 'The Meaning of Efficiency', Prepared for 
CDOT Research Contract Common Performance Measures - Multi-modal Research Study. 
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Community, Environmental and Economic Development Analysis Program, Center for 
Community Development and Design, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. 

Synopsis: 
Ths technical paper describes the meaning of efficiency in order to minimize potential 
misunderstanding of the economic efficiency analysis used in the research, as well as to 
provide an adequate foundation for understanding the role which efficiency and benefit-cost 
analysis can play in transportation planning. 

5. Khan, S.1. and Welle, M. (1997). 'A Review of Travel Demand Elasticities', Prepared for 
the Colorado Department of Transportation as supporting document for the Development 
of Common Performance Measures to Evaluate Transportation Systems Investments Across 
Modal Lines. Colorado TransLab, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Colorado 
at Denver. 

Synopsis: 
Projections of future travel demand and the effects of various transportation alternatives on 
travel patterns are an essential part of this evaluation process. One method to estimate 
travel demand is to use direct and cross-elasticites available in the literature. Ths paper 
reviews transportation elasticities developed through various studies, but these elasticities 
represent situations unique to a particular study. For instance, some elasticities categorize 
the response to price changes by trip purpose- others by trip length or travel time. To apply 
elasticities to forecast travel demand, an understanding of the details involved in the 
development of the elasticity is necessary. Ths overview attempts to provide some 
background information on transportation elasticities. 

6. Khan, S.I., Awad, W. and Robles,]. (1998). 'Estimating Crashes and Fatalities', Prepared for 
the Colorado Department of Transportation as supporting document for the Development 
of Common Performance Measures to Evaluate Transportation Systems Investments Across 
Modal Lines. Colorado TransLab, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Colorado 
at Denver. 

Synopsis: 
Ths report presents a discussion on the methodology to estimate number of crashes and 
fatalities for a corridor investment study or a regional transportation plan, for highway and 
transit modes. 

7. Khan, S.I., Eubanks, L.S., Mueller, M., Van Lauwe, E., and Joy, C. (1997). 'Common 
Performance Measures to Evaluate Transportation System Investments Across Modal Lines 
for Rural and Small Urban TPRs'. Presented at the 1997 Transportation Research Board 
Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. 

Synopsis: 
Ths paper is a progress report on the Common Performance Measures - Multi-modal 
Research Study. 

8. Khan, S.I., Eubanks, L.S., and Robles]. (1999). 'An MOE Index to Evaluate Multimodal 
Transportation Alternatives for Corridor Investment Studies'. Submitted for publication to 
the Transportation Research (part L\) journal. 
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Synopsis: 

1bis report presents a discussion of the methodology to develop a multi-criteria ordinal 
index to rank alternatives or projects. 

9. Mueller, Michael]. and Eubanks, Larry S. (1997). 'Air Pollution Benefit-Cost and MOE 
Estimates', Prepared for CDOT Research Contract Common Performance Measures -
Multi-modal Research Study. Community, Environmental and Economic Development 
Analysis Program, Center for Community Development and Design, University of Colorado 
at Colorado Springs. 

Synopsis: 
The purpose of this technical paper is to explain the role of air polluting emissions in the 
economic efficiency analysis of transportation plans, and to define a methodology for 
computing the effect of changes in emissions on the net social benefit of transportation 
projects at the sketch planning level. It also defines and discusses a measure of effectiveness 
for air quality considerations. 

10. Mueller, Michael]. and Eubanks, Larry S. (1997). 'Efficiency Analysis and Full Cost 
Mockup', Prepared for CDOT Research Contract Common Performance Measures - Multi
modal Research Study. Community, Environmental and Economic Development Analysis 
Program, Center for Community Development and Design, University of Colorado at 
Colorado Springs. 

SynopsIs: 
This technical paper illustrates, through a hypothetical and simple case study, the use of 
economic efficiency to analyze a multi-modal transportation planning decision-making 
situation. It also shows a full cost analysis of the same case study and compares the two 
types of analysis. 

11. Mueller, Michael]. and Eubanks, Larry S. (1997). 'Transportation Economic Costs and 
Discounting in Economic Efficiency Analysis', Prepared for CDOT Research Contract 
Common Performance Measures - Multi-modal Research Study. Community, 
Environmental and Economic Development Analysis Program, Center for Community 
Development and Design, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. 

SynopsIs: 

This technical paper discusses the types of economic costs associated with transportation 
projects in terms of the meaning of costs as used in economic efficiency analysis. It also 
explains procedures followed in using economic costs, discounting, and discount rates in 
calculating net social benefits. 

12. Robles,]. and Khan, S.I. (1998). 'Mobility and Travel Demand', Prepared for the Colorado 
Department of Transportation as supporting document for the Development of Common 
Performance Measures to Evaluate Transportation Systems Investments Across Modal 
Lines. Colorado TransLab, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Colorado at 
Denver. 

SynopsIs: 

As part of an effort to develop measures to evaluate transportation system investment across 
modal lines, the CPM team conducted a review aimed at identifying practical, simplified 
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techniques for travel demand forecasting and assessing their applicability to this research 
project. The report reviews travel demand modeling techniques and procedures as it 
pertains to the analysis of demand for conidor investment studies as well as more simplified 
analyses at the TPR level. 
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INSTRUCTION FOR ACCESING CPM WORKSHEETS 

The attached floppy disk contains three files needed to use the CPM analysis tools-two 
Excel spreadsheets and a Word file. It is highly recommended that the user copy all 
three files onto the user's hard drive and keep the floppy disk as a backup copy. 

The "Userinput.doc" Word file can be used to insert required data to calculate measures 
of effectiveness and to perform economic efficiency analyses for the corridor to be 
evaluated. The user may also choose to print the tables in this file to fill the information 
manually. 

The "Manual MOEs.xls" Excel me can be used to print worksheets templates to perform 
manual analyses. All templates can be sent to the printer in Excel by pulling down the 
"View" menu and selecting "Print Manager-Print All". 

The "Automated_MOEs.zip" file is a compressed Excel file that is used to perform 
automated analyses as well as sensitivity evaluations. This file will decompress to a 1.8 
MB spreadsheet named Automated_MOEs.xls. All required data to perform a corridor 
analysis can be entered in the first worksheet of this file. This "Data" worksheet requires 
a more complete data input than the one needed to fill the tables in the "Userinpt.doc" 
file. 
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